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Abstract 

Symbiotic nitrogen fixation by diazotrophic bacteria is an environmentally benign 

alternative to synthetic fertilizer application to agricultural fields. The effectiveness of inoculum 

strains can be reduced by competition with native strains present in the soil. Sinorhizobium 

meliloti is a soil bacterium that can establish a nitrogen fixing symbiosis with the forage crop 

Medicago sativa and the model legume Medicago truncatula. The ability to utilize organic 

compounds has been shown to be important for competition for nodule occupancy in S. meliloti 

and other symbiotic bacteria. Here, genetic and biochemical techniques are used to examine the 

metabolism of several substrates in the model organism S. meliloti. Genetic loci involved in 

sugar alcohols galactitol as well as sorbitol, mannitol, and D-arabitol were identified and 

characterized. Special attention was paid to sorbitol dehydrogenase SmoS and a crystal structure 

with a resolution of 2.0 Å was generated. These experiments led to the characterization of the 

metabolism of D-arabinose and L-fucose, which is carried out in part by loci that are involved in 

mannitol and D-arabitol utilization. Additionally, while S. meliloti cannot utilize the sugar 

alcohol xylitol, it was observed that spontaneous mutations would arise at a modest frequency 

that permitted growth on xylitol. This mutation increases the metabolic capacity of the organism, 

and was genetically characterized and determined to be related to the movement of an 

ISRm2011-2 insertion sequence element. These results contribute to our understanding of the 

metabolism of the model organism S. meliloti and further efforts to engineer symbiosis in other 

organisms. 
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1.1 The nitrogen problem 

1.1.1 Nitrogen fixation 

Nitrogen is an important component of many biomolecules, including photosynthetic 

chlorophyll, nucleic acids (DNA and RNA), and protein. These molecules can be synthesized 

intracellularly from base components taken up from the environment; however, most nitrogen is 

“locked away” in the atmosphere as dinitrogen gas. Approximately 78% of the atmosphere by 

volume, roughly 4 x 109 Tg, is made up of dinitrogen gas (Sorai et al., 2007). Due to the high 

activation energy required to break the covalent triple bond, N2 gas is mostly inert and 

inaccessible to biological systems. The process of liberating nitrogen, and transforming it into a 

biologically active form, is called nitrogen fixation. 

There are three major forms of nitrogen fixation: atmospheric, industrial, and biological. 

Atmospheric nitrogen fixation occurs primarily due to lightening strikes, which provide the 

energy required to convert N2 into nitrogen oxides. Approximately 5 Tg N yr-1 are produced by 

lightening (Fig. 1.1) (Shepon et al., 2007). Industrial nitrogen fixation is facilitated by the Haber-

Bosch process, a chemical reaction in which N2 gas is reduced to ammonia (NH3) under high 

temperature and pressure in the presence of an iron catalyst (Erisman et al., 2008). Fritz Haber 

invented the process in 1908; it was subsequently scaled up for industrial purposes by Carl 

Bosch. Both men were awarded Nobel prizes for their contributions to the technique (Erisman et 

al., 2008). Approximately 120 Tg N yr-1 are produced by the Haber-Bosch process, of which 

80% is used to produce fertilizer and the remaining 20% for feedstock (Fig. 1.1) (Galloway et 

al., 2008). Biological nitrogen fixation (BNF) is mediated by microorganisms called diazotrophs 

that are capable of enzymatically converting nitrogen gas into ammonia. BNF is an exclusively 

prokaryotic process, limited predominantly to bacteria and a few archaea (Boyd & Peters, 2013).  
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Figure 1.1. Global nitrogen fixation, natural and anthropogenic in both oxidized and reduced 
forms through combustion, biological fixation, lightning and fertilizer, and industrial production 
through the Haber–Bosch process for 2010. The arrows indicate a transfer from the atmospheric 
N2 reservoir to terrestrial and marine ecosystems, regardless of the subsequent fate of the Nr. 
Green arrows represent natural sources, purple arrows represent anthropogenic sources. 

 

Republished with permission of Philosophical transactions. Biological sciences, from The global nitrogen cycle in 
the twenty-first century, Fowler, et al., 368, 2013; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. 
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BNF occurs in both terrestrial and marine ecosystems, with fixation that occurs on land within or 

in close association with plants referred to as symbiotic nitrogen fixation (SNF). 

The nitrogenase enzyme, a unifying feature of diazotrophs, is responsible for catalyzing 

the N2 fixation reaction. Nitrogenase expends 16 ATP to reduce N2 gas into ammonia, and can be 

represented by the equation: 

N2 + 8 H+ + 8 e- + 16 ATP ® 2 NH3 + H2 + 16 ADP + 16 Pi 

Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) can be considered the “energy currency” of biological systems, 

making the reaction a costly endeavor for the bacterium. Generation of ATP by symbiotic 

bacteria requires the oxidation of organic compounds, which are secreted into the soil by the host 

plant. The area of the soil affected by plant root exudate is called the rhizosphere. That the 

organism would spend so much energy to perform the reaction is indicative of the strength of the 

N2 triple bond, but also speaks to the overall importance of generating reduced nitrogen. This 

reaction can be contrasted with the Haber-Bosch process in that it is performed at ambient 

temperature and pressure. A total of 260 Tg N yr-1 are fixed via BNF, including natural (200 Tg 

N yr-1) and agricultural sources (60 Tg N yr-1) (Fig. 1.1) (Herridge et al., 2008; Vitousek et al., 

2013; Voss et al., 2013). 

 

1.1.2 Problems associated with agricultural practices 

The Haber-Bosch process led to an enormous increase in agricultural productivity in most 

regions of the world (Stewart et al., 2005). Higher agricultural yields have coincided with a 

growing human population. At the turn of the 20th century the population was approximately 1.5 

billion people. It has climbed to 7.2 billion over the last 120 years. It has been estimated that 

48% of the population is supported by Haber-Bosch nitrogen (Erisman et al., 2008).  
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It is indisputable that Haber-Bosch nitrogen has been instrumental in meeting the 

population’s nutritional requirements, but the benefits have come with significant environmental 

costs. Reactive nitrogen (Nr), defined as all forms of nitrogen excluding N2, is accumulating in 

the environment due to the rate of Nr generation greatly exceeding the rate of Nr denitrification 

into N2 (Galloway et al., 2003; Sutton et al., 2013). Its been estimated that greater than 50% of 

the Nr applied to fields is lost to the environment (Lassaletta et al., 2014). Losses of reactive 

nitrogen typically occur in the form of nitrate (NO3-), organic nitrogen species (eg. urea, amines, 

proteins, and nucleic acids), nitrogen oxides (NOx, which refers to the sum of nitric oxide (NO) 

and nitrogen dioxide (NO2)), nitrous oxide (N2O), and ammonia (NH3) (Davidson et al., 2015; 

Galloway et al., 2003). NO3- and organic nitrogen leach into water bodies and contribute to 

eutrophication and algal blooms in aquatic ecosystems. NO3- is a regulated drinking water 

pollutant, which should be below 10 mg/L according to the United States Environmental 

Protection Agency and the Ontario Drinking Water Standards. NOx, N2O, and NH3 are leached 

from soil by emission into the atmosphere. NOx is a precursor to tropospheric ozone pollution, 

and additionally, both NOx and NH3 contribute to the buildup of particulate matter reducing air 

quality and increasing N deposition in downwind ecosystems. N2O is a greenhouse gas that can 

contribute to climate change, in addition to depletion of stratospheric ozone (Davidson et al., 

2015; Galloway et al., 2003). These disruptions to the global nitrogen cycle have exceeded safe 

operating parameters and crossed a threshold that could lead to unacceptable environmental 

change (Rockström et al., 2009; Steffen et al., 2015). 

Its been estimated that the population will be as high as 9.5 billion people by the year 

2050, suggesting that humanity will need to further increase its agricultural productivity. 

Fertilizers are also required for the generation of bioenergy and biofuels, and while biofuels do 
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not currently provide a large proportion of the global energy requirement, their production is 

expected to increase, creating another strain on an already exerted nitrogen budget (Erisman et 

al., 2008). 

 

1.1.3 Potential alternatives 

Nitrogen use efficiency (NUE) is defined as the ratio of nitrogen removed from fields 

during harvest to the amount of nitrogen added. Improving agricultural practices would mean 

decreasing N surplus, which could be lost to the environment, while increasing NUE and crop 

yields. A number of current technologies have great potential to increase NUE including 

controlled-release fertilizers, urease and nitrification inhibitors, improved irrigation and water 

management, improved soil and plant testing to match nutrient applications with crop demands, 

use of winter cover crops, and precision agriculture technologies (Davidson et al., 2015). While 

these techniques have been used with limited success, there remain significant social and 

economic barriers in place that reduce their widespread adoption and efficacy (Davidson et al., 

2015). 

In addition to the implementation of modern agricultural practices, biotechnological 

strategies are another tactic under investigation to reduce N surplus. In general, regions with a 

higher contribution of Nr from SNF have a better NUE (Lassaletta et al., 2014). Currently, SNF 

is largely limited to legume plants, but there is growing interest in extension of SNF to non-

legumes. A number of approaches are being utilized to achieve this goal, including direct 

expression of bacterial nitrogenase genes in plants, engineering non-legume plants to establish 

symbiosis with diazotrophic bacteria, and the development of novel plant-microbe interactions 

(Mus et al., 2016).  
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1.2 Symbiotic nitrogen fixation 

1.2.1 Rhizobia 

Soil bacteria with the ability to establish N fixing symbiosis with legumes are collectively 

referred to as rhizobia. These bacteria fall into two orders, α proteobacteria and β proteobacteria, 

and currently encompass 14 genera and hundreds of species (Fig. 1.2) (Masson-Boivin et al., 

2009; Peix et al., 2015). Some of the most well studied members include Sinorhizobium, 

Rhizobium, Bradyrhizobium, Mesorhizobium, and Azorhizobium. These bacteria in combination 

with their hosts are useful model systems for symbiotic research. Common model systems 

include the Sinorhizobium meliloti-Medicago truncatula model (Jones et al., 2007) and the 

Mesorhizobium loti-Lotus japonicus model (Markmann et al., 2012). The only notable exception 

to the proteobacterial N fixing symbiotic monopoly are actinobacteria of the genus Frankia, that 

are able to fix N while engaged in a symbiotic relationship with actinorhizal plants (Pawlowski 

& Demchenko, 2012). These bacteria are not nearly as numerous in a taxonomic sense as their 

rhizobial counterparts (Remigi et al., 2016). 

During symbiosis, rhizobia elicit the formation of organs termed nodules on the roots of 

host plants; the nodules are colonized intracellularly and are the site of N fixation. Apart from 

the presence of genes necessary for nodulation (nod/nol/noe) and N fixation (nif/fix/fdx), there 

are few features shared between all rhizobia. Even the nod genes may be dispensable, as strains 

capable of nodulation and symbiosis in the absence of canonical nod genes have been reported 

(Giraud et al., 2007). However, some common features of rhizobia are large (5-10 Mbp) 

genomes that have high plasticity and a robust capacity for regulation, metabolism, transport, and 

stress response (Remigi et al., 2016).  
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The genes responsible for nodulation and N fixation are often located on accessory plasmids 

(Higashi, 1967; Johnston et al., 1978) or symbiosis islands (Kaneko et al., 2002; Sullivan et al., 

2002) and are therefor subject to increased mobility and horizontal gene transfer (HGT) events. 

The distribution of these genes within only 14 genera seems small given the high frequency of 

HGT events within the rhizosphere (Kroer et al., 1998; van Elsas et al., 2003) as well as the 

abundance and diversity of soil bacteria (Delgado-Baquerizo et al., 2018). Phylogenetic evidence 

suggests that three types of transfer events have led to the current distribution of symbiotic 

genes: frequent transfer within genera, infrequent transfer between genera, and very infrequent, 

possibly unique (Chen et al., 2003), transfer between α proteobacteria and β proteobacteria 

(Remigi et al., 2016). This suggests that the transfer of symbiotic genes is not sufficient for the 

generation of a symbiotic organism, and that the genome of the recipient must be predisposed for 

receipt of the genes for an effective symbiont to be created. As an example, exopolysaccharide 

(EPS) production has been shown to be essential for symbiosis in Sinorhizobium meliloti (Leigh 

et al., 1985; Pellock et al., 2000). However, the genes necessary for EPS production in S. meliloti 

are absent in other rhizobial lineages (Tian et al., 2012), suggesting that EPS production may be 

an innate skill of Sinorhizobium that has been adapted for symbiosis. However, each host has 

unique challenges for a potential symbiotic partner to overcome such as plant immunity (Zipfel, 

2014) as well as physiology and metabolism (Udvardi & Poole, 2013), indicating that a long 

period of co-evolution likely occurs in which the interaction can be fine-tuned (Remigi et al., 

2016). 
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1.2.2 Sinorhizobium meliloti Rm1021 

S. meliloti Rm1021, also called Ensifer meliloti (Fig. 1.2), is a Gram-negative α 

proteobacterium thatt can be found as a free-living bacterium in the soil or as a participant in an 

endosymbiotic relationship with legumes of the Medicago, Melilotus, and Trigonella genera. S. 

meliloti was originally isolated from New South Wales, Australia in 1937 and termed SU47, 

Rm1021 is a streptomycin resistant derivative of the SU47 parental strain (Geddes & Oresnik, 

2016; Meade & Signer, 1977; Meade et al., 1982). 

Rm1021 has a tripartite genome consisting of a chromosome (3,654,135 bp), a 

megaplasmid called pSymA (1,354,226 bp), and a chromid called pSymB (1,683,333 bp) (Fig. 

1.3) (Capela et al., 2001; diCenzo & Finan, 2017; Downie & Young, 2001; Finan et al., 2001; 

Galibert et al., 2001). The majority of the essential and housekeeping genes are included on the 

chromosome (Capela et al., 2001). pSymA contains the genes for nodulation and nitrogen 

fixation and is often referred to as the symbiotic megaplasmid, but no absolutely essential genes 

are found on this replicon; in fact it can be removed entirely without major repercussions to the 

organism (Oresnik et al., 2000). A large proportion of the genes on pSymB are dedicated to 

solute uptake and polysaccharide synthesis, suggesting that the chromid is important for survival 

in diverse environments (Finan et al., 2001). The pSymB genes engA and tRNAarg were shown to 

be essential for growth (diCenzo et al., 2013), but if copies of these genes were previously 

integrated into the chromosome, the entire chromid could be deleted (diCenzo et al., 2014). This 

realization led to the creation of a pSymAB double cured strain, in which 45% of the genome 

was removed. This mutant was compromised for growth on a number of carbon, nitrogen, 

phosphorous, and sulfur sources but was able to grow on minimal media as well as in bulk soil.   
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Figure 1.3. The three components of the Sinorhizobium meliloti genome: a chromosome and two 
secondary replicons. Red, green and blue regions have a guanosine and cytidine (G+C) content 
of less than 60% (averaged over 10-kilobase windows). The positions of some genes are shown, 
including those needed for the synthesis of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) and for plasmid replication 
(rep genes), as well as the gene encoding the essential transfer RNA (Arg-tRNA) that recognizes 
the nucleotide triplet CCG. Also shown are the gene regions required for the bacterium to form 
nodules on the roots of legumes (nod genes), for the formation of external polysaccharides (exo 
genes), and for symbiotic nitrogen fixation (nif/fix genes). 
 
Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer Nature Nature The ABC 
of Symbiosis, Downie and Young, Copyright (2001). 
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This suggests that the core chromosome is sufficient for growth in soil and that the accessory 

plasmids are necessary for survival in more specialized environments such as the rhizosphere or 

during intracellular interactions (diCenzo et al., 2014). 

S. meliloti has emerged as a model organism for the study of bacterial carbon metabolism 

(Geddes & Oresnik, 2014; Jacob et al., 2008; Mauchline et al., 2006). This is due in part to the 

organism’s ability to utilize a vast number of carbon sources for growth, as well as the distinct 

metabolic pathways it employs that distinguish it from other established paradigms such as 

Escherichia coli or Bacillus subtilis. Recently, constraint based metabolic modeling has become 

a tool for evaluation of the metabolic characteristics of an organism (Feist et al., 2009; Oberhardt 

et al., 2009). These models have been used to predict the metabolic behavior of microorganisms 

under different environmental conditions, as well as simulate the effect of gene deletions and 

overexpression (Contador et al., 2015; Razmilic et al., 2018). Several models that vary in scope 

have been developed for S. meliloti, including modeling of SNF (Zhao et al., 2012), whole 

metabolism (diCenzo et al., 2016), and core metabolic network (diCenzo et al., 2018). These 

models are invaluable resources for making in silico observations, genetic manipulations, 

predictions, as well as for generation of hypotheses. 

 

1.2.3 Medicago 

Approximately 90% of the species with the plant family Leguminosae (Fabaceae) can fix 

atmospheric N into NH3 through a symbiotic interaction with rhizobia (Liu et al., 2018). Within 

this family is the genus Medicago, which contains approximately 87 species of flowering plants, 

the most well known being Medicago sativa (alfalfa) (Steele et al., 2010). While much 

investigation of the Rhizobium-legume symbiosis has been conducted with alfalfa, M. truncatula 
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(barrel medic) has emerged as one of the main model legumes, along with Lotus japonicus, used 

for research purposes (Barker et al., 1990; Cook, 1999; Handberg & Stougaard, 1992). The 

importance of having two prominent model legumes is revealed through consideration of the 

type of nodules formed on each plant during symbiosis. M. truncatula forms indeterminate 

nodules, which are elongated in shape due to their persistent apical meristem. In contrast L. 

japonicus forms determinate nodules, which lack a persistent meristem and are spherical in shape 

(Fig. 1.4) (Ferguson et al., 2010). M. truncatula has several attributes that facilitated its 

emergence as a model organism, including a sequenced genome (Young et al., 2011), which is 

diploid (2n=16), small in size (~375 Mbp), and simple in comparison to other legumes. 

Additionally, it has a short life cycle, is easily transformed with Agrobacterium and has high 

levels of genetic diversity and synteny with other, more complex, crop and forage legumes 

(Burks et al., 2018; Cañas & Beltrán, 2018).   

The host plant exerts a great deal of control over the symbiotic process. For instance, 

legumes can regulate the number and size of nodules formed on their roots based on their 

environmental conditions via the autoregulation of nodulation (AON) signalling pathway. For 

rhizobia, there is little detriment to existing within the nodule, but for the plant nodulation 

represents a great expenditure of resources and may not be beneficial in every situation (Fig. 

1.5). While the AON pathway is not fully understood, key players include peptides MtCLE12 

and MtCLE13 (Mortier et al., 2010), receptor MtSUNN (Schnabel et al., 2005), and root factors 

MtTML1 and MtTML2 (Gautrat et al., 2019), which all act to repress rhizobium-induced 

nodulation. Legumes can also reduce nodulation in response to N availability in the soil or 

through the plant hormone ethylene using pathways that are independent of AON pathway 

(Ferguson et al., 2019).  
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Figure 1.4. Developmental stages of indeterminate and determinate legume nodules. Illustrated 
are the developmental stages of pea (indeterminate; left) and soybean (determinate; right) 
nodules. Emerging root hairs exude flavonoid compounds, which attract compatible rhizobia and 
stimulate them to produce nod factors (NF). The root hair deforms and forms a pocket, in which 
the rhizobia become entrapped. Infection thread structures initiate in the pocket enabling the 
rhizobia to enter the plant. Cell divisions are first observed in the inner cortex for indeterminate 
nodules or the sub-epidermal cell layer for determinate nodules. Additional cell layers later 
divide leading to the formation of the nodule primordium. The infection threads progress towards 
this primordium and release the rhizobia into infection droplets, in which they differentiate into 
nitrogen-fixing bacteroids. At the top of the primordium of indeterminate nodules, a meristem 
develops that continually gives rise to new cells. As these new cells mature, many subsequently 
become infected, leading to successive zones of rhizobia invasion and differentiation within the 
nodule. In contrast, determinate nodules do not develop a persistent meristem and hence their 
invaded cells are all at a similar developmental phase. The various developmental stages, tissue 
types and nodulation zones are labeled. 

 

Reproduced from Journal of Integrative Plant Biology, volume 52, Ferguson, B. J., Indrasumunar, A., Hayashi, S., 
Lin, M., Link, Y., Reid, D. E., and Gresshoff, P. M., Molecular Analysis of Legume Nodule Development and 
Autoregulation, p. 61-67, Copyright 2010, John Wiley and Sons. © Institute of Botany, Chinese Academy of 
Sciences. 
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Figure 1.5. Legume and rhizobia conflict over nodule number. (a) Costs vs benefits of 
nodulation are modeled. Plant costs to nodulation (carbon, C) are predicted to be a linear 
function of the number of nodules formed (Nod#) with a slope of m (cost per nodule): f(C) = m x 
Nod#. Plant benefits from nodulation (nitrogen, N) are predicted to be a negative exponential 
function, f(N) = α(1-e-BxNod#), with diminishing returns that reach an asymptote at α and diminish 
at a rate corresponding to B. (b) Net benefits of nodulation can be calculated by subtracting the 
cost from the benefit functions. The net benefit function for nodulation is unimodal, increasing 
with the formation of nodules (zone of cooperation) until the optimal number of nodules is 
reached (N–Cmax), and above which additional nodules reduce the host benefit (zone of conflict). 
If too few or too many nodules are formed, the host does not acquire the net minimal benefit to 
set seed (i.e.< N–Cmin). (c) Host fitness (i.e. growth, seed set) varies with the number of nodules 
formed. Lotus japonicus mutants have been generated that form too many nodules compared 
with wild-type and thus experience reduced fitness (Nishimura et al., 2002). 
  
Reproduced from New Phytologist, volume 219, Sachs, J. L., Quides, K. W., and Wendlandt, C. E., Legumes versus 
rhizobia: a model for ongoing conflict in symbiosis, p. 1199-1206, Copyright 2018, John Wiley and Sons. © 2018 The 
Authors, New Phytologist © 2018 New Phytologist Trust.  
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The plant can also exert control over the post-invasion stages of symbiosis by influencing 

the differentiation fate of bacteroids, which are the nitrogen fixing form of the bacteria. 

Bacteroids exist in two forms; terminally differentiated and reversibly differentiated (Oono & 

Denison, 2010). Terminally differentiated bacteroids are observed in indeterminate nodules such 

as M. truncatula. They are morphologically distinct from free-living cells in that they appear 

swollen and branched, they exhibit an increased DNA content, and they cannot revert into a free-

living state (Mergaert et al., 2006). Reversibly differentiated bacteroids can be found within 

determinate nodules on L. japonicus or Glycine max; they are modestly altered but still resemble 

free-living rhizobia and are able to resume saprophytic growth upon isolation from the nodule. 

The differentiation state of the bacteroid is under host control (Mergaert et al., 2006) and is 

influenced by nodule-specific cysteine rich (NCR) plant peptides in M. truncatula (Fig. 1.6C) 

(Van de Velde et al., 2010). 

 

1.2.4 Symbiosis 

The Rhizobium-legume symbiosis is a host-microbe interaction in which the rhizobia are 

internalized within host cells, where they fix atmospheric nitrogen into ammonia. The plant uses 

this reactive nitrogen for growth while providing carbon to the bacteria. Several plant and 

bacterial genes must be systematically expressed for a functional symbiotic relationship to be 

established.  

Symbiosis begins with an exchange of signal molecules between the bacterium and the 

host (Fig. 1.6A). The plant secretes flavonoid compounds that are perceived by rhizobia through 

binding to LysR type transcriptional regulator NodD, which induces the expression of bacterial 

nod genes.   
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Figure 1.6. Rhizobia interacting with legumes. (a) The legume secretes flavonoids, which induce 
the rhizobia to produce Nod factors and attract them to the plant root hair cells. (b) Nod-factor 
signaling triggers a number of developmental changes, including root hair curling, which traps 
the rhizobia in Shepherd’s crooks. Inward growth of the root hair tip results in tubular structures 
called infection threads, which allow the rhizobia to enter the cortical cell layers of the plant root. 
(c) The rhizobia escape the infection thread and are taken into the host cell via an endocytosis-
like process (1), which encompasses them in a host-derived membrane. These intracellular 
compartments are known as symbiosomes. In legumes of the IRLC clade such as Medicago 
truncatula and Pisum sativum, the rhizobia are challenged with NCR peptides (2) and 
differentiate into elongated bacteroids (3). The bacterial BacA protein is essential for protecting 
the rhizobia against the antimicrobial activity of NCR peptides (2). In contrast, BacA is 
dispensable for rhizobia infecting legumes of the phaseoloid clade that do not produce NCR 
peptides. In these host plants, rhizobia do not differentiate terminally and often multiple 
bacteroids can be found inside a single symbiosome membrane. WT, wildtype. 
 
Haag, A. F., Arnold, M. F. F., Myka, K. K., Kerscher, B., Dall’Angelo, S., Zanda, M., Mergaert, P., and Ferguson, 
G. P., Molecular insights into bacteroid development during Rhizobium–legume symbiosis, FEMS Microbiology 
Reviews, 2012, p. 1-20, by permission of Oxford University Press.  
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Luteolin was determined to be the major flavonoid produced by M. sativa and nodD is required 

for induction of the nod genes (Mulligan & Long, 1985; Peters et al., 1986). The number of 

nodD genes varies between bacterial species; S. meliloti has three nodD alleles, nodD1, nodD2, 

and nodD3, which are all capable of inducing nodulation (Honma & Ausubel, 1987; Honma et 

al., 1990). NodD binds 47 bp DNA motifs called nod boxes that are found within nod promoter 

sequences (Fisher et al., 1988; Rostas et al., 1986).  

Induction of the nod genes leads to expression of proteins capable of Nod factor (NF) 

synthesis. NFs are lipochitooligosaccharide (LCO) molecules of bacterial origin that are 

generated in response to plant derived flavonoids. They consist of β-1,4-N-acetyl-D-glucosamine 

residues in which the acyl moiety is bound to the nonreducing terminal sugar, the number of 

residues as well as the length of the acyl chains is variable between and within species (Fig. 1.7). 

The core LCO backbone is generated from the nodABC operon; nodIJ encode LCO exporters, 

with species-specific additions such as fucosyl, sulphuryl, acetyl, methyl, carbamoyl, and 

arabinosyl groups encoded by accessory nod, noe, or nol genes. 

NF contributes to the host specificity of a symbiotic bacterium but it is not the sole 

determinant. For example, different species of bacteria with distinct host ranges can produce 

identical NF (Cárdenas et al., 1995). The host range of symbiotic bacteria is quite variable. R. 

leguminosarum bv. trifoli only nodulates clover (Terpolilli et al., 2014), while S. fredii NGR234 

is promiscuous and can establish symbiosis with legumes in over one hundred genera by 

producing a range of NFs (Relic et al., 1993). There are even examples of Bradyrhizobium 

strains establishing symbioses with Aeschynomene species via NF independent processes 

(Okazaki et al., 2016). 
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Figure 1.7. Representative nodulation (Nod) factors produced by Sinorhizobium meliloti, 
Rhizobium leguminosarum bv. viciae, Azorhizobium caulinodans and Mesorhizobium loti are 
shown with a backbone of β 1–4-linked N-acetylglucosamine residues (black) with N-linked acyl 
groups (green) and other host-specific decorations (red). Each species produces multiple Nod 
factors; e.g., the number of glucosamine residues can be four or five, the acyl chains (1) of the 
Nod factors from S. meliloti and R. leguminosarum bv. viciae can be C18:1 instead of C16:2 and 
C18:4 as shown, and not all Nod factors necessarily carry all the host-specific decorations. 
Mutants of S. meliloti and R. leguminosarum bv. viciae producing Nod factors lacking the acetyl 
group (2) on the acylated glucosamine and carrying a C18:1 acyl group (owing to mutations 
affecting nodL and nodFE, respectively) are defective for infection but can induce signaling 
responses in legumes. The acetyl group (3) on the R. leguminosarum bv. viciae Nod factor is 
attached by NodX and is required for infection of peas carrying the SYMBIOSIS2 (SYM2) allele 
from the cv. Afghanistan pea. Mutants of A. caulinodans lacking the fucosyl (4), arabinosyl (5), 
and/or carbamoyl groups are defective for root hair infection but not bacterial entry via cracks in 
the epidermis. 
 
Annual review of plant biology by Annual Reviews, Inc Reproduced with permission of ANNUAL REVIEWS in 
the format Thesis/Dissertation via Copyright Clearance Center.  
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Detection of NFs by legumes results in activation of the common symbiosis (SYM) 

signalling pathway, which can be trigged by rhizobia or arbuscular mycorrhizae. NFs bind LysM 

type receptors called Nod factor perception (NFP) receptors. Transgenic M. truncatula with 

mutations to MtNFP cannot respond to NF (Amor et al., 2003). Similarly, disruption of two 

other LysM domain-containing receptor-like kinases (LYK) called MtLYK3 and MtLYK4 through 

RNAi mediated suppression or mutagenesis, reduced invasion by rhizobia (Limpens et al., 2003; 

Smit et al., 2007). The LysM motif found on these receptors is critical for NF recognition 

(Bensmihen et al., 2011). MtNFP and MtLYK3 have been suggested to form multimeric 

complexes to induce plant responses and may be involved in the release of invading rhizobia into 

plant cells (Fig. 1.8A) (Fliegmann et al., 2016; Moling et al., 2014; Pietraszewska-Bogiel et al., 

2013). While the precise roles and interactions of these receptors remains unclear, it seems likely 

that M. truncatula can produce various NF receptors, including, but not limited to, NFP and 

LYK3, which can form heteromeric complexes and function during initial NF perception as well 

as at several points following NF recognition. 

Rhizobia invade their hosts by penetration of plant tissues through a structure called an 

infection thread (IT) (Fig. 1.6B). S. meliloti mutants producing altered NFs are deficient in the 

ability to elicit IT formation, suggesting that the chitin backbone of NF may be sufficient for 

recognition but that entry into host cells requires a more stringent identification provided by the 

decorative functional groups such as acyl or sulphuryl moieties (Ardourel et al., 1994; Roche et 

al., 1991). In addition to NF, rhizobia must produce symbiotic exopolysaccharides (EPS) for 

initiation of and survival within IT. S. meliloti can produce EPS in two forms; succinoglycan 

(EPSI) and galactoglucan (EPSII) (Glazebrook & Walker, 1989; Pellock et al., 2000).  
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Figure 1.8. Predicted kinases that are required for Nod factor signaling. (A) Lotus japonicus Lj 
NFR1 and Lj NFR5, which both encode extracellular LysM motifs, are thought to function in 
nodulation (Nod)-factor binding. The effects of mutations in these genes support a role in Nod-
factor recognition. According to a simple model, the Nod-factor receptor is a heterodimer that 
consists of the two receptor-like kinases, Lj NFR1 and Lj NFR5. The kinase domains (red) might 
be involved in signal transduction; whereas Lj NFR1 is predicted to have an intact kinase 
domain, Lj NFR5 lacks a kinase-activation loop in the kinase domain. Several closely linked 
genes that are strongly related to Lj NFR1 have been identified in both L. japonicus and 
Medicago truncatula, and so it is possible that types of complex other than those shown here 
could occur. (B) Plants use leucine-rich-repeat (LRR) receptor-like kinases (LRR-RLKs) in 
various signal-transduction pathways. The LRR-RLKs are related to Toll receptors in Drosophila 
melanogaster and Toll-like receptors in animal cells. The LRR domain is often involved in 
protein–protein interactions and the kinase domain is involved in protein phosphorylation. The 
product of M. truncatula Mt DMI2 and its orthologues in M. sativa (Ms NORK), L. japonicus (Lj 
SYMRK) and Pisum sativum (Ps SYM19) belong to this class of proteins. It has been proposed 
that this protein might interact with an (unidentified) extracellular protein and mediates the 
phosphorylation of some component that has yet to be identified. 
 
Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer Nature Nature Reviews 
Molecular Cell Biology Calcium, kinases and nodulation signaling in legumes, Oldroyd, G. E. D., and Downie, J. 
A., Copyright (2004).  
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Mutants that cannot produce EPSI fail to initiate IT formation and yield nodules lacking bacteria 

(Leigh et al., 1985). 

Successful binding of appropriate NF-receptor pairs results in an increase in intracellular 

Ca2+ in root hairs (Ca2+ flux), followed by oscillation in cytosolic Ca2+ (Ca2+ spiking), leading to 

cortical cell division, alterations in the root hair cytoskeleton, and root hair curling. Invading 

rhizobia become trapped in the curled root hair and from here can begin to penetrate into the root 

hair cortex through the IT.  

Mutations to plant genes MtDMI1, MtDMI2, or MtDMI3 (does not make infections) are 

able to disrupt Ca2+ ion polarization patterns and prevent root hair curling and infection. These 

mutants are also defective for mycorrhizal symbiosis indicating that these genes participate in the 

establishment of both interactions (Catoira et al., 2000). DMI1 encodes a ligand-gated ion 

channel that is associated with the nuclear envelope (Ané et al., 2004; Riely et al., 2007), DMI2 

encodes a leucine-rich-repeat (LRR) receptor-like kinase that binds an as yet unidentified ligand 

(Fig. 1.8B) (Endre et al., 2002; Esseling et al., 2004), and DMI3 encodes a calcium and 

calmodulin-dependent protein kinase (CCaMK) able to interpret complex calcium signatures 

such as sharp oscillations in Ca2+ concentrations and effect gene expression (Lévy et al., 2004; 

Mitra et al., 2004). 

Additionally, several transcription factors have been proposed to function downstream of 

the DMI genes in the SYM pathway. Mutations to legume GRAS-type transcriptional regulators 

NSP1 and NSP2 (nodulation signalling pathway) reduce IT formation and cortical cell division 

but exhibit wildtype-like induction of the Ca2+ response (Kaló et al., 2005; Oldroyd & Long, 

2003; Smit et al., 2005; Wais et al., 2000). Similarly, two ERF-type transcription factors ERN1 

and ERN2 (ERF required for nodulation) are induced by NF (Andriankaja et al., 2007) and 
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mutations to ern1 also block IT development (Middleton et al., 2007). Finally, transcription 

factor MtNIN (nodule inception) is necessary for nodule organogenesis (Marsh et al., 2007). 

NF perception triggers localized increases in cytokines, which are recognized by 

cytokinin receptors such as MtCRE1. Inactivation of MtCRE1 led to cytokinin insensitive roots, 

which were deficient in IT progression and cortical cell division (Gonzalez-Rizzo et al., 2006). 

MtCRE1 links early events such as NF binding to invasion and nodulation by increasing 

expression of transcription factors MtERN1, MtNSPs, and MtNIN (Plet et al., 2011). IT 

progression towards the plant occurs outside of root hair cells but within a tubule that possesses a 

plant cell wall (Brewin, 2004). The level of stress experienced by rhizobia within the IT is not 

well understood. However the IT has been suggested to be an acidic compartment (Geddes et al., 

2014). Additionally, rhizobia deficient in the production of catalases are compromised in their 

ability to invade the host plant, suggesting that reactive oxygen species (ROS) are present in the 

IT (Jamet et al., 2003; Sigaud et al., 1999). 

When rhizobia progress deep enough into the inner plant cortex, they are released into 

cortical cells via endocytosis and acquire an additional membrane derived from the cortical cell, 

the entire structure including the new membrane plus an individual bacterium is termed a 

symbiosome (Brewin, 2004). Plant genes MtDMI2, MtHAP2-1, and MtNIP are required for 

release of bacteria from the IT. Suppression of these genes often results in failure to release 

bacteria and aberrant IT formation (Combier et al., 2006; Limpens et al., 2005; Veereshlingam et 

al., 2004). Additionally, a S. meliloti hemA mutant remains trapped in the IT, likely due to the 

requirement for heme synthesis of several symbiotically important components (Dickstein et al., 

1991; Gilles-Gonzalez et al., 1991; Kereszt et al., 1995).   
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Upon release into host cells rhizobia differentiate into bacteroids, the nitrogen fixing 

form of the bacteria. Bacteroids found in M. truncatula are terminally differentiated, meaning 

they are elongated, have increased DNA content, and have lost the ability to divide (Mergaert et 

al., 2006). S. meliloti bacA mutants, which produce a modified lipid A component of 

lipopolysaccharide (LPS), lyse upon endocytosis by cortical cells indicating a role for LPS in 

bacteroid survival (Fig. 1.6C) (Ferguson et al., 2004; Glazebrook et al., 1993). Consistent with 

these results, lpsB mutants producing an altered LPS core are also deficient for survival after 

exiting the IT (Campbell et al., 2002). Mutants compromised in transport of ions such as Mn2+ 

and K+ form bacteroids that undergo premature senescence and do not fix nitrogen (Davies & 

Walker, 2007; Putnoky et al., 1998). Additionally, alternative sigma factors encoded by rpoH1 

and rpoH2 as well as transcription factor ritA have roles in symbiosome survivability (Bittner & 

Oke, 2006; Mitsui et al., 2004; Wells & Long, 2002). The above genes encode proteins that act 

during the bacterial stress response; that mutants in these genes lead to unviable bacteroids 

suggests that the symbiosome is a harsh environment in which multiple stresses must be 

overcome. 

After endocytosis and differentiation into bacteroids, N2 fixation by the bacterial 

nitrogenase enzyme can begin. Nitrogenase is a two-component metalloenzyme that consists of 

the iron (Fe) protein, also called nitrogenase reductase, and the molybdenum-iron (MoFe) protein 

also called dinitrogenase. The Fe protein is a dimer composed of two γ subunits encoded by nifH 

(nitrogen fixation); it contains two MgATP binding sites as well as one metallocluster called the 

F cluster [Fe4S4]. The MoFe protein is a tetramer formed from two α and two β subunits encoded 

by nifDK. It contains two metalloclusters per αβ dimer, the P-cluster [Fe8S7], which sits at the 

interface of the α and β subunits, and the M-cluster or FeMo cofactor [MoFe7S9C-R-
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homocitrate], which is the site of N2 reduction (Fig. 1.9) (Einsle et al., 2002; Hu & Ribbe, 2013; 

Kirn & Rees, 1992; Lancaster et al., 2011; Spatzal et al., 2011).  

Generation of ammonia requires the interplay of two cycles, the Fe protein cycle and the 

MoFe protein cycle. Initially, the Fe protein receives one e- from e- carriers such as ferredoxin or 

flavodoxin, and binds two molecules of MgATP. Subsequently, binding of the Fe protein to the 

MoFe protein aligns the F-cluster in close proximity to the P-cluster facilitating e- flow between 

the two enzyme components. One e- is donated from the Fe protein to the MoFe protein at the 

expense of two MgATP molecules. The e- is shuttled from the P-cluster to the M-cluster where it 

can partially reduce N2. The Fe protein dissociates and the cycles repeat themselves, eight e- 

must be transferred in this manner to reduce N2 into 2NH3 (Fig. 1.10). A stoichiometric amount 

of H2 gas is released per mole of N2 reduced by dinitrogenase (Liang & Burris, 1988; Simpson & 

Burris, 1984). 

Both of the nitrogenase components are irreversibly inactivated by oxygen and extreme 

care must be taken to mitigate the enzyme’s oxygen sensitivity. In general, bacteria employ 

several strategies to limit exposure of nitrogenase to oxygen including anaerobic growth, spatio-

temporal separation, consumption of excess oxygen via respiration, or oxygen diffusion barriers. 

The Rhizobium-legume symbiosis utilizes a strategy in which the nodule cortex acts as an 

oxygen diffusion barrier, plant derived leghemoglobin facilitates diffusion of oxygen, and a 

bacterial high affinity terminal oxidase, cbb3, permits respiration within bacteroids (Dixon & 

Kahn, 2004; Pitcher & Watmough, 2004; Preisig et al., 1996; Zufferey et al., 1996). 
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Figure 1.9. Nitrogenase structure and genes required for its biosynthesis. (A) The nitrogen 
fixation (nif) gene cluster from Klebsiella oxytoca (formerly K. pneumoniae). The nitrogenase 
structural genes (nifH, nifD and nifK) are coloured according to the crystal structure shown in 
(B). Remaining genes are colour-coded according to their functions: dark red, Fe protein 
maturation (nifM); light blue, FeMoco biosynthesis (nifY, nifE, nifN, nifX, nifV, nifB, nifQ); 
yellow, Fe–S cluster biosynthesis (nifU, nifS, nifZ); green, electron transport (nifJ, nifF); orange, 
transcriptional regulation (nifL, nifA); grey, unknown function (nifT, nifW). (B) Structure of the 
nitrogenase enzyme complex (PDB code 1n2c) showing the MoFe and Fe protein components, 
with the three metalloclusters revealed on the left-half of the complex (abbreviated as F, 
[4Fe4S]; P, P cluster and M, FeMo-co, respectively). ATP hydrolysis by the Fe protein, the route 
of electron transfer to the catalytic site and the enzyme reaction are also illustrated on the left 
half of the structure. (C) Structures of the three metalloclusters in nitrogenase. Genes required for 
the biosynthesis of each cluster are illustrated above. 
 
Reproduced from Oldroyd, G. E. D. & Dixon, R. (2014). Biotechnological solutions to the nitrogen problem. Curr 
Opin Biotech 26, 19-24. Permission is not required under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Licence 
(CC BY). 
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Figure 1.10. Schematic representation of the nitrogenase Fe protein cycle. The Fe protein dimer 
is shown in light blue with the cube representing the [4Fe–4S] cluster coloured green to indicate 
the reduced form and red to represent the oxidized form. The α and β subunits of the MoFe 
protein are depicted as orange and pink, respectively, the yellow squares represent the P cluster 
and the blue diamond represents the FeMo cofactor. Changes in the oxidation state of the MoFe 
protein are not shown. 
 
Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer Nature Nature Reviews 
Microbiology Genetic regulation of biological nitrogen fixation, Dixon, R. and Kahn, D., Copyright (2004).  
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All diazotrophs encode a MoFe nitrogenase, although some organisms are also capable of 

utilizing Mo-independent components. These alternative nitrogenases, vanadium and iron (VFe) 

or iron only (FeFe) nitrogenases, are encoded by vnf and anf genes respectively, and are most 

often expressed under Mo limiting conditions (Dixon & Kahn, 2004; Eady et al., 1987; Joerger 

et al., 1988; Shah & Brill, 1977). 

 

1.2.5 Extension of N2 fixation into nonlegumes 

There are three schools of thought regarding the establishment of nonlegumes that fix N2. 

These are: direct expression of bacterial nitrogenase in plants, engineering nonlegumes capable 

of symbiosis and nodulation, and generation of novel associations between N2 fixing organisms 

and crop plants. While a core set of genes encoding the functional nitrogenase enzyme has been 

identified, their transfer to plants is complicated by the enzymes’ complex biosynthetic process 

and sensitivity to oxygen (Rubio & Ludden, 2008). Both mitochondria and plastids are 

intracellular compartments with the potential to provide the ATP and e- requirements of 

nitrogenase as well as a protective microoxic environment (Curatti & Rubio, 2014).  

The root-nodulating symbiosis is limited to legumes, but association with arbuscular 

mycorrhizal fungi is prevalent amongst land plants. These associations utilize a signalling 

pathway with common components to the SYM pathway, which suggests that components from 

the AM pathway could be hijacked for use in an engineered symbiosis leading to nodulation and 

nitrogen fixation in nonlegumes.  

Plants can also associate with nonsymbiotic nitrogen fixing bacteria. It has been proposed 

that these interactions could be tailored to develop a synthetic symbiosis in which crop plants 

could benefit from an improved association with traditionally nonsymbiotic bacteria. This 
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method involves manipulation of both participants to ensure proper communication as well as 

colonization and nitrogen fixation. Typically, the host is made to secrete a specific compound to 

which only desired microbes are receptive causing a species specific increase in competitiveness. 

This “biased rhizosphere” approach has been shown to affect microbial populations in the 

rhizosphere (Mondy et al., 2014; Oger et al., 1997; Savka & Farrand, 1997). Recently, 

transgenic barley plants have been engineered to synthesize and secrete chemical signals called 

rhizopines into the rhizosphere at levels that were detectable by a rhizopine biosensor strain. This 

proof of concept experiment demonstrates that rhizopines could be used to place the symbiotic 

properties of diazotrophic bacteria under plant control (Geddes et al., 2019). 
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1.3 Carbon metabolism 

1.3.1 Free-living metabolism 

Rhizobia exhibit saprophytic growth when not participating in a symbiotic relationship. 

Utilization of a variety of carbon sources is essential for survival in nutrient limited 

environments such as bulk soil. The rhizosphere, which is the soil area surrounding the roots, is a 

distinct environment from bulk soil that is enriched for nutrients by plant root exudate. It has 

been proposed that acquisition of accessory plasmids facilitates adaptation to distinct 

environmental niches and that the transition from free living to symbiotic lifestyles is a feature 

that coincides with large bacterial genomes.  

The S. meliloti pSymB replicon has a large proportion of genes dedicated to carbon 

metabolism and transport and has been suggested to have an important role during survival in the 

soil environment (Finan et al., 2001). Consistent with this idea, metabolic modeling has 

suggested that pSymB contributes to the fitness of free living cells during growth in bulk soil or 

the rhizosphere (diCenzo et al., 2016). Additionally, transcriptomic analysis of R. 

leguminosarum across different environmental conditions suggests that genes encoded from 

plasmid pRL8 are preferentially expressed in the pea rhizosphere (Ramachandran et al., 2011). 

Plasmid curing experiments also support the concept that accessory plasmids contribute to niche 

specific growth (Baldani & Weaver, 1992; Baldani et al., 1992; Brom et al., 1992; diCenzo et 

al., 2014; Hynes & O'Connell, 1990; Hynes & McGregor, 1990; Moënne-Loccoz & Weaver, 

1995a; Moënne-Loccoz & Weaver, 1995b; Moënne-Loccoz et al., 1994; Oresnik et al., 2000).  

Survival in the soil environment is enhanced by the ability to locate nutrient rich niches 

such as the rhizosphere. Through a process called chemotaxis, motile bacteria can sense their 

environment and move in a beneficial direction. Chemotaxis has been best described in E. coli, 
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which has led to identification of similar systems in other organisms. Rhizobia have been shown 

to migrate towards crude root exudate. While many of the specific components within these 

exudates have been difficult to determine, some components have been identified. It is generally 

thought that root exudate contains sugars, organic acids, and amino acids.  

S. meliloti has nine chemoreceptors, called methyl accepting chemotaxis proteins (Mcp) 

that are membrane bound and sense external environmental queues. McpU is a proline and 

general amino acid receptor (Webb et al., 2014); McpX binds quaternary ammonium compounds 

(QACs) such as choline, glycine betaine, trigonelline (Webb et al., 2017); and McpV binds 

short-chain carboxylates such as acetate, propionate, pyruvate, and glycolate (Compton et al., 

2018), which all mediate movement of S. meliloti towards M. sativa. These receptors transmit 

signals to the core chemotaxis (che) genes, of which the majority are chromosomally encoded 

(Sourjik et al., 1998). S. meliloti has two che systems, che1 on the chromosome and che2 on 

pSymA (Meier et al., 2007), mutations to che1 reduce or abolish chemotaxis while che2 mutants 

seem unaffected (Meier & Scharf, 2009; Meier et al., 2007). In R. leguminosarum, mutations to 

che1 as well as mcpB or mcpC are less able to compete for nodule occupancy (Miller et al., 

2007; Yost et al., 1998). 

A number of specific carbon sources have been identified which have a presumed 

importance for survival in the rhizosphere. S. meliloti and R. leguminosarum mutants unable to 

catabolize the methylpentose rhamnose exhibit a competitive disadvantage for nodule occupancy 

(Oresnik et al., 1998). Similarly, R. leguminosarum mutants unable to catabolize glycerol, 

erythritol, or homoserine also show reduced competition for nodule occupancy (Ding et al., 

2012; Vanderlinde et al., 2014; Yost et al., 2006). S. meliloti proline catabolic mutants nodulate 

more slowly and are less competitive than wildtype (Jiménez-Zurdo et al., 1995). 
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Overexpression of proline catabolic genes was able to improve competitiveness in the parental 

strain (Jiménez-Zurdo et al., 1995; van Dillewijn et al., 2001). Mutations to the pyrroloquiniline 

quinone (PQQ) linked glucose dehydrogenase (Gcd) were also delayed in nodule emergence and 

less competitive for nodule occupancy (Bernardelli et al., 2008). However, since this gene is not 

essential for glucose catabolism in S. meliloti, the competition phenotype is likely unrelated to 

glucose utilization. Possibilities include altered production of EPS or reduced solubilisation of 

inorganic phosphates by the gcd mutant (Bernardelli et al., 2008; de Werra et al., 2009). The 

inability to catabolize inositol has been associated with reduced competitiveness in S. meliloti, R. 

leguminosarum, and S. fredii (Fry et al., 2001; Jiang et al., 2001; Kohler et al., 2010). Inositol 

metabolism is of particular interest due to the rhizopine concept, in which inositol derivatives 

called rhizopines are synthesized in bacteroids and subsequently catabolized by free-living 

rhizobia to provide a competitive advantage (Murphy et al., 1995). Despite all that is known 

about competition in the rhizosphere, there remains a significant knowledge gap regarding how 

competition for nodulation manifests in the environment. Whether carbon catabolism is most 

relevant for survival in the rhizosphere or at some point during host invasion remains to be seen. 

 

1.3.2 Metabolism in the infection thread 

Continuous generation of NF and EPS is a requirement for symbiosis. Both compounds 

are complex carbohydrate structures, which would be energetically intensive to synthesize, 

suggesting that rhizobia are metabolically active during progression through the IT. Poly-β-

hydroxy-butarate (PHB) and glycogen are the major polymers used to store carbon in S. meliloti 

(Wang et al., 2007). PHB has been suggested to serve as a carbon source that fuels invasion 

(Charles et al., 1997). Consistent with this assertion, mutations to PHB synthesis (phbC) and 
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degradation (bdhA) genes generated strains that were less competitive for nodule occupancy 

(Aneja et al., 2005). S. meliloti possesses two glycogen synthase genes glgA1 and glgA2. GlgA1 

is the functional enzyme while mutations in glgA2 contained wildtype levels of glycogen (Wang 

et al., 2007). However, strains with mutations in glgA2 were reduced in nodulation and nitrogen 

fixation, as were phbC and glgA1, suggesting that all three of these genes are involved in 

symbiosis (Wang et al., 2007). Additionally, phbC mutants produce less EPSI, which is required 

for IT initiation, and could contribute to the competitive disadvantage observed in these mutants 

(Aneja et al., 2004).  

An interesting phenotype relating to EPSI production arose from a mutation to galactose 

catabolic genes. Strains unable to utilize galactose were shown to be more competitive for 

nodule occupancy than wildtype (Geddes & Oresnik, 2012a). Subsequently, it was observed that 

these strains acidified their growth medium and exhibited increased expression of EPSI synthesis 

genes. It was hypothesized that the increased competitiveness may be the result of enhanced 

acidification of the environment in response to galactose leading to more EPSI production during 

invasion (Geddes et al., 2014). 

An increase in competition for nodule occupancy of alfalfa was also observed in 

trehalose catabolic mutants (Jensen et al., 2005). Trehalose is a disaccharide consisting of two 

α(1,1) linked glucose monomers and can serve as a carbon source as well as an osmotic and 

stress protectant in many organisms. It has been proposed to be available within IT’s due to the 

induction of catabolic genes during invasion (Jensen et al., 2005). Trehalose transport mutants 

did not exhibit an increase in competitiveness suggesting that accumulation of trehalose within 

cells may be the critical factor affecting competition (Jensen et al., 2005). Consistent with this 
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observation, mutants deficient in the biosynthesis of trehalose were less competitive for nodule 

occupancy (Domínguez-Ferreras et al., 2009). 

1.3.3 Bacteroid metabolism 

Upon internalization within host cells, rhizobia are provided carbon by the plant to fuel 

cellular functions including the nitrogenase reaction. Sucrose derived from photosynthesis is 

transported via plant tissue called phloem to nodule cells for nourishment of bacteroids. Two 

enzymes, sucrose synthase and alkaline invertase, cleave sucrose into component hexoses (Fig. 

1.11). Antisense repression of sucrose synthase MtSuc1, which converts sucrose to UDP-glucose 

and fructose, resulted in impaired plant growth and nodulation only under SNF dependent 

conditions (Baier et al., 2007). MtInv was shown to exhibit increased transcription in developing 

root nodules (Tesfaye et al., 2006).  

The hexoses are metabolized via glycolytic and TCA cycle enzymes into dicarboxylic 

acids, primarily malate, which are the direct carbon source provided to bacteroids (Fig. 1.11) 

(Miller et al., 1988; Mitsch et al., 2018). Dicarboxylates must cross the SM to be metabolized by 

bacteroids, while transport of succinate and malate across this membrane has been measured 

from SM isolated from soybean nodules (Udvardi et al., 1988), a gene encoding this transporter 

in legumes has yet to be identified. Transport of dicarboxylates across the bacteroid membrane 

occurs via bacterial dicarboxylate transporters (Dct). Mutations to S. meliloti dct genes result in 

the inability to transport succinate and nodules that are unable to fix nitrogen (Bolton et al., 

1986; Finan et al., 1988; Jiang et al., 1989; Watson et al., 1988; Yarosh et al., 1989).  

Within bacteroids, malate is converted into acetyl coenzyme A (acetyl-CoA) before being 

fed into the TCA cycle, facilitated by NAD+-dependent malic enzyme Dme and pyruvate 

dehydrogenase PDH.  
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Figure 1.11. Schematics of carbon and nitrogen metabolic pathways with key enzymes, 
metabolites, and transporters in determinate nodules and indeterminate nodules. Sucrose in the 
plant cytosol is split into glucose and fructose by AI or UDP-Glc and fructose via SS, which is 
then catabolized via glycolysis to PEP. Carbon from PEP and carbonic acid is diverted to OAA 
and then malate by PEPC and the neMDH, respectively. OAA may be further converted to 
succinate or fumarate. Carbon sources are transported across the peribacteroid and bacteroid 
membranes and enter the TCA cycle in the bacteroid to be metabolized. Transport of inorganic 
ions and cofactors required for SNF across the SM is indicated. The ammonia produced by the 
SNF is transported back to the plant and assimilated by GS and GOGAT into Gln and Glu (blue 
arrows). In indeterminate nodules, Glu and Gln are further converted to Asp and Asn by AAT 
and AS, respectively (red arrows). In determinate nodules, Gln enters purine synthesis pathway 
and is converted to ureides (brown arrows). AI, alkaline invertase; UDP-Glc, UDP-glucose; SS, 
sucrose synthase; PEP, phosphoenolpyruvate; OAA, oxaloacetate; PEPC, PEP-carboxylase; 
MDH, malate dehydrogenase; PHB, polyhydroxybutyrate; AAT, aspartate aminotransferase; AS, 
asparagine synthetase; ASP, aspartate; ASN, asparagine. 
 
Reproduced from Liu, A., Contador, C. A., Fan, K. & Lam, H.-M. (2018). Interaction and regulation of carbon, 
nitrogen, and phosphorus metabolisms in root nodules of legumes. Front Plant Sci 9. Frontiers does not provide any 
formal permissions for reuse. 
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Mutations to these genes yield strains that cannot fix nitrogen (Cabanes et al., 2000; Driscoll & 

Finan, 1993; Soto et al., 2001). S. meliloti has a second malic enzyme, encoded by tme, with in 

vitro malate dehydrogenase activity, however strains with mutated tme alleles are able to fix 

nitrogen and overexpression of tme cannot complement a dme mutant’s nitrogen fixation 

deficiency (Driscoll & Finan, 1996; Mitsch et al., 2007). Mutations to PEP carboxylase gene pck 

form nodules morphologically similar to wildtype, but these nodules exhibit approximately 60% 

fixation efficiency (Finan et al., 1991). However, no Pck activity was detected in wildtype 

nodules, while Dme was highly expressed, suggesting that Dme is the primary route for entry of 

carbon into the TCA cycle (Driscoll & Finan, 1996; Finan et al., 1991). 

The role of dicarboxylates in symbiosis is further supported by mutations to genes 

encoding TCA cycle enzymes succinate dehydrogenase (sdh), malate dehydrogenase (mdh), 

isocitrase dehydrogenase (icd), 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase, aconitase (acnA), and citrate 

synthase (gltA) which are incapable of N2 fixation despite forming nodules (Duncan & Fraenkel, 

1979; Dymov et al., 2004; Koziol et al., 2009; McDermott & Kahn, 1992; Mortimer et al., 

1999).  

In addition to the requirement for TCA cycle enzymes, S. meliloti bacteroids also appear 

to be dependent on gluconeogenic enzymes for N2 fixation. Mutations to enolase (eno), 

glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (gap), and 3-phosphoglycerate kinase (pgk) are 

essentially Fix- (Finan et al., 1991), suggesting that carbohydrate synthesis is important for 

symbiosis.  

The ammonia generated from nitrogenase exits the bacteroid via passive diffusion. It is 

assumed to be protonated in the acidic peribacteroid space becoming ammonium before 

migration into the cytosol (Day et al., 2001). There it is assimilated into the amino acid 
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glutamine (Gln) using plant-derived glutamate (Glu) as a scaffold by Gln synthetase (GS) (Fig. 

1.11). MtGS1a is the primary contributor to GS activity in M. truncatula (Carvalho et al., 1997; 

Carvalho et al., 2000) and inhibition of GS activity results in significant metabolic changes as 

well as premature nodule senescence (Seabra et al., 2012).  

The amide group is subsequently transferred to α ketoglutarate by Glu oxoglutarate 

aminotransferase (GOGAT) forming Glu. The Glu produced from this reaction can be recycled 

for repeated generation of Gln by GS (GS-GOGAT pathway) or converted into aspartate (Asp) 

and asparagine (Asn), by Asp aminotransferase and Asn synthetase respectively, for uptake (Fig. 

1.11). Antisense repression of GOGAT in M. sativa resulted in plants exhibiting symptoms of N 

starvation despite having wildtype N2 fixation levels (Schoenbeck et al., 2000).  

Alternatively, in legumes that form determinate nodules such as soybean or common 

bean, Gln formed from GS activity can be used for synthesis of ureides for N assimilation (Fig. 

1.11) (Tajima et al., 2004). 
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1.4 Sugar alcohols 

1.4.1 Sorbitol, mannitol, and D-arabitol 

Mannitol has long been considered a preferred carbon source for rhizobia and is routinely 

included in culture media for enrichment of soil bacteria (Vincent, 1970). Two distinct NAD+ -

dependent sugar alcohol dehydrogenase activities were detected in extracts from S. meliloti cells 

grown on mannitol, one which acted exclusively on sorbitol (glucitol) and another which acted 

on mannitol and D-arabitol (Martínez De Drets & Arias, 1970). Fructose was determined to be 

the product of sorbitol and mannitol oxidation while xylulose is the product of D-arabitol 

oxidation (Martínez De Drets & Arias, 1970). Fructose kinase activity was detected in extracts 

grown on either sorbitol or mannitol and a mutant lacking the activity is unable to utilize 

sorbitol, mannitol, or fructose as a sole carbon source (Gardiol et al., 1980; Martínez De Drets & 

Arias, 1970). A mutant lacking phosphoglucose isomerase activity is deficient for growth on 

several carbon sources including sorbitol, mannitol, and fructose, suggesting that sorbitol and 

mannitol enter central metabolism using fructose-6-phosphate and glucose-6-phosphate as 

intermediates (Arias et al., 1979).  

Some of these functions have been tentatively identified as being encoded on the S. 

meliloti chromosome. A putative ABC type transporter (smoEFGK) is induced by sorbitol and 

mannitol (Mauchline et al., 2006) and a mutation to a putative sorbitol dehydrogenase (smoS) 

reduced growth on several polyols including sorbitol, mannitol, and maltitol (Jacob et al., 2008). 

A mutation to putative xylulose kinase xylB abolishes growth on D-arabitol (Geddes & Oresnik, 

2012b). 
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1.4.2 Galactitol 

Catabolism of galactitol (dulcitol) has been characterized in E. coli, in which it is 

phosphorylated upon uptake, oxidized, phosphorylated again, and split into glyceraldehyse-3-

phosphate and dihydroxyacetone phosphate (Brinkkötter et al., 2002; Lengeler, 1975; Lengeler, 

1977; Nobelmann & Lengeler, 1995; Nobelmann & Lengeler, 1996). Galactitol dehydrogenase 

activity was not detected in extracts from galactitol grown S. meliloti cells suggesting that 

metabolism of galactitol may proceed differently in S. meliloti (Martínez De Drets & Arias, 

1970). Mutants containing large deletions in pSymB were constructed to facilitate mapping of 

the pSymB replicon, these experiments identified a region that is essential for growth on 

galactitol (Charles & Finan, 1990, 1991). Consistent with this observation, an ABC type 

transporter (SMb21375-7) encoded on pSymB is induced by galactitol (Mauchline et al., 2006). 

 

1.4.3 Erythritol, adonitol, and L-arabitol 

Metabolism of erythritol, adonitol (ribitol), and L-arabitol proceeds via enzymes encoded 

in a single locus on the S. meliloti chromosome (Geddes & Oresnik, 2012b; Geddes et al., 2010). 

The three polyols were shown to utilize the ABC transporter MptABCDE (multiple polyol 

transporter) for uptake (Geddes & Oresnik, 2012b). Subsequently, erythritol is metabolized by 

products of eryABCHI forming erythrose-4-phosphate (Barbier et al., 2014; Hawkins et al., 

2018). Similarly, adonitol and L-arabitol are degraded via EryA and also make use of RbtABC, 

additionally epimerase LalA acts exclusively in the catabolism of L-arabitol, resulting in the 

generation of ribulose-5-phosphate (Geddes & Oresnik, 2012b). Both erythrose-4-phosphate and 

ribulose-5-phosphate are intermediates in the pentose phosphate pathway (Hawkins et al., 2018). 

Mutants deficient in erythritol catabolism were shown to be less competitive for nodule 
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occupancy in R. leguminosarum bv. viciae (Yost et al., 2006). However, S. meliloti erythritol 

mutants were not affected with respect to competition for alfalfa nodules (Geddes et al., 2010). 

 

1.4.4 Glycerol 

Utilization of glycerol is a common feature among many rhizobia (Arias & Martinez-

Drets, 1976; Ding et al., 2012). Glycerol metabolism is not well studied in S. meliloti, but in R. 

leguminosarum bv. viciae it is mediated by a locus containing an ABC transporter glpSTPQUV 

as well as a glycerol kinase (glpK) which acts on glycerol to form glycerol-3-phosphate, and a 

glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (glpD), producing dihydroxyacetone phosphate (DHAP) 

(Ding et al., 2012). Mutants at this locus could not grow on glycerol as a sole carbon source and 

were less competitive for nodule occupancy on peas (Ding et al., 2012).  

A homologous operon can be found on the S. meliloti chromosome, but glpK is absent 

from this locus and encoded in a region on pSymB (Aneja & Charles, 1999; Ding et al., 2012). 

Consistent with these determinations, mutations in triose phosphate isomerase (tpiA) in S. 

meliloti are unable to grow using glycerol as a sole carbon source (Poysti & Oresnik, 2007). 

However, tpiA mutant strains are not deficient in competition for nodule occupancy (Poysti & 

Oresnik, 2007). 

 

1.4.5 Cyclic polyols 

The sugar alcohols discussed up to this point have been linear compounds that vary in the 

length of their carbon skeletons, but there are cyclic polyols as well, many of which fall under 

the general name inositol. There are nine isomers of inositol, seven of these are meso compounds 

(cis, epi, allo, neo, myo, muco, and scyllo) and two are chiral pairs (L-chiro and D-chiro) 
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(Loewus & Dickinson, 1982). Bacterial metabolism of inositol is best described in Bacillus 

subtilis in which the genes iolABCDEFGHIJ and iolT mediate catabolism under the control of 

negative regulator iolR (Yoshida et al., 2008). Inositol is broken down into DHAP and acetyl-

CoA.  

Metabolism of myo, scyllo, and D-chiro-inositol is thought to proceed via similar route 

using the genes iolA and iolRCDEB in S. meliloti. Additionally, genes idhA and SMc01163 are 

thought to be involved in D-chiro and scyllo-inositol respectively (Kohler et al., 2010). Two 

ABC transport genes were induced by myo-inositol, ibpA which is likely associated with 

neighboring iatAP, and SMb20072 (Mauchline et al., 2006). Mutations to the catabolic genes 

could not use inositol as a sole carbon source and were less able to compete for nodule 

occupancy (Kohler et al., 2010).  

R. leguminosarum was shown to utilize iolA and iolDEB for catabolism of myo-inositol, 

and the genes intABC for transport. Mutations at these loci exhibited reduced growth on myo-

inositol and were also less competitive for nodule occupancy on vetch (Fry et al., 2001). That 

both S. meliloti and R. leguminosarum mutants are compromised for competition suggests that 

inositol is a general determinant for nodule occupancy. Inositol derivatives pinitol and ononitol 

were detected in high amounts in roots, nodule cytosol, and bacteroids of M. sativa (Fougère et 

al., 1991).  
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1.5 Thesis objectives 

The subject of this thesis is to investigate sugar alcohol metabolism in S. meliloti 

Rm1021 with regard to regulation, uptake, catabolic routes, and effect on competition for nodule 

occupancy. The rationale for conducting research in this area is as follows. S. meliloti has been 

established as a model organism for carbon utilization (Geddes & Oresnik, 2014), but much of 

the metabolic potential of this bacterium has yet to be described. Further elucidating the nuances 

of carbon metabolism in this strain increases its value as a model organism. Carbon metabolism 

has been shown to influence symbiosis and competition for nodule occupancy. Continued study 

in this area could aid in the development of a robust inoculum strain for use in agriculture, and 

contribute to our understanding of the Sinorhizobium-Medicago symbiotic model. Additionally, 

if we are to have any hope of engineering nitrogen fixation into crop plants, a thorough 

understanding of the metabolic mechanisms involved in symbiosis will be absolutely necessary. 

Finally, in this era of high throughput sequencing and bioinformatics, studies that clearly identify 

gene function are of paramount importance for validation and curation of data deposits. 

The first objective of this thesis was to identify and characterize the genetic locus for 

galactitol catabolism in S. meliloti that was tentatively located during development of a genetic 

map of the pSymB replicon (Charles & Finan, 1990, 1991). Loss of the ability to utilize 

galactitol resulted in attenuated virulence of Salmonella enterica serovar typhimurium with 

animal models (Nolle et al., 2017) suggesting that galactitol metabolism may be important for 

other host-microbe interactions.  

The second objective was to characterize sorbitol, mannitol, and D-arabitol metabolism 

in S. meliloti. While the biochemical steps of the pathways for the breakdown of these substrates 

had been identified, the specific genes encoding these functions were yet to be determined. There 
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is strong evidence that the chromosomal smo locus is integral to metabolism of these polyols 

(Jacob et al., 2008; Mauchline et al., 2006).  

The third objective was to analyze xylitol utilizing suppressor mutants of S. meliloti 

Rm1021. These mutations arose spontaneously following growth of Rm1021 on defined medium 

with xylitol. The increased catabolic capability of this mutant is of interest from the perspective 

of metabolic modeling, genetic engineering, and plant-microbe interactions. 
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Chapter 2: 

 

Galactitol utilization in Sinorhizobium meliloti is dependent on a chromosomally encoded 

sorbitol dehydrogenase and a pSymB encoded operon necessary for tagatose catabolism  

 

This work was carried out by MacLean Kohlmeier in collaboration with Catherine White and 
Jane Fowler. CW performed the primer extension assay. JF made the mutations at the tag locus 
and collected the gusA expression data. 
 

Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer Nature Molecular 
Genetics and Genomics, Galactitol catabolism in Sinorhizobium meliloti is dependent on a chromosomally encoded 
sorbitol dehydrogenase and a pSymB encoded operon necessary for tagatose catabolism, MacLean G. Kohlmeier, 
Catherine E. White, Jane E. Fowler, Turlough M. Finan, and Ivan J. Oresnik. Copyright 2019. 
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2.1 Abstract 

The legume endosymbiont Sinorhizobium meliloti can utilize a broad range of carbon 

compounds to support its growth. The linear, six-carbon polyol galactitol is abundant in vascular 

plants and is metabolized in S. meliloti by the contribution of two loci SMb21372-SMb21377 and 

SMc01495-SMc01503, which are found on pSymB and the chromosome, respectively. The data 

suggest that several transport systems, including the chromosomal ATP-binding cassette (ABC) 

transporter smoEFGK, contribute to the uptake of galactitol, while the adjacent gene smoS 

encodes a protein for oxidation of galactitol into tagatose. Subsequently, genes SMb21374 and 

SMb21373 encode proteins that phosphorylate and epimerize tagatose into fructose-6-phosphate, 

which is further metabolized by the enzymes of the Entner-Doudoroff pathway. Of note, it was 

found that SMb21373, which was annotated as a 1,6-bis-phospho-aldolase, is homologous to the 

E. coli gene gatZ, which is annotated as encoding the noncatalytic subunit of a tagatose-1,6-

bisphosphate aldolase heterodimer. When either of these genes was introduced into an 

Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain that carries a tagatose-6-phosphate epimerase mutation, they 

were capable of complementing the galactitol growth deficiency associated with this mutation; 

strongly suggesting that these genes are both epimerases. Phylogenetic analysis of the protein 

family (IPR012062) to which these enzymes belong, suggests that this misannotation is systemic 

throughout the family. S. meliloti galactitol catabolic mutants do not exhibit symbiotic 

deficiencies or the inability to compete for nodule occupancy. 
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2.2 Introduction 

Sinorhizobium meliloti 1021 is a Gram-negative α proteobacterium belonging to the 

family Rhizobiaceae. It has a tripartite genome consisting of a 3.65 Mb chromosome, a 

megaplasmid of 1.6 Mb (pSymA), and a chromid of 1.7 Mb (pSymB) (Capela et al., 2001; 

diCenzo & Finan, 2017; Downie & Young, 2001; Galibert et al., 2001). S. meliloti can be found 

as a free-living soil microbe or as a participant in an endosymbiotic relationship with legumes of 

the genus Medicago, such as M. sativa (alfalfa) or M. truncatula (barrel medic). During 

symbiosis, S. meliloti fixes biologically inert, atmospheric dinitrogen gas into ammonia, which 

can be used by the plant for growth (Geddes & Oresnik, 2016). 

Nitrogen fixation is an especially important process for legumes as nitrogen is often a 

major limiting factor in soil (Vitousek et al., 2002). In return for fixed nitrogen, the plant 

provides a continuous supply of carbon, in the form of dicarboxylic acids, to the bacterium, as 

well as an enclosed habitat within a plant-derived organ called a nodule (Geddes & Oresnik, 

2016; Udvardi & Poole, 2013). The nitrogen fixed by a well nodulated plant can satisfy the entire 

nitrogen requirement of the legume. In addition to its role in agriculture, S. meliloti has become 

known as a model organism for the study of bacterial carbon metabolism (diCenzo et al., 2016; 

Geddes & Oresnik, 2014; Jacob et al., 2008; Mauchline et al., 2006). Well-defined model 

systems are essential for experimental design and testing hypotheses. 

Many different Rhizobial strains and species are present in the soil, but these organisms 

differ in nitrogen fixation efficiency as well as their ability to nodulate their hosts. Strains that 

are more competitive for nodule occupancy may not be well suited for symbiosis, thereby 

limiting the interactions of efficient nitrogen fixing organisms with legumes and reducing the 

effect of an inoculum. This phenomenon is known as the Rhizobium competition problem 
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(Triplett & Sadowsky, 1992). The ability of a bacterium to catabolize sugar alcohols has been 

shown to affect its ability to compete for nodule occupancy (Ding et al., 2012; Fry et al., 2001; 

Yost et al., 2006).  

In plants, sugar alcohols can be used to protect plant cells from osmotic stress and are 

also primary products of photosynthesis (Bieleski, 1982). Sorbitol, mannitol and galactitol (also 

known as dulcitol) are the most common sugar alcohols found in vascular plants (Williamson et 

al., 2002). It is estimated that plants can secrete nearly 30% of the carbon allocated to their roots 

into the rhizosphere (Jones et al., 2009). 

Galactitol is a six-carbon polyalcoholic sugar, and oxidation of carbon one yields the 

aldose sugar galactose. Alternatively, oxidation of carbon two produces the ketose sugar, 

tagatose. The best-characterized galactitol catabolic system is E. coli, in which the gatYZABCDR 

(galactitol) operon is responsible for the majority of the metabolic functions (Nobelmann & 

Lengeler, 1995; Nobelmann & Lengeler, 1996). Initially, galactitol is taken up and 

phosphorylated though a phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP)-dependent galactitol phosphotransferase 

(PTS) system encoded by gatABC. The resulting intermediate, galactitol-1-phosphate, is 

oxidized by the dehydrogenase GatD, forming tagatose-6-phosphate (T6P). Subsequently, T6P is 

phosphorylated a second time, by kinase PfkA (Brinkkötter et al., 2000), generating tagatose-

1,6-bisphosphate (T1,6bisP) before being hydrolyzed into glyceraldegyde-3-phosphate (GAP) 

and dihydroxyacetone phosphate (DHAP) by a heterodimeric bisphosphoaldolase encoded by 

gatYZ (Lengeler, 1975; Lengeler, 1977). Recently this pathway was also characterized in 

Salmonella enterica serovar typhimurium (Nolle et al., 2017). 

Initial characterization of the S. meliloti pSymB chromid was facilitated by construction 

of targeted deletions, which showed that the ability to utilize galactitol as a sole carbon source 
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was dependent on a 60kb region on pSymB adjacent to the EPS II biosynthesis genes (Charles & 

Finan, 1990, 1991). This locus was referred to as dul (dulcitol utilization) on the genetic map 

(Charles & Finan, 1991). The purpose of this work is to delineate and characterize this region 

and to determine its contribution to galactitol metabolism in S. meliloti. 

 

2.3 Materials and methods 

2.3.1 Bacterial strains, plasmids, and culture conditions  

Bacterial strains and plasmids used during this work are listed in Table 2.1. E. coli strains 

were grown at 37°C on Luria-Bertani (LB) medium (Cold Spring Harbor Protocols, 2006). 

Agrobacterium tumefaciens strains were grown at 30°C on LB medium as a complex medium or 

on Vincent’s Minimal Media (VMM) as a defined medium (Vincent, 1970). S. meliloti strains 

were grown at 28°C on LB medium as a complex medium, VMM or M9 minimal medium as a 

defined medium. Carbon sources were filter sterilized and added to defined media to a final 

concentration of 15 mM. Antibiotics were used in solid media at the following concentrations: 

chloramphenicol (Cm), 20 µg/ml; gentamicin (Gm), 20 or 60 µg/ml; kanamycin (Km), 20 µg/ml; 

neomycin (Nm), 200 µg/ml; rifampicin (Rif), 50 or 100 µg/ml; spectinomycin (Sp), 100 or 200 

µg/ml; streptomycin (Sm), 200 µg/ml; tetracycline (Tc), 5 µg/ml. If more than one concentration 

is listed, the larger amount was used on S. meliloti, while the lower amount corresponds to E. 

coli. Antibiotic concentrations were generally halved when added to liquid medium.  
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Table 2.1. Bacterial strains and plasmids 

 
Strain 
 

 
Relevant Characteristics 

 
Reference 

 
S. meliloti 

  

Rm1021 SU47 str-21 Meade et al. (1982) 
RmP110 Rm1021 pstC+ Yuan et al. (2006a) 
RmP187 Rm1021 SMb21373::gusA, NmR This work 
RmP195 Rm1021 SMb21375::gusA, NmR This work 
RmP233 Rm1021 SMb21377::gusA, NmR This work 
RmP245 Rm1021 SMb21377::gusA, SMb21372ΩSp-Sm This work 
SMc01500 RmP110 smoS::pTH1703, GmR Jacob et al. (2008) 
SRmD491 Rm1021 smoE::Tn5-B20, NmR This work 
SRmD492 Rm1021 smoF::Tn5-B20, NmR This work 
SRmD493 Rm1021 smoS::Tn5-B20, NmR This work 
SRmD495 Rm1021 smoK::Tn5-B20, NmR This work 
SRmD523 Rm1021 smoM::pKNOCK-Gm, GmR This work 
SRmD615 Rm1021 SMb20410::pKNOCK-Tc, TcR This work 

A. tumefaciens   
C58 Wildtype, nopaline type Ti plasmid, biovar I Hamilton et al. (1971) 
Atu1 C58 agaZ::pKNOCK-Gm, GmR This work 

E. coli   
DH5α F- supE44 lacU169 hsdR17 recA1 endA1 gyrA96 

thi-1 relA1 (80lacZΔM15) 
Hanahan (1983) 

DH5αR λpir λpir lysogen of DH5α House et al. (2004) 
MM294A pro-82-thi-1 hsdR17 supE44 Finan et al. (1986) 
MT607 MM294A recA56 Finan et al. (1986) 
MT616 MT607 (pRK600) Finan et al. (1986) 
EcA101 MT607ΩTn5-B20 Clark et al. (2001) 

Plasmids   
pMK28 pRK7813/SMb21373-4, TcR This work 
pMK30 pRK7813/agaZ, TcR This work 
pMK33 pCO37/SMb21373, TcR This work 
pMK34 pCO37/SMb21374, TcR This work 
pMK42 pRK7813/gatZ, TcR This work 
pMK43 pRK7813/kbaZ, TcR This work 
pMK45 pRK7813/gatZ codon optimized, TcR This work 
pSMc01500 SMc01500 expressing plasmid, TcR This work 
pFL4516 SMb21377 and upstream promoter region This work 
pRK7813 Broad host range vector, TcR Jones et al. (1987) 
pCO37 Gateway compatible expression vector, TcR Jacob et al. (2008) 
pTH1360 gusA reporter suicide vector, NmR Yuan et al. (2006b) 
pKNOCK-Gm Suicide vector, GmR Alexeyev (1999) 
pKNOCK-Tc Suicide vector, TcR Alexeyev (1999) 
pRK600 pRK2013 nptI::Tn9, CmR Finan et al. (1986) 
pXINT129 
 

λint and xis driven by Plac, KmR Platt et al. (2000) 
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2.3.2 DNA manipulations and genetic techniques 

Standard techniques were used for plasmid isolation, restriction enzyme digests, 

ligations, transformations and agarose gel electrophoresis (Sambrook & Russell, 2001). 

Conjugations and transductions were carried out essentially as previously described (Finan et al., 

1984; Finan et al., 1985). Isolation of complementing cosmids, their mutagenesis using Tn5-

B20, and determining insertion sites was done essentially as previously described (Poysti et al., 

2007), resulting in the generation of strain SRmD491-3 and SRmD495. The plasmids pMK33, 

pMK34, pSMc01500 were constructed using the broad-host-range Gateway compatible vector 

pCO37 (Jacob et al., 2008), and the S. meliloti ORFeome using previously described methods 

(House et al., 2004; Schroeder et al., 2005). The plasmids pMK28, pMK30, pMK42, pMK43, 

and pMK45 were generated using the primers tagDE_F/R, agaZ_F/R, gatZ_F/R, kbaZ_F/R, and 

gatZ1_F/R respectively (Table 2.2). These constructs were designed such that the forward primer 

contained a HindIII restriction site and a ribosome-binding site to facilitate translation, and the 

reverse primer contained an EcoRI site. The appropriate template DNA was amplified, and 

subsequently cloned in pRK7813 such that the open reading frames were constitutively 

expressed by the Plac promoter from the multiple cloning site. Codon optimization of the E. coli 

gatZ was carried out by GenScript (Piscataway, NJ, USA) and supplied as an insert on pUC57, 

which was subsequently used as template to generate pMK45. All constructs were confirmed by 

nucleotide sequencing. 

To construct gusA reporter gene fusion strains in the tagatose operon, an internal gene 

fragment from each of SMb21373, SMb21375, and SMb21377 was amplified using the primers 

listed in Table 2.2, cloned into the suicide vector pTH1360 (Yuan et al., 2006b) and mobilized 

into S. meliloti Rm1021 by conjugation. The resulting recombinants were   
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Table 2.2. Primers used during this study 

 
Name 
 

 
Sequence 5¢®3¢ 

 
Generation of mutants 

ML1822 GTGCTCAGCAAGACGAGCTTCGG 
ML1828 AATCTAGATCAGCGCTTTGCCTGCTTGGC 
ML2467 CCCAAGCTTCTTCGTCATCAATCAGATCG 
ML2468 AATCTAGATCAGCGCTTTGCCTGCTTGG 
ML3145 ATGAACATGCCCCGCATTCTCAAAACTC 
ML3146 AATCTAGATGCCGATATGCGACGTCACCG 
ML7348 CCAAGCTTGACGCTTCGACCGTGACG 
ML7349 CGCGGATCCCGTTGTAGTTCTGCGC 
ML7350 GCGTCGACGGATCCGGTGATTGATTGAGC 
ML758 TCAAGCTTGCATGCCTGC 
agaZint_F ATATGGATCCCACCGCGCCGCGAAACTC 
agaZint_R ATATCTGCAGTATCCGTCGCGTACCAGTG 
SMb20410_intF ATATGGATCCCTGACCGCAAGCCATTCCTG 
SMb20410_intR ATATGGTACCAATTCGGTCCGAAATAGGCGT 
smoM1_F ATATTCTAGACTTCGCCCTCAATGCCCGCG 
smoM1_R ATATCTCGAGCATGGCATGCACGGTCGGGC 

Confirmation of mutants 
SMb20410_F ATGCTGAAACAGATCACTGCAAT 
SMb20410_R CTAGCTTTTCAACGCGCTCTC 
smoM_F ATGGATCGCCGTTCATTCATCAA 
smoM_R TCAGATCTTGCCGTTACGCTGC 

Generation of expression constructs 
agaZ_F ATATAAGCTTGGAGATGCATGCATGACCGCCATTTTGGAAAATC 
agaZ_R ATATGGATCCTCAGTGGCGGCCTTCGCC 
tagDE_F ATATAAGCTTGGAGATGCATGCATGCACAAGATACTGACGATCG 
tagDE_R ATATGGATCCCTAGACCCGGCACGCTGC 
gatZ_F ATATAAGCTTGGAGATGCATGCATGAAAACGTTAATTGCCCGGC 
gatZ_R ATATGAATTCTTATTCCGCACAGCCGTAGC 
kbaZ_F ATATAAGCTTGGAGATGCATGCGTGAAACATCTGACAGAAATGG 
kbaZ_R ATATGGATCCTTATTGGCCTTCACAGGCTG 
gatZ1_F ATATAAGCTTGGAGATGCATGCATGAAGACCCTCATCGCCC 
gatZ1_R ATATGGATCCTCACTCGGCGCAGCCATAG 

Primer extension 
CWF4 

 
CAGCAATGTGAGCGCGGTGCCGGCG 

Restriction sites are in bold.  
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single colony purified and subsequently transduced into Rm1021. These constructions yielded 

RmP187, RmP195, and RmP233. RmP245 was constructed by first amplifying and cloning the 

SMb21372 open reading frame into vector pUCP30T, which carries a gentamicin resistance 

marker. The Sm/SpR cassette from pHP45 (Prentki & Krisch, 1984) was amplified with primers 

containing SalI restriction sites on the ends. This fragment was subsequently cloned into two 

natural sites that occur at bp 466 and 535 of SMb21372. The resulting construct was mated into 

RmP233 and a SpR GmS recombinant was identified and confirmed.  

S. meliloti strains SRmD523 and SRmD615, as well as A. tumefaciens strain Atu1 were 

constructed utilizing pKNOCK suicide vectors (Alexeyev, 1999; MacLean et al., 2006). Briefly, 

an internal fragment from each gene was amplified and cloned into the appropriate vector. These 

were then subsequently mobilized into the appropriate wild-type recipient strains by conjugation. 

Recombinants were verified by generating a PCR product of the junctions, followed by 

nucleotide sequencing. 

 

2.3.3 Primer extension assays 

Assays were carried out as previously described (MacLean et al., 2006). Briefly, RNA 

isolated from wildtype S. meliloti strain RmP110, and RmP110 expressing pFL4516, was used as 

a template for primer extension reactions. Cells were grown to an OD600 of approximately 0.4 in 

M9 minimal medium containing glycerol or tagatose as a sole carbon source to support growth 

and induce transcription. The primer CWF4 (Table 2.2) was end labeled using [γ-32P]dATP and 

T4 polynucleotide kinase. Unincorporated [γ-32P]dATP was removed using a QIAquick 

nucleotide removal column. Primer extension reactions were carried out by adding 2x105 cpm of 

radiolabeled primer to 20 μg of RNA template, 20 nmole of dNTP’s, and reverse transcriptase 
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buffer up to a total volume of 16 μl. Extension products and sequencing reactions were separated 

by electrophoresis on an 8% polyacrylamide gel containing 7.7 M urea. Data were analyzed 

using a Storm820 phosphorimager. 

 

2.3.4 Biochemical enzyme assays 

Dehydrogenase assays were performed as previously described (Geddes & Oresnik, 

2012a; Pickering & Oresnik, 2008). Briefly, strains containing an empty vector control or a 

complementing plasmid were grown in defined medium containing glycerol for two days at 30°C 

followed by induction with 15 mM sorbitol for six hours. Cell free lysates were prepared and 

separated by non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE). Subsequently, gels 

were developed in an assay reagent containing p-nitroblue tetrazolium, phenasine methosulfate, 

NAD+ as a cofactor, and a substrate of interest. 

β glucuronidase assays were performed as previously described (MacLean et al., 2006; 

MacLean et al., 2009). Briefly, cultures were grown in defined media containing a carbon source 

of interest to an OD600 between 0.3-0.6. Cells were washed with saline and resuspended in GUS 

buffer. Cultures were further diluted in GUS buffer and a drop of toluene was added to each 

sample to permeabilize the cells. Samples were vortexed, incubated at 37°C for 30 mins and then 

equilibrated to room temperature before the addition of p-nitrophenyl β-glucuronide (PNPG). 

Reactions were allowed to proceed for 20 mins to an hour before being stopped by the addition 

of sample aliquots to stop buffer solution. Samples were centrifuged to remove cell debris before 

being measured for optical density at 405 nm. Activity is reported in Miller units and was 

calculated using the formula:  

Activity = (1000 x A405) / (A600 x reaction time in minutes x volume (ml) of culture use in assay).  
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Kinase assays were performed as described previously (Geddes & Oresnik, 2012b; Rivers 

& Oresnik, 2013). Briefly, cultures were grown in defined medium containing glycerol or 

galactitol and glycerol for two days at 30°C. Cell free extracts were prepared and assayed for 

kinase activity using a coupled enzyme assay containing 60 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 6 mM MgCl2, 3 

mM ATP, 3 mM PEP, 0.3 mM NADH and 1/50 vol pyruvate kinase/lactate dehydrogenase mix. 

Assays were initiated by the addition of 6 mM hexose and data were collected every ten seconds 

for ten minutes. Rates were measured at 340 nm from the linear portion of the curves, adjusted 

for background oxidase activity, and normalized to total protein. Protein concentration was 

determined using the Lowry protein quantification assay (Stoscheck, 1990). 

 

2.3.5 Growth curve analysis 

Overnight cultures were grown in complex medium to a defined OD600 and subcultured 

into fresh media, either complex or defined with galactitol, the following day. Subsequently, 200 

µl aliquots were dispensed into a 96-well plate and incubated at 28°C with shaking. 

Measurements were taken every hour for 72 hrs. Growth (OD600) was measured with a BioTek 

Synergy 2 plate reader (BioTek Instruments, Inc., Winooski, VT, USA.) 

 

2.3.6 Transport assays 

Transport assays were performed as previously described (Poysti et al., 2007). Briefly, 

cultures were grown in defined media containing a carbon source of interest to an OD600 between 

0.6-0.8, washed twice and resuspended to an OD600 of 0.3 in defined salts media. [14C] mannitol 

was used as the labeled substrate and was added in the cultures to a final concentration of 2 µM, 

while unlabeled competing substrates were added to a final concentration of 2 µM or 10 µM. At 
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appropriate time points, 0.5 ml aliquots were filtered through 0.45 µm Hv filters on a Millipore 

sampling manifold. Accumulation of radiolabel was quantified using a liquid scintillation 

counter (Beckman LS6500). Uptake rates were standardized to total protein. 

 

2.3.7 Competition for nodule occupancy assays 

Assays were performed as previously described (Geddes & Oresnik, 2012a). Briefly, 

sterile alfalfa seedlings were planted in nitrogen free medium and, following three days of 

growth, were inoculated with a mixture of S. meliloti strains. Mutant cells were grown overnight 

and each was mixed with a wildtype culture of equivalent OD600. Initial inoculum ratios were 

determined by plating and screening for proportion. After 28-35 days of growth, root nodules 

were harvested, surface sterilized, and finally each nodule was crushed in 50µl sterile water. 

These extracts were screened for the presence of the antibiotic marker and the inoculum and 

recovery ratios were determined. Significance was evaluated by using a paired t test, assuming 

that a P value of less than 0.05 indicated a significant difference in competitiveness. 

 

2.3.8 Phylogenetic analysis 

The amino acid sequences within the protein family IPR012062 were downloaded from 

the InterPro website as a FASTA file (Finn et al., 2017). The sequences were aligned using the 

web-based multiple sequence alignment program Clustal Omega on the EBI (European 

Bioinformatics Institute) webserver using the default settings (Sievers et al., 2011). The 

alignment was trimmed with TrimAl v. 1.3 using the Automated 1 method and converted to a 

relaxed PHYLIP format (PHYLIP/PHYLIP 4) using ReadAl v. 1.3; both utilities were accessed 

through the Phylemon 2.0 webserver (Capella-Gutiérrez et al., 2009; Sánchez et al., 2011). The 
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phylogeny was built with the RAxML BlackBox v. 8.2.10 mirror site on the CIPRES Science 

Gateway webserver using a CAT rate of heterogeneity model and a JTT protein substitution 

matrix (Miller et al., 2010; Stamatakis, 2014). The tree was drawn using FigTree v. 1.4.3 and 

annotation information was added using a file downloaded from UniProtKB (Pundir et al., 

2017). 

 

2.4 Results 

2.4.1 Identification of an operon necessary for tagatose catabolism  

A global expression map of S. meliloti ATP-binding cassette (ABC) and Tripartite ATP-

independent periplasmic (TRAP) transporters identified inducing substrates for 76 transport 

systems, many of which had not been characterized up to that point (Mauchline et al., 2006). The 

expression map identified several transporters that were induced by galactitol. Of those, the 

greatest change was an 18-fold induction of SMb21377. This gene was also induced by tagatose, 

as well as galactose (Mauchline et al., 2006). Since the genes necessary for the catabolism of 

galactose have been described (Geddes & Oresnik, 2012a), this appeared to be an ideal candidate 

as the dul locus that was previously mapped to pSymB (Charles & Finan, 1991).   

SMb21377 appears to be within a cluster of genes resembling an operon that consists of a 

regulator (SMb21372), a bisphosphate aldolase (SMb21373), a kinase (SMb21374) and an ABC 

transporter (SMb21375-SMb21377) (Fig. 2.1). We note that there is a 102 bp gap between 

SMb21372 and SMb21373.   
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Figure 2.1. Locus diagram of SMb21377-SMb21372 (tag) operon housing genes involved in 
galactitol catabolism. 
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Typically, sugar alcohol catabolism proceeds via oxidation of the substrate, subsequent 

phosphorylation, followed by entry into central metabolism (Mortlock, 1984). However, the gene 

annotation suggests a pathway in which a substrate is phosphorylated twice, before being split 

into two three-carbon compounds, reminiscent of the Embden-Meyerhof-Parnas pathway. In that 

case, the locus appears to be missing two genes, a dehydrogenase capable of galactitol oxidation 

as well as a second kinase that would be necessary for generation of a bisphosphorylated 

intermediate. Although this cluster does not contain all of the genes necessary to encode a 

complete pathway, it was reasoned that it was a likely contributor to galactitol catabolism due to 

the high induction of the transporter by galactitol and its location within a region that, when 

deleted, has been shown to abolish growth on galactitol (Fig. 2.1). 

Characterization of the region was carried out by generation of series of insertion mutants 

that would result in a functional knockout of the entire operon (RmP233), or a subset of the 

metabolic genes (RmP195 and RmP187) (Fig. 2.1). These strains were all capable of growing on 

defined medium using glucose, galactose, sorbose, and glycerol, whereas they were unable to 

grow using either galactitol or tagatose as sole carbon sources. Of note, introduction of pMK28, 

which contains only the catabolic genes SMb21374-3 (encoding a putative kinase and aldolase) 

(Fig. 2.1), into each of these strains was able to complement growth on galactitol and tagatose. 

Together these data suggest that the genes SMb21377-3 are transcribed as an operon, and that the 

ABC transporter encoded by SMb21377-5 is not necessary for growth, or may not be the only 

transporter in the S. meliloti genome that can transport galactitol or tagatose. The inability to 

utilize both galactitol and tagatose also suggests that galactitol metabolism proceeds using 

tagatose as an intermediate. The data also suggest a region responsible for the oxidation of 

galactitol to tagatose is elsewhere in the genome (Fig. 2.1, data not shown). 
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2.4.2 Identification of a negative regulator and the transcriptional start site of SMb21377 

A gene encoding a putative negative regulator belonging to the LacI family lies 

immediately downstream from SMb21373. To determine if this gene (SMb21372) affects 

transcription of SMb21377 and the genes lying downstream, it was hypothesized that an insertion 

into SMb21372 should lead to constitutive transcription of these genes.   

It was found that strains RmP233, RmP195, and RmP187, which contain gusA 

transcriptional fusions in SMb21377, SMb21375, and SMb21373 respectively, displayed 

significantly higher expression when grown with galactitol, galactose, or tagatose than with 

glycerol (Table 2.3). In contrast, strain RmP245, which contains a gusA transcriptional fusion in 

SMb21377 as well as an insertion interrupting SMb21372, showed high constitutive levels of 

expression regardless of the carbon source that was used for induction (Table 2.3). This suggests 

that SMb21372 negatively regulated the transcription of this operon at a promoter upstream of 

SMb21377, and that the transcription of SMb21372 was not dependent on this promoter (Table 

2.3).  

To determine the transcriptional start site of the operon a primer extension analysis was 

carried out on RNA from the wild-type as well as from the plasmid pFL4516 which contains the 

region upstream from SMb21377. Whereas a primer extension product was not detected when 

the RNA from the wild-type grown on glycerol as a sole carbon source was used as a template, if 

RNA from tagatose-grown cells was used a single product that coincides with a “T” 77 bp 

upstream from the predicted ATG of SMb21377 was obtained (Fig. 2.2, lanes 1-2). To 

corroborate this, RNA was also harvested from RmP1610 (RmP110 carrying pFL4516) from 

either medium containing glycerol or tagatose (Fig. 2.2, lanes 3-4). The results of the primer 

extension were consistent with what was found using the wild-type RNA as a template.   
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Table 2.3. Tagatose operon induction 

 
Strain 
 

Relevant Characteristics Glycerol Tagatosea Galactitol Galactose 

 
Rm1021 Wild-type 14 ± 7 21 19 ± 35 16 ± 2 
RmP233 tagA::gusA 16± 5 1056 1652±143 653±43 
RmP195 tagC::gusA 98 ± 13 772 1416 ± 162 724 ± 40 
RmP187 tagE::gusA 115 ± 5 1138 1312 ± 194 642 ± 63 
RmP245 
 

tagA::gusA, tagR::SpR 1658 ± 28 1352 1777 ± 29 985 ± 51 

βglucuronidase activity measured in Miller units, data are reported as an average of three 
independent replicates with standard deviations. a Values are from an experiment that contained a 
single replicate due to availability of tagatose, the result was replicated showing similar 
induction values. 
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Figure 2.2. Analysis of the SMb21377 (tagA) promoter. (A) Primer extension reactions were 
performed using RNA isolated from wild-type cells grown in glycerol (lane 1) or tagatose (lane 
2) as well as RNA from wild-type cells expressing a SMb21377 (tagA) promoter fragment in 
trans grown in glycerol (lane 3) and tagatose (lane 4). Sequencing reactions are included on the 
left. The extension products are indicated by an arrow. (B) Architecture of the SMb21377 
promoter. Key regions are in bold. Proposed translational start site is indicated with a bent arrow. 
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Of note is that the RNA harvested from RmP1610 grown on glycerol also showed a faint 

band corresponding to 77 bp upstream from the predicted translation start site (Fig. 2.2, lane 3). 

This is consistent with the operon being negatively regulated, but having excess copies of the 

promoter relative to the regulator (Fig. 2.2, Table 2.3). We note that there is a four-nucleotide 

repeat motif CGTT-N10-CGTT that is found five base pairs upstream of the predicted ribosome-

binding site for SMb21377. A search of the genome for homologous promoter sequences 

responsible for expression of a potential galactitol dehydrogenase did not reveal any promising 

candidates. 

 

2.4.3 SMb21374 and SMb21373 encode proteins with tagatose kinase and tagatose-6-

phosphate epimerase activities 

The conversion of galactitol to tagatose can be carried out by a single redox reaction. 

Tagatose can enter central metabolism via two possible routes. The first more common route is 

that tagatose is phosphorylated twice becoming T1,6bisP before being split by an aldolase into 

GAP and DHAP, as is observed in E. coli (Brinkkötter et al., 2002). The second, which occurs in 

Agrobacterium tumefaciens, is that tagatose is phosphorylated only once, becoming T6P, and is 

subsequently epimerized, to yield fructose-6-phosphate (F6P) (Wichelecki et al., 2015). This is 

an attractive metabolic route for S. meliloti because there is only one annotated kinase at the 

locus (Fig. 2.1).  

Using IMG’s orthologous neighborhood viewer (Chen et al., 2016), a search of the S. 

meliloti genome for orthologous genes revealed that SMb21374 and SMb21373 are orthologous 

to scrK (Atu3166) and agaZ (Atu3167) from A. tumefaciens, which are known to encode proteins 

with tagatose kinase and T6P epimerase activities respectively (Wichelecki et al., 2015). 
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Therefore, despite the gene annotation of SMb21373 as a bisphosphate aldolase, it seemed likely 

that tagatose catabolism in S. meliloti would proceed via a phosphorylation and a subsequent 

epimerization.  

To test this hypothesis, kinase assays were conducted on cell-free extracts from the 

wildtype, RmP195 (kinase knockout), and RmP195 containing SMb21374 constitutively 

expressed from a plasmid (kinase knockout complemented) that were grown with either glycerol, 

or glycerol with galactitol, as non-inducing and inducing conditions respectively. We were 

unable to detect tagatose kinase activity that was greater than background NADH oxidation rates 

in extracts from wildtype or knockout cells. However, extracts from cells that were constitutively 

expressing the kinase from a plasmid exhibited rates over background of 13.4 μmole/min/mg and 

18.2 μmole/min/mg on glycerol and glycerol/galactitol respectively, suggesting that SMb21374 

encodes a tagatose kinase. 

To determine if SMb21373 encoded an epimerase, agaZ from A. tumefaciens was 

expressed in RmP187, which carries a mutation in SMb21373, in an attempt to heterologously 

complement the galactitol growth deficiency. Expression of either agaZ or SMb21373 in trans 

failed to restore growth on either galactitol or tagatose. Since overexpression of the wildtype 

allele also failed to complement, we suspected that the growth deficiency could be related to a 

disproportionate transcription of the epimerase, which may result in a buildup of a toxic 

metabolite rather than disparate enzyme activities. In an attempt to resolve this, an agaZ 

mutation was constructed by targeted mutagenesis of A. tumefaciens C58. Consistent with what 

has been previously published (Wichelecki et al., 2015), the resultant mutant, Atu1, exhibited 

poor growth on galactitol as a sole carbon source.   
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Figure 2.3. Growth curves comparing A. tumefaciens strains grown in defined media with 
galactitol as a sole carbon source. OD600 of wildtype, C58 (yellow); epimerase mutant, Atu1 
(dark blue); mutant with agaZ in trans (red); and mutant with SMb21373 in trans (light blue) 
was measured every hour for 42 hrs. Data are expressed as the mean ± SD of three independent 
replicates. 
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Introduction of either agaZ or SMb21373 on a broad host range plasmid into Atu1 resulted in a 

recovery of the ability to grow using galactitol as a sole carbon source (Fig. 2.3).  

Taken together, these data suggest that the pSymB dul locus functions in tagatose 

metabolism with SMb21374 phosphorylating tagatose, and SMb21373 epimerizing T6P to 

produce F6P. We propose that the region be renamed the tag locus, with the genes from 

SMb21377-SMb21372 being referred to as tagABCDER (Fig. 2.1). 

 

2.4.4 SmoS is responsible for galactitol oxidation in S. meliloti 

A large-scale mutagenesis of short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase (SDR) family genes in 

S. meliloti revealed 21 novel carbon utilization or symbiotic deficiencies (Jacob et al., 2008). Of 

these, two genes relevant to sugar alcohol metabolism, smoS and SMb20409, were identified. It 

was determined that a smoS mutant could not grow on several sugar alcohols, including sorbitol 

and mannitol, as a sole carbon source, while a strain with a SMb20409 mutation exhibited weak 

growth on galactitol as a sole carbon source (Jacob et al., 2008).  

The smo operon, putatively responsible for sorbitol/mannitol catabolism, was first 

described in Rhodobacter sphaeroides (Stein et al., 1997). The operon is present on the 

chromosome in S. meliloti, and gene annotation suggests that it contains a transcriptional 

regulator (smoC), an ABC transporter (smoEFGK), a sorbitol dehydrogenase (smoS), a mannitol 

dehydrogenase (mtlK), a phosphatase (SMc01502) and a kinase (SMc01503). There is also an 

orphan solute binding protein, smoM (SMc04251), at a distant locus on the chromosome. 

SMb20409 can be found on the pSymB megaplasmid adjacent to a predicted solute binding 

protein SMb20410. Both smoS and SMb20409 have associated solute binding proteins (SBPs), 
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smoE and SMb20410, which have been shown to be induced by galactitol (Mauchline et al., 

2006). 

Our carbon utilization screens of a strain carrying a smoS mutation indicated that in 

addition to the previously recorded phenotypes on sorbitol and mannitol (Jacob et al., 2008), the 

strain was also unable to grow using galactitol as a sole carbon source, while utilization of 

tagatose is unaffected (Table 2.4). Complementation of a smoS mutant with a smoS expressing 

plasmid restored the mutant’s ability to grow on sorbitol or galactitol as a sole carbon source 

(Table 2.4). These data are consistent with the hypothesis that smoS encoded the missing 

dehydrogenase responsible for the oxidation of galactitol into tagatose. 

To confirm this hypothesis, cell free extracts were separated using non-denaturing 

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) and stained for galactitol dehydrogenase activity. 

Extracts from wildtype cells showed a single band of activity when galactitol was present as a 

substrate (Fig. 2.4, lane 1). No bands were visible when extracts from the smoS mutant were 

tested (Fig. 2.4, lane 2). However, extracts from mutant cells with smoS complemented on a 

plasmid showed a band of activity with similar intensity and migration distance to the wildtype 

band (Fig. 2.4, lane 3). These results indicate that galactitol dehydrogenase activity is present in 

wildtype S. meliloti cells and that SmoS is the enzyme responsible for this activity. Our data do 

not address the role of SMb20409 in sugar alcohol metabolism although we consider it unlikely 

to be involved in oxidation of galactitol. 
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Table 2.4. Carbon phenotypes of smoS mutants 

 
Strain  
 

 
Characteristic 

 
gly 

 
gtl 

 
tag 

 
gtl/gly 

 
tag/gly 

 
Rm1021 

 
wildtype 

 
+ 

 
+ 

 
+ 

 
+ 

 
+ 

SMc01500 smoS::pTH1703 + - + - + 
SMc01500 smoS in trans + + + + + 
SRmD495 smoK::Tn5-B20 + - + nd nd 
SRmD495 smoS in trans + + + + + 
SRmD523 smoM::pKNOCK-Gm + + + + + 
SRmD615 
 

SMb20410::pKNOCK-Tc + + + + + 

Growth scored as follows; +, like wildtype; -, no growth; nd, not determined. Abbreviations are 
as follows; gly, glycerol; gtl, galactitol; tag, tagatose. 
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Figure 2.4. Non-denaturing PAGE of galactitol dehydrogenase activity. Extracts from wildtype, 
Rm1021 (lane 1); smoS mutant, SMc01500 (lane 2); and mutant with smoS in trans, 
SMc01500xpSMc01500 (lane 3) were separated and gels were stained for dehydrogenase activity 
using an assay reagent containing the substrate listed below each panel 
  

1 2 3 1 2 3
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Figure 4.
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2.4.5 Galactitol competes with mannitol for transport 

Based on previously published work, there are five transport systems that may contribute 

to galactitol uptake. The transporter expression map identified four SBP-encoding genes induced 

by galactitol; SMb21647 (agpA), SMb20410, SMb21373 (tagA), and SMc01496 (smoE)  

(Mauchline et al., 2006). Additionally, SMc04251 (smoM) is annotated as being a mannitol 

binding protein. 

Mutations of agpA have been previously characterized and shown to be involved in the 

transport of α-galactosides and necessary for growth on raffinose and melibiose (Gage & Long, 

1998). It was also found that induction of agpA could occur with galactose. Induction by 

galactitol could be explained by its structural similarity to galactose. Mutagenesis of SMb20410 

or smoM had no effect on galactitol utilization (Table 2.4). Therefore, the two most likely 

candidate galactitol transport systems are tagABC and smoEFGK, given their induction by 

galactitol and their locations within operons shown to contribute to galactitol metabolism.  

A mutation in smoK results in the inability to grow on galactitol as a sole carbon source. 

However, introduction of a smoS-expressing plasmid into a smoK mutant strain restores the 

mutant’s ability to utilize galactitol (Table 2.4). Similarly, a galactitol growth deficiency caused 

by a mutation to tagC can be complemented by expression of tagDE carried on a plasmid (data 

in text, see above). This suggests that carbon phenotypes associated with mutations in smoK or 

tagC are the result of polar effects on downstream catabolic genes rather than the inability to 

transport substrate. These data suggest that neither of these transport systems is solely 

responsible for galactitol transport in S. meliloti. However, it is possible that they work in 

conjunction as low specificity sugar alcohol transporters.  
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To test this hypothesis, transport assays were conducted using 14C-mannitol as a 

radiolabelled substrate. Transport rates of labeled mannitol were approximately ten times higher 

when cells were grown on mannitol as a carbon source rather than glucose (Fig. 2.5A), 

suggesting that mannitol uptake is inducible in Rm1021. A strain carrying a mutation in smoK 

was not capable of transporting mannitol (data not shown). Mannitol uptake was reduced if 14C- 

mannitol was competed with a ratio of either 1:1 or 1:5 unlabeled mannitol. The addition of 

unlabeled galactitol at a 1:1 ratio with the 14C-mannitol did not significantly reduce mannitol 

uptake rates, whereas initiating the assay with a 5:1 mixture of galactitol to labeled mannitol 

resulted in a significant decrease in mannitol uptake (Fig. 2.5B). Mannitol transport was 

essentially unaffected with the addition of either tagatose or glucose (Fig. 2.5B). These data 

suggest that mannitol and galactitol can compete for the use of the same transporter(s), but that 

the affinity for galactitol is lower. Whereas tagatose and glucose transport are not dependent 

upon the mannitol transporter. 

 

2.4.6 Galactitol mutants are equally competitive for nodule occupancy 

It has been previously shown that mutants unable to grow using certain sugar alcohols as 

a sole carbon source are less competitive for nodule occupancy (Ding et al., 2012; Fry et al., 

2001; Yost et al., 2006). To determine if galactitol mutants exhibit a competitive phenotype, 

competition for nodule occupancy assays were performed. Strains RmP233 (tagA::gusA), 

SRmD493 (smoS::Tn5-B20) and SRmD495 (smoK::Tn5-B20) were competed in approximately 

equal proportions, as well as in a 10:1 ratio, with wildtype. These mixtures were used to 

inoculate seedlings, and subsequently, after approximately four weeks of growth, nodules were 

harvested and the proportion of mutant to wildtype cells was determined.   
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Figure 2.5. Uptake of 14C-mannitol in S. meliloti. (A) Transport rates of 14C-mannitol for cells 
grown on glucose or mannitol as a sole carbon source. (B) Transport rates of 14C-mannitol in 
competition with unlabelled substrates for cells grown on mannitol as a sole carbon source. 2µM 
labelled mannitol was competed against either 2µM or 10µM unlabelled substrate. Accumulation 
of label is measured in nmole/mg protein/min. Data are expressed as the mean ± SD of three 
independent replicates, * represents data are an average of only two independent replicates. 
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None of the recovery ratios showed a significant difference from the proportion of mutant cells 

present in the inoculum suggesting that galactitol mutants are equally as competitive for nodule 

occupancy as the wildtype cells. 

 

2.4.7 E. coli GatZ has tagatose-6-phosphate epimerase activity 

The S. meliloti epimerase gene tagE is annotated as encoding a T1,6bisP aldolase. This 

designation is largely based on sequence similarity to gatZ from E. coli, which acts as one 

component of a gatYZ heterodimer responsible for converting T1,6bisP into GAP and DHAP. 

However, tagE is capable of complementing an A. tumefaciens T6P epimerase mutant suggesting 

that it encodes a functional epimerase (Fig. 2). Interestingly, the literature describes gatZ as 

encoding a noncatalytic subunit of the aldolase heterodimer, capable of augmenting the aldolase 

activity of gatY without any activity of its own (Brinkkötter et al., 2002). E. coli also contains 

another gene pair with high similarity to gatYZ, termed kbaYZ (ketose bisphosphate aldolase), 

which are involved in galactosamine (GalN or Gam) and N-acetyl-galactosamine (GalNAc or 

Aga) catabolism (Brinkkötter et al., 2000). Mutations to gatYZ can be complemented by 

overexpression of kbaYZ (Lengeler, 1977). Since TagE and AgaZ have high amino acid 

sequence similarity to GatZ, 49% and 48% respectively, an X-ray crystal structure comparison of 

TagE (PDBID: 3TXV) and GatZ (PDBID: 2FIQ) was carried out using the jFATCAT_rigid 

method from the PDB Structure Comparison Tools (Prlić et al., 2010). The program calculated a 

similarity score of 1076.26 and a RMSD of 1.12 with a P-value of 0. A visual representation of 

both structures shows a similar three-dimensional configuration suggesting that these proteins 

may have similar activities; leading to the hypothesis that GatZ may have epimerase activity, 

despite its annotation as a non-catalytic aldolase subunit (Fig. 2.6).   
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Figure 2.6. Structural comparison of SMb21373 (PDBID: 3TXV) from S. meliloti (green) and 
GatZ (PDBID: 2FIQ) from E. coli (blue). 
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To test this hypothesis, both gatZ and kbaZ from E. coli were separately cloned into 

pRK7813. These constructs were then conjugated into A. tumefaciens epimerase mutant Atu1 

and the strains were screened for their ability to grow on galactitol as a sole carbon source. 

Neither construct permitted growth on galactitol. A sequence comparison of gatZ from E. coli to  

agaZ from A. tumefaciens showed these genes had a 53.48% similarity at the nucleotide level as 

determined by the Percent Identity Matrix from Clustal Omega. Additionally, gatZ has a GC 

content of 48.9%, while the GC content of agaZ is 62.5%. The GC content disparity between the 

genes suggests that differing codon preferences between the organisms involved could be 

affecting expression. To address this gatZ from E. coli was codon optimized for expression in 

Rhizobiaceae, and was cloned into pRK7813. The construct was conjugated into Atu1 and 

growth on galactitol as a sole carbon source was evaluated. The results show that codon 

optimized construct of gatZ was as capable as tagE at restoring growth of the epimerase mutant 

Atu1to wild-type levels (Fig. 2.7), suggesting that GatZ can function as an epimerase. 

 

2.4.8 IPR012062 is a family of tagatose-phosphate epimerases 

The InterPro family that contains GatZ, AgaZ, and TagE is designated IPR012062. The 

listed function of the proteins within the family is “D-tagatose-bisphosphate aldolase, non-

catalytic subunit GatZ/KbaZ.” These three proteins are catalytic and the reaction is an 

epimerization, not an aldol hydrolysis ((Wichelecki et al., 2015), Fig. 2.3, Fig. 2.7). It was 

hypothesized that one of two possibilities existed regarding the nature of this family; either the 

entire family had been misannotated and each member is capable of catalyzing an epimerization 

reaction, or a small subset of the family had developed a novel catalytic capability.  
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In order to determine which was true, a phylogenetic analysis of the amino acid 

sequences in IPR012062 was carried out. At the time of the download from InterPro, the family 

contained 2266 sequences, and a maximum likelihood tree was constructed from these sequences 

using RAxML-HPC (Fig. 2.8). It is apparent that the sites representing proteins that have been 

tested and are known epimerases (highlighted in red) are dispersed across the tree, and not 

clustered together into a small isolated clade (Fig. 2.8). This pattern is consistent with the 

hypothesis that epimerase activity is widespread throughout IPR012062, and not an isolated 

anomaly. We note that the three sequences can be isolated into a large clade containing 1364 

sequences, which accounts for approximately 60% of the total sequences. Therefore, we cannot 

exclude the possibility that the epimerase activity is isolated within this monophyletic group and 

may not be associated with every member of the family. However, we believe that the data is 

most consistent with a systemic misannotation and propose that the family be renamed D-

tagatose-6-phosphate epimerase TagE. 
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Figure 2.7. Growth curves comparing A. tumefaciens strains grown in defined media with 
galactitol as a sole carbon source. OD600 of wildtype, C58 (yellow); epimerase mutant, Atu1 
(dark blue); mutant with gatZ in trans (red) was measured every hour for 42 hrs. Data are 
expressed as the mean ± SD of three independent replicates. 
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Figure 2.8. Phylogenetic 
tree of 2266 amino acid 
sequences within the D-
tagatose-bisphosphate 
aldolase, non-catalytic 
subunit GatZ/KbaZ 
(IPR012062) protein 
family. The sequences of 
known epimerases tested 
during this study are 
marked in red. The tree 
shown above is the result 
of 408 rapid bootstrap 
replicates. 
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2.5 Discussion 

In this work, we have characterized galactitol catabolism in S. meliloti. We have shown 

that the pathway consists of SmoS oxidizing galactitol to tagatose, which is subsequently 

phosphorylated by TagD (SMb21374), and finally epimerized by TagE (SMb21373) to yield F6P 

(Fig. 2.9). The transport of galactitol is not dependent on TagABC, and it can weakly compete 

for the ABC transporter encoded by smoEFGK. A mutation in smoM did not greatly affect 

growth on sugar alcohols or sugar alcohol derivatives including galactitol, tagatose, or glycerol. 

This finding is consistent with other results in the literature that have described SmoM as a 

tripartite ATP-independent periplasmic (TRAP) transporter with specificity for α-keto acids in R. 

sphaeroides (Gonin et al., 2007; Thomas et al., 2006). This suggests that SmoM does not 

contribute to sugar alcohol uptake, although it is possible that the protein may contribute in an 

additive manner in conjunction with the above-mentioned transport systems.  

Although tagatose is considered to be a rare sugar, and is not found abundantly in nature, 

phosphorylated tagatose intermediates are commonly generated within bacterial cells. This 

occurs predominantly in the catabolism of galactitol (Nobelmann & Lengeler, 1996), as well as 

galactosamine and GalNAc (Brinkkötter et al., 2000; Leyn et al., 2012). The widespread 

occurrence of phosphorylated tagatose intermediaries is best exemplified by the number of 

entries in the IPR012062 protein family, represented by GatZ and KbaZ, which are the most 

extensively characterized members (Brinkkötter et al., 2002; Brinkkötter et al., 2000; 

Nobelmann & Lengeler, 1996).  
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Figure 2.9. Proposed pathway of galactitol utilization in S. meliloti. 
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Initial classification of gatZ was difficult due to the lack of available sequences for 

comparison (Nobelmann & Lengeler, 1995; Nobelmann & Lengeler, 1996). Further 

complicating matters was the subsequent proposal of an GalNAc catabolic pathway involving a 

T6P kinase encoded by agaZ, a gene highly similar to gatZ at the nucleotide level (Reizer et al., 

1996). This suggestion was later shown to be false when PfkA was identified as the sole enzyme 

responsible for T6P phosphorylation in E. coli (Brinkkötter et al., 2000). Although this has been 

mostly corrected in the databases, there are still entries that refer to this protein as a kinase 

(PDBID: 3TXV, Fig. 2.8). It was eventually concluded that GatZ functioned as a non-catalytic 

subunit of a GatYZ heterodimer based on the observation that GatZ could enhance the T1,6bisP 

aldolase activity of GatY, but it did not display aldolase activity of its own (Brinkkötter et al., 

2002).  

This has led to a great deal of confusion as well as misannotation of genes, which further 

complicates genome wide studies such as metabolic reconstructions (diCenzo et al., 2016; Leyn 

et al., 2012). The characterization of the GalNAc pathway in Shewanella using a comparative 

genomic approach was able to predict and confirm a GalNAc kinase, deactylase, as well as 

isomerase activity. The interpretation, based on comparative genomic analysis, showed that 

AgaZ was mostly present only in the Enterobacteriales, but missing in other Proteobacteria. This 

evidence was used to forward the hypothesis that AgaZ must play another essential role in the 

catabolism of GalNAc. In the published model it was given the role of a T6P kinase (Leyn et al., 

2012). 

Through the use phylogeny, as well as direct protein comparisons we have shown that 

TagE, GatZ, and AgaZ have the ability to provide in vivo tagatose phosphate epimerase activity.  

That these proteins are phylogenetically related strongly suggests that this activity may be 
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present in all of the members of this family. This supports the hypothesis previously put forward 

that AgaZ has a more central role (Leyn et al., 2012), however our data would suggest that the 

catabolism of GalNAc utilizes an epimerase to convert T6P to F6P in Shewanella. Our data does 

not address whether the epimerase activity is in place of, or in addition to its role as a non-

catalytic subunit for T1,6bisP aldolase.  

The S. meliloti metabolic model predicted galactosamine catabolism was carried out by 

the genes SMb21216-21 (diCenzo et al., 2016). This locus includes an ABC transporter that is 

induced by galactosamine (Mauchline et al., 2006), as well as a carbohydrate kinase and a 

deaminase/isomerase in the AgaS superfamily. The latter is likely to convert galactosamine-6-

phosphate (GalN6P) to T6P. It was hypothesized that the likely catabolic pathway could use 

tagE (SMb21373) and tagD (SMb21374) to convert galactosamine to a central carbon pathway 

intermediate (diCenzo et al., 2016). However in our hands, S. meliloti galactitol mutants grow as 

well as wildtype using D-galactosamine as a sole carbon source, suggesting that TagE is unlikely 

to be involved in the metabolism of this substrate (data not shown). It could be that tagE 

expression is not induced by T6P that is produced from GalN6P, and that another 

aldolase/epimerase is encoded in the genome and expressed if the strain is grown on D-

galactosamine. Alternately, it may be that S. meliloti utilizes a novel pathway for the catabolism 

of D-galactosamine. It is noteworthy that BLAST searches using TagE as a query do not return 

other closely related proteins from the Rm1021 genome.   

The lack of a competition for nodule occupancy phenotype exhibited by galactitol 

mutants suggests that galactitol is not an important determinant for nodule occupancy in the 

rhizosphere for this symbiotic model system. Additionally, since these mutants are deficient for 

growth on sorbitol, mannitol (Jacob et al., 2008), and tagatose, it is unlikely that the ability of S. 
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meliloti to catabolize these substrates is important for nodule occupancy. This is consistent with 

previous results, which have shown that Rhizobium leguminosarum sorbitol catabolic mutants 

are unaffected with respect to competition for nodule occupancy (Oresnik et al., 1998). 

Evidence presented in this study elucidates galactitol metabolism in S. meliloti. Also 

demonstrated is the versatility of S. meliloti as a model system for studies in a range of fields 

including symbiosis, carbon metabolism, and genome evolution. The results also caution against 

the overreliance on computational predictions without consideration of empirically determined 

phenotypic data. Our inability to confidently predict the pathway for galactosamine catabolism 

highlights the need for functional studies to allow us to better understand the metabolic capacity 

of S. meliloti, as well as the direct role played by carbon metabolism during growth in the 

rhizosphere and as a determinant for nodule occupancy. 
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Chapter 3: 
 

Characterization of sorbitol dehydrogenase SmoS from Sinorhizobium meliloti 1021 

 

This work was carried out by MacLean Kohlmeier in collaboration with Ben Bailey-Elkin. BBE 
supervised the purification of the protein, the growth of the crystals, and the collection of the X-
ray diffraction data, as well as independently solving the crystal structures and contributed to the 
writing of this chapter. 
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3.1 Abstract 

Sinorhizobium meliloti 1021 is a Gram-negative α proteobacterium with a robust capacity 

for carbohydrate metabolism. The enzymes that facilitate these reactions assist in the survival of 

the bacterium across a range of environmental niches, and they may also be suitable for use in 

industrial processes. SmoS is a dehydrogenase that catalyzes the oxidation of commonly 

occurring sugar alcohols sorbitol and galactitol into fructose and tagatose respectively using 

NAD+ as a cofactor. The main objective of this study was to evaluate SmoS using biochemical 

techniques. The nucleotide sequence was codon optimized for heterologous expression in E. coli 

BL21 (DE3) GOLD cells, the protein was subsequently overexpressed and purified. Size 

exclusion chromatography and X-ray diffraction experiments suggest that SmoS is a tetrameric 

peptide. SmoS was crystallized to 2.1 Å in the absence of substrate and 2.0 Å in complex with 

sorbitol. SmoS was characterized kinetically and shown to have a preference for sorbitol despite 

a higher affinity for galactitol. Computational ligand docking experiments suggest that galactitol 

oxidation proceeds slowly because tagatose binds the protein in a more energetically favorable 

complex than fructose, and is retained in the active site for a longer time frame following 

oxidation which reduces the rate of the reaction. These results supplement the inventory of 

biomolecules with the potential for industrial applications and enhance our understanding of 

metabolism in the model organism S. meliloti. 
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3.2 Introduction 

Sugar alcohols, also called polyols, are carbohydrate compounds that can be formed by 

the reduction of an aldo or keto sugar. The first polyols were identified from honeydew, a 

substance secreted by aphids as they feed on plant sap (Bieleski, 1982). The most commonly 

encountered sugar alcohols in nature are sorbitol, mannitol, and galactitol (also known as dulcitol 

or melampyrite) (Williamson et al., 2002). These linear, six carbon polyols were named for the 

higher plants from which they originated; sorbitol from Sorbus aucuparia, mannitol from 

Fraxinus ornis or manna ash, and galactitol from Melampyrum nemorosum (Bieleski, 1982).  

Sugar alcohols and their derivatives have a variety of applications. Sorbitol is commonly 

included in food products for sweetness, texture, and preservation, and can be present in 

pharmaceuticals (Rapaille et al., 2003; Silveira & Jonas, 2002). D-tagatose, a product of 

galactitol oxidation, is classified as a rare sugar and is being considered as a treatment for 

diabetes due to its insulin independent metabolism in humans and potential to lower blood 

glucose levels (Ensor et al., 2015; Espinosa & Fogelfeld, 2010; Lu et al., 2008). The 

concentrations of sugar alcohols in plant tissue are typically too low for chemical extractions to 

generate sufficient yields, therefore polyols are often synthesized for commercial use via 

catalytic hydrogenation of more readily available sugars (Rapaille et al., 2003). However, 

biological enzymes can serve as biocatalysts for the generation of sugar alcohols and related 

molecules at an industrial scale. Some advantages to biocatalysts include high product selectivity 

and low environmental or physiological toxicity (Chapman et al., 2018). As an example, 

galactitol dehydrogenase has been immobilized on gold electrodes for use in electrochemical 

reactors with the goal of generating precursor molecules for pharmaceuticals via reactions that 

regenerate reduced cofactors (Gajdzik et al., 2010; Gajdzik et al., 2011; Kornberger et al., 2009).  
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Enzymes of microbial origin are ideal with respect to industrial applications as they can 

be produced in an easy, cost effective, and consistent manner (Raveendran et al., 2018). 

Carbohydrate metabolism in plant associated soil bacteria has been studied in great detail due to 

the involvement of carbon utilization in symbiotic establishment and efficiency (Geddes & 

Oresnik, 2014; Udvardi & Poole, 2013). Transport genes responsible for the uptake of sorbitol, 

mannitol, and galactitol are induced in the rhizosphere (Ramachandran et al., 2011).  

In bacteria, the initial step of sugar alcohol metabolism is often oxidation into a keto 

sugar, followed by phosphorylation (Mortlock, 1984). The root-nodulating bacterium 

Sinorhizobium meliloti has been shown to produce a D-sorbitol specific dehydrogenase (SDH), 

which uses NAD+ as a cofactor (Martínez De Drets & Arias, 1970). A mutant lacking fructose 

kinase activity was unable to grow using sorbitol as a sole carbon source, suggesting that 

fructose is the product of sorbitol oxidation in S. meliloti (Gardiol et al., 1980). A mutation in a 

gene annotated as a putative sorbitol dehydrogenase smoS resulted in a strain with the inability to 

grow on several sugar alcohols, including sorbitol (Jacob et al., 2008), suggesting that smoS 

encodes the SDH protein. smoS was first identified as encoding a SDH in Rhodobacter 

sphaeroides, in which it was described as one gene in a novel polyol metabolic operon, as well 

as a member of the short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase (SDR) family (Stein et al., 1997).  

SDR proteins are typically about 250 amino acids in length and despite having low 

sequence identity at 20-30%, members of this family share a similar overall three-dimensional 

structure (Persson & Kallberg, 2013). Currently there are over 230,000 members of the SDR 

family in the UniProt database, and a recently devised nomenclature system based on Hidden 

Markov Models placed SmoS within the SDR196C subfamily (Persson et al., 2009; Sola-

Carvajal et al., 2012). RsSDH is dependent on NAD+ as a cofactor and has activity on sorbitol 
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and galactitol (Fig. 3.1) (Stein et al., 1997). Structural studies on the protein in the absence of 

bound substrate were some of the first structures of a bacterial SDH in the SDR family 

(Philippsen et al., 2005). The purpose of this study is to characterize SmoS from S. meliloti with 

respect to its structure, as well as kinetic and physical properties. 

 

3.3 Materials and methods 

3.3.1 Bacterial strains and culture conditions 

E. coli BL21 (DE3) GOLD cells were grown on Luria Bertani (LB) medium (Cold 

Spring Harbor Protocols, 2006) at 37°C; when necessary, kanamycin was added to a final 

concentration of 10 µg/mL in liquid media. 

 

3.3.2 Overexpression and purification of SmoS 

S. meliloti smoS is a 774 bp gene with a GC content of 64.5%, the overall GC content of 

E. coli K-12 is 50.8% (Riley et al., 2006). To accommodate this disparity, the smoS nucleotide 

sequence was codon optimized for expression in E. coli. Translation of smoS is predicted to 

generate a 257 amino acid sequence with a molecular weight of 27.2 kDa (Gasteiger E., 2005). 

smoS was cloned into overexpression vector pET-28a as a BamHI-HindIII fragment (GenScript, 

Piscataway, NJ, USA) and this construct was transformed into competent E. coli BL21 (DE3) 

GOLD cells.  
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Figure 3.1. Enzymatic reactions catalyzed by SmoS. Sorbitol or galactitol are oxidized at carbon 
2, using NAD+ as a cofactor, producing fructose or tagatose respectively, as well as NADH. Both 
sugar alcohols are viable substrates for SmoS due to the identical orientation of hydroxyl groups 
about carbons 1, 2, and 3. 
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Cultures were grown in 1 L volumes of LB medium at 37°C to an OD600 of ~0.6. 

Induction with 1 mM isopropyl-β-D-galactopyranoside (IPTG) preceded growth overnight, 

shaking, at 16°C. Cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 10000 rpm for 10 min and stored at -

80°C. Pellets were resuspended in 30 mL cold lysis buffer consisting of 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 300 

mM NaCl, 2 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 10 mM imidazole, and lysed by French Press. Cell debris 

were removed from extracts by centrifugation at 12000 rpm for 1 hour at 4°C. The cell free 

lysate was applied to a nickel nitrilotriacetic acid (Ni-NTA) column, which was washed with 10 

column volumes of lysis buffer and followed by a second wash with 10 column volumes of lysis 

buffer with 25 mM imidazole. Final elution was prompted by washing with 3 column volumes of 

buffer with 500 mM imidazole. Eluted protein was dialyzed against 20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 150 

mM NaCl, 10% (v/v) glycerol, and further purified by gel filtration through a Superdex 75 gel 

filtration column. 

 

3.3.3 SmoS crystallization 

Purified SmoS was concentrated to 10 mg/mL and screened by sitting drop vapour 

diffusion using a Gryphon (Art Robbins Instruments, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) robotic drop setter. 

Screening was performed using 600 nL drops containing SmoS and crystallization solution at a 

1:1 ratio, equilibrated against 50 μL of reservoir solution. Initial crystallization hits were 

identified in 100 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 50 mM sodium acetate and 20% PEG 3000, and further 

optimized by hanging-drop vapour diffusion using 48-well VDX plates. Crystals of apo-SmoS 

were grown in 100 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 50 mM sodium acetate and 18% PEG 3000 and crystals 

of the SmoS-sorbitol complex were grown under the same conditions supplemented with 20% 

sorbitol, galactitol, tagatose, or fructose. Crystallization with galactitol and tagatose was not 
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pursued due to poor solubility or lack of availability of these respective substrates. Crystals in 

which sorbitol or fructose were included in the reservoir solution were morphologically 

indistinguishable from the native crystals. 

 

3.3.4 X-ray data collection and structure solution 

X-ray data for individual SmoS crystals were collected at 100K on a Rigaku MicroMax 

007-HF equipped with a RAXIS IV++ detector. X-ray diffraction images were integrated and 

scaled using XDS (Kabsch, 2010), and merged using Aimless (Evans, 2011). Initial phase 

estimates for apo-SmoS were determined by molecular replacement within Phaser using the 

deposited structure of S. meliloti SmoS (PDB ID: 4E6P) as a search model, and phase estimates 

for the SmoS-sbt complex were determined using the refined apo-SmoS structure. Structure 

refinement and model building were performed using REFMAC (Murshudov et al., 1997) and 

Coot (Emsley et al., 2010), respectively within the ccp4i2 software package. All structure figures 

were generated using PyMOL (Schrodinger, 2015). The coordinates and structure factors for the 

apo SmoS and SmoS-sbt structures have been deposited to the Protein Data Bank under PDB ID 

6PEI and 6PEJ, respectively. 

 

3.3.5 Enzyme assays 

Spectrophotometric dehydrogenase assays were conducted by measuring the reduction of 

NAD+ at 340 nm for 60 seconds. Reaction buffer consisted of 20 mM CAPS pH 11, 1.5 mM 

NAD+, and increasing concentrations of sorbitol or galactitol, in a total volume of 1 mL. 1µg 

SmoS was added per reaction. The optimum pH for enzyme activity was determined by 

measuring dehydrogenase activity using 200 mM MES, MOPS, TRIS, or CAPS to buffer the 
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reaction mixtures over their appropriate pH ranges. All pH-profiling reactions were initiated with 

10 mM sorbitol. Additionally, native gel dehydrogenase assays were performed as previously 

described (Pickering & Oresnik, 2008). Following elution from the S75 column, fractions were 

separated by nondenaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis; subsequently the gels were 

stained for dehydrogenase activity with an assay reagent containing Tris pH 8.0, phenazine 

methosulfate, nitroblue tetrazolium, NAD+, and sorbitol. 

 

3.3.6 Ligand docking analysis 

D-fructose and D-tagatose model files, in SDF file format, were submitted to the Ligand 

Docking Protocol on the ROSIE server, found at http://rosie.rosettacommons.org, along with the 

apo SmoS monomer structure in PDB file format. The ligand SDF files were downloaded from 

Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics Protein Data Bank (RCSB PDB) at 

https://www.rcsb.org. These ligand models were manipulated to within 5 Å of the SmoS 

substrate binding pocket using PyMOL (Schrodinger, 2015) prior to submission to add 

coordinate data to the files. The top ten predicted models with the lowest interface delta scores 

were collected and the distribution of these data sets was compared with box and whisker plots. 

A paired t test was performed on the score arrays, a P value of less that 0.01 was considered 

significant. 

 

3.4 Results  

3.4.1 Structural characterization of SmSmoS 

Size exclusion chromatography of purified SmoS showed two distinct peaks at elution 

volumes of 49.22 mL and 55.35 mL (Fig. 3.2A), with the most prominent peak at ~55 mL.   
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Figure 3.2. Size exclusion chromatography of purified SmoS from a Superdex 75 gel filtration 
column and analysis by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE). (A) UV trace of elutions 
from the S75 column displaying two peaks at approximately 49 mL and 55 mL. (B) Elutions 
separated by nondenaturing PAGE stained with coomassie blue (top), elutions separated by 
nondenaturing PAGE stained for sorbitol dehydrogenase activity (middle), and elutions 
separated denaturing PAGE and stained with coomassie blue (bottom). 
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To corroborate these results, the column fractions were separated by nondenaturing 

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue. Fractions 2-4 

showed two distinct bands, while fractions 5-9 contain a single band, which mimics the 

migration distance of the lower band from fractions 2-4 (Fig. 3.2B). Both protein bands are 

capable of sorbitol oxidation when the gel is stained for dehydrogenase activity, and resolve to a 

molecular weight of 27 kDa when SDS is included in the gel matrix (Fig. 3.2B), suggesting that 

both bands observed are due to the presence of SmoS. 

To further characterize SmoS, the enzyme was crystallized and determined to a resolution 

of 2.1Å (Fig. 3.3; Table 3.1). Consistent with this observation, SmoS crystallized as a tetramer, 

with four copies in the asymmetric unit arranged as a dimer of dimers, similarly to a previously 

determined structure of a Bradyrhizobium japonicum D-sorbitol dehydrogenase (Fig. 3.3A) 

(Fredslund et al., 2016). These results are consistent with SmoS being present in two distinct 

conformations in solution, with the majority being tetrameric. 

The SmoS monomer adopts a structural fold similar to other previously determined Zn-

independent SDR enzymes, comprising of an NAD-binding Rossman fold centralized around a 

core 7-stranded parallel β-sheet, and an extended α-helical clamp-like lobe formed by helices α7 

and α8 involved in substrate binding (Philippsen et al., 2005) (Fig. 3.3B). A DALI search (Holm 

& Laakso, 2016) to identify structural homologues of SmoS identified a previously determined 

SmSmoS structure (deposited by the New York Structural Genomic Consortium), and a R. 

sphaeroides sorbitol dehydrogenase (81% sequence amino acid identity), which aligned to 

SmSmoS with an RMSD of 0.7 Å over 256 Cα atoms, and adopted a nearly identical structural 

fold (Philippsen et al., 2005).   
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Figure 3.3. Crystal structure of SmoS from S. meliloti 1021. (A) Cartoon representation of the 
SmoS quaternary structure. SmoS forms a homotetramer; the individual monomers are colored 
magenta, green, blue, and yellow. (B) Cartoon representation of the SmoS monomer (grey). 
Secondary structure elements are labeled numerically (α, α-helix; β, β strand; π, π helix; η, 310 
helix). 
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Table 3.1. Crystallization and refinement statistics for the SmoS and SmoS-sbt structures 

 
Crystal 
 

 
SmoS 

 
SmoS-sbt 

 
X-ray source 

 
Rigaku MicroMax-

007HF 

 
Rigaku MicroMax-

007HF 
Crystal geometry   

Space group P 1 21 1 P 1 21 1 
Unit cell (Å) a=83.30 b=88.30 

c=87.32; 
α=90.00° β=117.39° 

γ=90.00° 

a=83.30 b=88.30 
c=87.32; 

α=90.00° β=117.39° 
γ=90.00° 

Crystallographic data   
Wavelength (Å) 1.5419 1.5419 
Resolution range (Å) 43.70-2.10 (2.15-2.10)* 39.60-2.0 (2.04-2.0) 
Total observations 223880 (15515) 224791 (13489) 
Unique reflections 65492 (4602) 74395 (4478) 
Multiplicity 3.4 (3.4) 3.0 (3.0) 
Completeness (%) 99.8 (99.9) 98.0 (99.7) 
Rmerge 0.117 (0.586) 0.139 (0.522) 
CC1/2 0.99 (0.71) 0.98 (0.82) 
I/σI 8.7 (2.2) 5.4 (2.0) 
Wilson B-factor (Å2) 19.11 20.80 

Refinement statistics   
Reflections in test set 3314 3581 
Protein atoms 7608 7588 
Solvent molecules 737 914 
Rwork/Rfree 0.192 / 0.252 0.194 / 0.249 

RMSDs   
Bond lengths/angles (Å/°) 0.0081 / 1.464 0.0146 / 1.927 

Ramachandran plot   
Favored/allowed/disallowed (%) 97.44 / 2.17 / 0.39 97.15 / 2.26 / 0.59 

Average B factor (Å2)   
Macromolecules 25.09 20.64 
Solvent 
 

29.46 27.66 

*Values in parentheses refer to the highest resolution shell. 
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In an attempt to uncover the residues involved in substrate binding, SmoS was also 

crystallized in the presence of sorbitol and a structure determined to 2.0 Å (Table 3.1). 

Consistent with other described Zn-independent SDR enzymes, conserved active site residues 

Tyr153, Lys157, Ser140 and Asn111 form the active site (Fig. 3.4A). Residue Asn111 resides on 

a π-bulge motif formed by an atypical backbone hydrogen bond disrupting helix α4. This 

deformation allows the backbone carbonyl group of Asn111 to form a hydrogen bond with a 

water molecule likely to be involved in the formation of a proton relay system similar to what 

has been described for the Comamonas testosterone hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase (Filling et 

al., 2002; Jornvall et al., 1981). Clear electron density representing sorbitol was visible near the 

active site of each of the four monomers in the asymmetric unit, with sorbitol coordinated near 

the active site through a hydrogen-bonding network mediated by SmoS residues Gln141, 

Glu147, Gly184 and His190 (Fig. 3.4A and B). A comparison of the apo and sorbitol-bound 

forms of SmoS reveals a slight change in the position of the clamp domain formed by helices α7 

and α8, which moves inward during sorbitol binding and allows for the satisfaction of a 

hydrogen bond between His190 and sorbitol OH1 (Fig. 3.4C).  

Interestingly, while clear density for sorbitol was observed in all SmSmoS monomers, the 

substrate does not appear to be positioned appropriately within in the active site to permit NAD+-

mediated oxidation at C2. In order for the reaction mechanism to proceed as described, the 

sorbitol C2 hydroxyl group would need to be positioned within hydrogen bonding distance from 

Tyr153, to allow for Tyr153-mediated proton abstraction and subsequent oxidation of C2 via the 

nicotinamide moiety of NAD+. In the SmoS-sbt structure, the C2 hydroxyl group is situated ~5.9 

Å away from Tyr153, and points away from the active site residue in an arrangement that would 

not permit the conversion of sorbitol to fructose.  
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Figure 3.4. Crystal structure of the SmoS-sbt complex. (A) Close up on the active site of 
sorbitol-bound SmoS. Catalytic residues are shown as blue sticks, and residues involved in the 
coordination of sorbitol are shown as a cyan sticks. Sorbitol is shown as yellow sticks, 
surrounded by an mFo-DFc omit map generated using phenix.polder ((Liebschner et al., 2017); 
green mesh) contoured to 3.0σ. (B) Two-dimensional representation of the H-bonding network 
observed in the SmoS-sbt complex. Carbon atoms are black, oxygen atoms are red, nitrogen 
atoms are blue, H-bonds are shown as green dashed lines with corresponding bond lengths (Å). 
Figure was generated using LigPlot (Wallace et al., 1995). (C) Superposition of apo SmoS 
(grey), and SmoS-sbt (blue) depicted in ribbon diagrams with the movement of helix α7 
indicated by arrows. 
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3.4.2 SmoS has a high pH optimum and a preference for sorbitol 

It has been reported that functionally related enzymes to SmoS have optimum activity at 

alkaline pH levels (Jagtap et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2003). To investigate the pH preference of S. 

meliloti SmoS, sorbitol dehydrogenase assays were conducted across a pH gradient facilitated by 

several solutions of differed buffering capacities. 1 µg of SmoS was added to the assay mixture 

along with 10 mM sorbitol and 1.5 mM NAD+, the buffers included MES, MOPS, TRIS, and 

CAPS, each at a concentration of 20 mM, which allowed for a pH gradient spanning pH 5.5-

12.5. An optimum enzyme activity of 57.8 mM/min/mg was observed at pH 11; activities 

recorded across the gradient are reported relative to this value (Fig. 3.5). Fifty percent of this 

activity was found at pH 9.5. All subsequent activity assays were conducted in a solution 

buffered with 20 mM CAPS pH 11. This result is consistent with observations made in R. 

sphaeroides (Schauder et al., 1995). 

Despite the previous inability to detect galactitol dehydrogenase activity (Martínez De 

Drets & Arias, 1970), recent work has shown that S. meliloti is capable of galactitol oxidation 

and that SmoS is responsible for this activity (Kohlmeier et al., 2019). The ability of SmoS to 

oxidize sorbitol and galactitol is likely due to the stereochemistry of the functional groups about 

carbons 1, 2, and 3, which are identical for both substrates (Fig. 3.1). To determine the substrate 

preference of the enzyme, reaction rates were determined by measurement of NADH 

accumulation over time in a spectrophotometer at 340 nm. Saturation curves for sorbitol and 

galactitol dehydrogenase activities were generated along with double reciprocal plots facilitating 

the determination of Michaelis-Menten reaction constants (Fig. 3.6).   
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Figure 3.5. Effect of pH on SmoS dehydrogenase activity. Reactions were carried out with 10 
mM sorbitol using 200 mM MES, MOPS, TRIS, or CAPS buffers over their appropriate pH 
ranges. Activity at the optimal pH was defined as 100%. 
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Figure 3.6. Kinetic analysis of sorbitol and galactitol oxidation by S. meliloti SmoS.  
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Table 3.2. Kinetic properties of S. meliloti SmoS 

 
Substrate 
 

 
KM (mM) 

 
Vmax (µmol/min) 

 
Vmax/KM (min-1) 

 
Sorbitol 

 
5.161 

 
67.71 

 
13.12 

Galactitol 
 

1.98 4.547 2.30 

Sorbitol and galactitol oxidation data were fit to substrate inhibition and Michaelis-Menten 
models respectively. KM and Vmax were determined using GraphPad Prism 8.3.0. 
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It was determined that SmoS has a KM of 5.16 mM for sorbitol, and a KM of 1.98 mM for 

galactitol (Table 3.2), however, the maximum velocity (Vmax) of the sorbitol oxidation reaction 

was calculated to be 67.7 mM/min, while galactitol oxidation proceeded at only 4.5 mM/min 

(Table 3.2). Despite a higher affinity, the low reaction velocity of galactitol oxidation greatly 

reduces the overall reaction efficiency (Vmax/KM). We note that L-iditol shares hydroxyl group 

orientation about carbons 1, 2, and 3, with sorbitol and galactitol, however this substrate was not 

tested due to lack of availability (Philippsen et al., 2005). 

 

3.4.3 SmoS-tagatose complex is predicted to be in a lower energy state than SmoS-fructose 

complex 

Kinetic analysis revealed that galactitol turnover is much less efficient than sorbitol 

oxidation (Fig. 3.6, Table 3.2). This observation was particularly interesting due to the KM value 

of galactitol oxidation, which suggested that the enzyme’s affinity for galactitol was higher than 

for sorbitol (Table 3.2). This led to the hypothesis that tagatose is a poor leaving group in 

comparison to fructose and the inability of tagatose to quickly leave the active site results in low 

reaction turnover. This hypothesis is supported by our inability to detect fructose in the active 

site of SmoS structures determined from crystals grown in the presence of a large concentration 

(20%) of fructose.  

To test this hypothesis, computational ligand docking analysis was conducted using the 

Rosetta Ligand Docking Protocol on the ROSIE server (Combs et al., 2013; DeLuca et al., 2015; 

Kothiwale et al., 2015; Lyskov et al., 2013). D-fructose and D-tagatose model files were 

submitted to the ligand dock protocol along with apo SmoS monomer structure, and the outputs 

were analyzed for indications of the energy state of the complexes. The server generated 200 
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docking predictions for each SmoS-ligand complex, which were organized via their interface 

delta scores. The interface delta score represents the total energy of the complex in isolation 

subtracted from the total energy of the complex with the substrate bound (Kaufmann & Meiler, 

2012). The ten models with the lowest interface delta score from each complex were selected. 

The scores from the SmoS-fru model complexes were consistently higher than the scores 

reported for the SmoS-tag complexes, suggesting that the SmoS-tag complex is in a lower energy 

state with higher stability than the SmoS-fru complex (Fig. 3.7A). The data from each SmoS-

ligand complex were analyzed for significance via a student’s t test, revealing a P value of 

1.3x10-6. The entire process from submission to the server through data collection and analysis 

was repeated independently to evaluate reproducibility; the SmoS-tag complexes were 

consistently in a lower energy state than the SmoS-fructose complexes. The P value for the 

second trial was 2.4x10-6.  

An examination of the hydrogen bonding interactions that mediate binding reveals that 

the SmoS-tag complex forms an additional hydrogen bond that is not present in the SmoS-fru 

complex, which further stabilizes the tagatose bound structure (Fig. 3.7B and C). These data 

suggest that the SmoS-tag complex is a lower energy and more stable complex than the SmoS-

fru complex, and that the predicted interface energies from the SmoS-fru complexes and the 

SmoS-tag complexes are statistically different. They also support the hypothesis that tagatose is a 

poor leaving group in comparison with fructose and are consistent with observations of the 

kinetic properties of the enzyme. 
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Figure 3.7. SmoS-fructose and SmoS-tagatose binding complexes predicted by the Ligand 
docking protocol housed on the ROSIE server. (A) The distribution of the top ten interface delta 
scores displayed as box and whisker plots. The tips of the whiskers represent the maximum and 
minimum values, the horizontal lines represent the first, second, and third quartiles, and the 
orange dots represent the averages of the data sets. P value of 1.3x10-6. The lowest energy 
docking prediction for the SmoS-fructose complex (B) and the SmoS-tagatose complex (C). 
Fructose is shown in magenta and tagatose in blue. 
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3.5 Discussion 

S. meliloti SmoS appears to be most similar to the sorbitol dehydrogenase from R. 

sphaeroides, these enzymes share kinetic characteristics (Schauder et al., 1995), operon 

structures (Stein et al., 1997), pH preferences (Schauder et al., 1995), and overall quaternary  

structure (Philippsen et al., 2005). SmoS can be classified within a group of “high-alkaline 

enzymes,” which are enzymes with a pH optimum from pH 10-11. These enzymes are useful in 

industry due to their high durability (Fujinami & Fujisawa, 2010). Similar to RsSmoS, SmSmoS 

was found to have a higher affinity toward galactitol compared to sorbitol, but turned over 

sorbitol at a faster rate (Schauder et al., 1995). 

Most of the crystal structures of SmoS related enzymes have reported tetrameric 

structures found in the crystal packing (Carius et al., 2010; Fredslund et al., 2016; Philippsen et 

al., 2005), although reports differ on the structure of the enzyme in solution. R. sphaeroides 

SmoS has been reported as dimeric in solution, on the basis of gel filtration chromatography as 

well as sucrose gradient centrifugation experiments (Schauder et al., 1995). However, the 

enzyme was later predicted to function as a tetramer based on predicted surface area exposure 

(Philippsen et al., 2005), and these results were supported by size exclusion chromatography and 

light scattering experiments (Carius et al., 2010). BjSDH had been proposed to exist as a trimer 

in solution (Gauer et al., 2014) but researchers later suggested that a tetramer was more likely 

(Fredslund et al., 2016). A galactitol dehydrogenase from Rhizobium leguminosarum 3841 has 

also been reported to be tetrameric in solution (Jagtap et al., 2014). The data presented clearly 

shows that SmoS from S. meliloti is present as a tetramer in solution but with a small subset 

seemingly present as a hexamer or an octamer made up of a dimer of tetramers (Fig. 3.2). Of 

note, it appears that both the tetrameric as well as the higher oligomeric forms show sorbitol 
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dehydrogenase activity (Fig. 3.2). Tetrameric configurations are reported most often and likely 

represent the majority of SDR protein structures in solution (Zhu et al., 2017).  

The SmoS-sbt structure shows that the hydroxyl group bonded to C1 of sorbitol 

associating with catalytic residue Tyr153, and that the structure has a subtle difference from the 

apo structure in that residues His190 and Trp191 in alpha helix 7 are contorted slightly to 

accommodate the presence of the substrate (Fig. 3.4C). As well, residues Asn111, Ser140, 

Tyr153, and Lys157, which have been proposed to be involved in electron transfer, are too 

distant from the substrate for catalysis (Fig. 3.4A).   

If the positioning of Tyr153 were correct, it would imply that sorbitol should be oxidized 

to glucose. Based on the available genetic and physiological data it is clear that both sorbitol and 

galactitol catabolism mediated by SmoS generate fructose and tagatose via an enzymatic reaction 

in which the hydroxyl group on C2 of the substrate is oxidized forming a planar carbonyl carbon. 

We also note that enzymes catalyzing the oxidation of sorbitol into glucose are known as sorbitol 

oxidase (SOX) proteins (Hiraga et al., 1997; Yamaki, 1980). These enzymes are dissimilar to 

SDH enzymes of the SDR family (Forneris et al., 2008; Heuts et al., 2007). 

This anomaly could be due to the absence of NAD+ in the binding pocket. NAD+ was left 

out of the crystallization solution because its presence would result in an enzymatic reaction, 

which would prevent the capture of a substrate-bound complex. However, SDR reactions 

proceed with the coenzyme binding first and leaving last (Kavanagh et al., 2008), which may 

help to explain not only why sorbitol is found in an atypical position, but also why fructose was 

not found in the active site of the fructose grown crystal structures despite its presence at high 

concentrations. In addition, modeling of NAD+ and sorbitol into the R. sphaeroides predicted 
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direct contact and a sandwiching of the C2 carbon of sorbitol between the active site tyrosine, 

and the nicotinamide ring. Taken together these may explain the observed structure. 

Thermal stability of an enzyme can affect its ability to be exploited in industrial processes 

(Chapman et al., 2018). It has been proposed that the increased thermal stability of SDH is due to 

the abundance of proline residues and the proline to glycine ratio in its primary amino acid 

sequence (Fredslund et al., 2016). Proline is a rigid residue with low configurational entropy due 

to its pyrrolidine ring hindrance, there are several studies that suggest protein thermostability can 

be influenced by proline content (Matthews et al., 1987; Suzuki, 1989; Suzuki et al., 1987). 

RsSDH contains 6 proline residues and a Pro/Gly ratio of 0.22, while BjSDH has 13 prolines 

with a ratio of 0.86. The melting temperatures were found to be 62°C and 47°C respectively (25, 

39). The SmoS from S. meliloti has 5 proline residues and the Pro/Gly ratio is 0.2, additionally 

the position of the residues appears to be conserved, indicating that it’s thermostability is likely 

more similar to RsSDH (Fig. 3.8).  

The structure and characterization of S. meliloti SmoS provides a high quality structure 

with sorbitol within the active site. In addition, the characterization and determination of its 

affinities for its substrates provides insight into why the growth rate of the organism on what 

should be two equivalent carbon substrates shows great differences. This information is 

invaluable for higher order resolution of metabolism in S. meliloti. 
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Figure 3.8. Comparison of the position and distribution of proline residues for S. meliloti SmoS 
(green), R. sphaeroides SmoS (blue; PDB ID: 1K2W), and B. japonicum SDH (pink; PDB ID: 
5JO9), proline residues are shown in orange. 
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Chapter 4: 
 

Physiological characterization of a locus responsible for the metabolism of multiple sugar 
alcohols in Sinorhizobium meliloti  
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4.1 Abstract 

The smo locus (sorbitol mannitol oxidation) is found on the chromosome of S. meliloti’s 

tripartite genome. Mutations at the smo locus reduce or abolish the ability of the bacterium to 

grow on a number of carbon sources including sorbitol, mannitol, galactitol, D-arabitol, and 

maltitol. The contribution of the smo locus to the metabolism of these compounds as well as its 

role in symbiosis and competition for nodule occupancy has not been previously investigated. 

Genetic complementation of mutant strains revealed that smoS is responsible for growth 

on sorbitol and galactitol, while mtlK restores growth on mannitol and D-arabitol. 

Dehydrogenase assays demonstrate that SmoS and MtlK are NAD+ dependent dehydrogenases 

catalyzing the oxidation of their specific substrates. Additionally, it is shown that mutations to 

frk abolish growth on sorbitol, mannitol, as well as fructose, and that Frk has fructose kinase 

activity. A locus involved in the transport of fructose (frc) is implicated in the uptake of sorbitol 

and mannitol. Transport experiments using a radiolabelled substrate indicate that sorbitol, 

mannitol, and D-arabitol compete for use of the same transporter(s). Also, evidence is presented 

suggesting that fructose-6-phosphate is a key metabolite, which regulates the uptake of sugar 

alcohols. Strains with mutations at the smo locus do not exhibit symbiotic deficiencies or the 

inability to compete for nodule occupancy. 
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4.2 Introduction 

Biochemical enzyme activities for sorbitol dehydrogenase, mannitol dehydrogenase, and 

D-arabitol dehydrogenase have been demonstrated from protein extracts of S. meliloti grown on 

sugar alcohols (Martínez De Drets & Arias, 1970). Fructose kinase activity has also been 

observed and mutant strains lacking this activity are unable to grow using sorbitol, mannitol, or 

fructose as a sole carbon source suggesting that metabolism of these polyols proceeds using 

fructose as an intermediate (Gardiol et al., 1980). Similarly, phosphoglucose isomerase (pgi) 

mutants are unable to grow using sorbitol, mannitol, or fructose as sole carbon sources (Arias et 

al., 1979). These mutations have not been precisely identified to a genetic locus.  

A genome wide mutagenic screen of short chain dehydrogenase/reductase family genes 

has identified a putative sorbitol dehydrogenase called smoS. Mutations in smoS result in a strain 

which exhibits reduced growth using sorbitol, mannitol, maltitol, myo-inositol, or meso-

erythritol, as a sole carbon source (Jacob et al., 2008). The smo locus consists of a regulator 

(smoC), an ABC type transporter (smoEFGK), a sorbitol dehydrogenase (smoS), a mannitol 

dehydrogenase (mtlK), a phosphatase, and a kinase (Fig. 4.1A). The solute-binding protein, 

smoE, has been shown to be induced by sorbitol, mannitol, galactitol, and maltitol (Mauchline et 

al., 2006).  
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Figure 4.1. Locus diagrams of the smo (A) and frc (B) loci. Locus tags appear above the genes 
and annotation information appears below. Black wedges represent the sites of insertional 
mutagenesis, strain designations are listed above these indicators. 
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4.3 Materials and methods  

4.3.1 Bacterial strains, plasmids, and culture conditions 

Strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in Table 4.1. S. meliloti strains were 

grown at 28°C on either Luria-Burtani (LB) (Cold Spring Harbor Protocols, 2006) or LBMC (LB 

amended with 2.5 mM MgSO4 and 2.5 mM CaCl2 (Finan et al., 1988)) medium as a complex 

medium or Vincent’s minimal medium (VMM) as a defined medium (Vincent, 1970). Filter 

sterilized carbon sources were generally added to the sterile medium to a final concentration of 

15 mM. E. coli strains were grown at 37°C on LB medium. Filter sterilized antibiotics were 

added to the medium as required at the following concentrations: streptomycin (Sm) 200 µg ml-1, 

neomycin (Nm) 200 µg ml-1, gentamicin (Gm) 20 or 60 µg ml-1, kanamycin (Km) 20 µg ml-1, 

chloramphenicol (Cm) 20 µg ml-1, tetracycline (Tc) 5 µg ml-1. Strains that were constructed were 

generally single colony purified prior to use. 

 

4.3.2 DNA manipulations and genetic techniques 

Standard techniques were used for plasmid isolation, restriction enzyme digests, 

ligations, transformations, and agarose gel electrophoresis (Sambrook & Russell, 2001).  

Conjugations and transductions were carried out essentially as previously described (Finan et al., 

1988; Finan et al., 1984). Tn5 mutagenesis was performed as previously described (Finan et al., 

1985), and SRmD620 was isolated as strain unable to utilize fructose as a sole carbon source. 

The point of insertion was determined by using an arbitrary PCR protocol as previously 

described (Poysti et al., 2007).   

Cosmid pJD06 was isolated by complementation of SMc1500 for growth on sorbitol 

using cosmid bank CX1 as previously described (Geddes & Oresnik, 2012a; Wang et al., 2006).  
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 Table 4.1. Bacterial strains and plasmids 

 
Strain or plasmid 
 

 
Relevant Characteristics 

 
Reference 

 
Strains 

  

S. meliloti   
Rm1021 SU47 str-21, SmR Meade et al. (1982) 
RmP110 Rm1021 pstC+, SmR Yuan et al. (2006) 
SMc01500 RmP110 smoS::pTH1703, GmR Jacob et al. (2008) 
FL4643 RmP110 mtlK::pTH1522, GmR Cowie et al. (2006) 
SRmA723 Rm1021 SMc01627::Tn5-233, GmRSpR Geddes et al. (2010) 
SRmD491 Rm1021 smoE::Tn5-B20, NmR Kohlmeier et al. (2019) 
SRmD492 Rm1021 smoF::Tn5-B20, NmR Kohlmeier et al. (2019) 
SRmD493 Rm1021 smoS::Tn5-B20, NmR Kohlmeier et al. (2019) 
SRmD495 Rm1021 smoK::Tn5-B20, NmR Kohlmeier et al. (2019) 
SRmD501 ΦSRmD491®SRmA723 This study 
SRmD502 ΦSRmD492®SRmA723 This study 
SRmD503 ΦSRmD495®SRmA723 This study 
SRmD523 Rm1021 smoM::pKNOCK-Gm, GmR Kohlmeier et al. (2019) 
SRmD524 ΦSRmD491®SRmD523 This study 
SRmD525 ΦSRmD492®SRmD523 This study 
SRmD526 ΦSRmD495®SRmD523 This study 
SRmD616 Rm1021 frk::pKNOCK-Gm, GmR This study 
SRmD618 Rm1021 frcK::pKan, NmR This study 
SRmD620 Rm1021 frcK::Tn5, NmR This study 
SRmD641 Rm1021 smoC::pKan, NmR This study 
SRmD642 ΦSRmD641®FL4643 This study 
SRmD654 Rm1021 pgi::pKNOCK-Gm, GmR This study 
SRmD664 Rm1021 frcA::pKNOCK-Gm, GmR This study 
SRmD665 Rm1021 frcC::pKNOCK-Gm, GmR This study 
SRmD666 ΦSRmD495®SRmD664 This study 
SRmD667 ΦSRmD495®SRmD665 This study 

E. coli   
DH5α F- supE44 lacU169 hsdR17 recA1 endA1 

gyrA96 thi-1 relA1 (80lacZΔM15) 
Hanahan (1983) 

DH5αRλpir λpir lysogen of DH5α House et al. (2004) 
MM294A pro-82-thi-1 hsdR17 supE44 Finan et al. (1986) 
MT607 MM294A recA56 Finan et al. (1986) 
MT616 MT607 (pRK600) Finan et al. (1986) 
EcA101 MT607ΩTn5-B20, KmR Clark et al. (2001) 

Plasmids   
pSMc01500 smoS/pCO37, TcR Kohlmeier et al. (2019) 
pJD02 mtlK/pCO37, TcR This work 
pJD06 CX1 derived sorbitol/mannitol This work 
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complementing cosmid, TcR 
pMK8 pJD06 smoE::Tn5-B20 This work 
pMK12 pJD06 smoF::Tn5-B20 This work 
pMK13 pJD06 smoS::Tn5-B20 This work 
pMK18 pJD06 smoK::Tn5-B20 This work 
pMK38 frk/pCO37, TcR This work 
pMK39 frcK/pCO37, TcR This work 
pMK48 6xHisfrk/pRK7813, TcR This work 
pMK62 pgi/pCO37, TcR This work 
pRK7813 Broad host range vector, TcR Jones and Gutterson 

(1987) 
pCO37 Gateway compatible vector, TcR Jacob et al. (2008) 
pRK600 pRK2013 nptI::Tn9, CmR Finan et al. (1986) 
pRK602 pRK600ΩTn5, CmR NmR Finan et al. (1985) 
pPH1JI IncP plasmid, GmR Beringer et al. (1978) 
pKan Suicide vector, pKNOCK-Gm derivative, 

KmR 
Pickering and Oresnik 
(2008) 

pKNOCK-Gm Suicide vector, GmR Alexeyev (1999) 
pTH1522 
 

Reporter vector, gfp+, lacZ, gusA, 
tdimer2(12), GmR 

 

Cowie et al. (2006) 
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Strains SRmD491, SRmD492, SRmD493 and SRmD495 were generated by mutagenizing with 

Tn5-B20 using the strain EcA101 as previously described (Clark et al., 2001). Briefly, pJD06 

was conjugated into EcA101, which carries a chromosomally localized Tn5-B20, and 

subsequently reintroduced into SMc1500 and screening the transconjugants for lack of 

complementation on sorbitol. Plasmids pMK8, 12, 14, and 17 were found to carry inserts in 

smoE, smoF, smoK, and smoS respectively. These plasmids were then introduced into Rm1021, 

and allelic exchange was carried out using pPH1JI as previously described (Poysti et al., 2007). 

Strains SRmD616, SRmD641, and SRmD654 were generated by targeted mutagenesis 

using either pKNOCK-Gm (Alexeyev, 1999) or pKan (Pickering & Oresnik, 2008). A fragment 

from the gene of interest was PCR amplified using primers frk_pK_F/R, smoC_pK_F/R, and 

pgi_F1/R1 and cloned into pKNOCK-Gm or pKan (Table 4.2). Constructs were conjugated into 

Rm1021 and recombinants were single colony purified.  

Plasmids pJD02, pMK38, and pMK39 were generated using the ORFeome Gateway 

system (House et al., 2004; Schroeder et al., 2005) using pCO37 as a destination vector as 

previously described (Geddes & Oresnik, 2012b). To generate pMK48, frk was PCR amplified as 

a HindIII/EcoRI fragment using primers frk_F2/frk_R2, which contain a ribosome-binding site 

and 6xHis tag to facilitate expression and purification respectively (Table 4.2). This fragment 

was cloned into pRK7813 such that it was constitutively expressed in S. meliloti by the Plac 

promoter (Richardson et al., 2004).  
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Table 4.2. Primers used during this study 

 
Name 
 

 
Sequence 5¢®3¢ 

 
Generation of mutants 

frk_pK_F ATATGGATCCAGCTCGTCGACGGGCATGC 
frk_pK_R ATATCTCGAGCGTCCGCGCCGCGGGTG 
frcK_pK_F ATATTCTAGAGCTTGCCCGCAAGGGGGC 
frcK_pK_R ATATGGATCCCGCTTCGTCGAGCAGCAGG 
smoC_pK_F ATATTCTAGATCGACCACCGTGGGCATC 
smoC_pK_R ATATCCCGGGTCTTCGCAAAGCGGCGCG 
pgi_F1 ATATTCTAGATCGAGACGATGACCAATGCG 
pgi_R1 ATATCCCGGGGCCGGAAAGCGCGTCAGC 
frcA_pK_F ATATGGATCCACGGTCTATCAGAACCTCGC 
frcA_pK_R ATATCTCGAGTGGATGGTCATCAGACCGAG 
frcC_pK_F2 ATATGGATCCCATCATGGGGCAGTTCACCT 
frcC_pK_R2 ATATCTCGAGCATAGACATAGCGCCCCCAG 

Confirmation of mutants 
frk_F ATGATCGTTTGCTGCGGAGAG 
frk_R TCGGAGCCCGAGTTCGTGTC 
frcK_F ATGAGCGTCAAATCCCTTGCG 
frcK_R CTAAAAGTCCCTGATCACGAC 
smoC_F ATGGCACGCAAGGCGGAAAG 
smoC_R CTAGACCCGGAGCAGATAGTC 
pgi_F3 CTTCATCGTCGCCTCCAAGA 
pgi_R3 ATGACATCGGTTCCCTGGTG 
frcA_F2 GGCACAGGAACCCATTCTCA 
frcA_R2 TGGGATTGATGACGCAGAGG 
frcC_F2 AGCACTTCCTGCATTCGAGC 
frcC_R2 AGCAAGCCGATCAGGAGATA 

Generation of expression constructs 
frk_F2 ATATAAGCTTGGAGATGCATGCATGCACCACCACCACCACCA

CATCGTTTGCTGCGGAGAGGC 
frk_R2 
 

ATATGAATTCTCAGAGCCCGAGTTCGTCTC 

Restriction sites are in bold. 
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4.3.3 Protein purification and biochemical enzyme assays 

Rm1021 cells expressing pMK48 were grown in 1 L volume of LB, shaking, at 30°C for 

two days. The cells were then harvested by centrifugation (6000 x g for 10 minutes), 

resuspended in lysis buffer (50 mM TRIS pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, 2 mM DTT, 10 mM 

imidazole), and lysed using a French Press (16000 lb/in2). The lysate was cleared by 

centrifugation (6000 x g for 10 minutes). The cleared lysate was then loaded onto Ni-NTA 

column, washed with 10 column volumes of lysis buffer and eluted from the column with lysis 

buffer supplemented with 500 mM imidazole. Eluted fractions were separated by SDS-PAGE 

and visualized by staining with Coomassie Brilliant Blue. Fractions containing the protein of 

interest were dialyzed overnight in 2 L dialysis buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 2 

mM DTT) prior to being used to determine kinase activity. Fructose kinase assays were 

conducted essentially as previously described (Anderson & Sapico, 1975).  Fructose kinase 

activity was coupled to the production of NAD+ by pyruvate kinase (PK) and lactate 

dehydrogenase (LDH), which was measured at 340 nm for two minutes in a buffer containing 60 

mM HEPES pH 7.5, 6 mM MgCl2, 3 mM ATP, 3 mM PEP, 0.3 mM NADH, and 1/50 vol 

PK/LDH mix (Sigma). The assay was initiated with 6 mM substrate, either fructose or glucose. 

Measured rates of NADH oxidation were linear over a two-minute period and proportional to the 

volume of extract that was used in the assay. 

Dehydrogenase assays were conducted as previously described (Kohlmeier et al., 2019). 

Briefly, cell free extracts were separated by nondenaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

and the gels were stained for dehydrogenase activity using an assay reagent containing phenazine 

methosulfate, nitro blue tetrazolium salts, NAD+, and a substrate of interest.  
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4.3.4 Transport assays 

Transport rates were determined as previously described (Geddes & Oresnik, 2012a; 

Geddes & Oresnik, 2012b; Rivers & Oresnik, 2013). Briefly, cultures were grown to an OD600 of 

0.3 and 14C-mannitol or 14C-fructose were added to cultures to a final concentration of 2µM. 

Competing substrates were added to a final concentration of 2µM or 10µM. Subsequently, 

culture aliquots were passed through a 0.45 µm Hv filter on a Millipore sampling manifold at 

specified time points. Accumulation of radiolabel was quantified using a liquid scintillation 

counter (Beckman LS6500). Uptake rates were standardized to total protein. 

4.3.5 Fluorescence gene expression analysis 

Strains were grown overnight in 5 mL cultures at 30°C using LBMC medium with 

appropriate antibiotics. These cells were subcultured into 3 mL LB medium and induced with 15 

mM sorbitol as a positive control, or 10% (v/v) seed exudate, and grown for two days, 200 

µg/µL Gm was included in the medium. 100 µL of these cultures were aliquoted into a 96 well 

black Greiner microplates. Wells were read at OD600 for growth as well as 485 nm (excitation) 

and 510 (emission) for fluorescence using a SpectraMax M2 microplate reader (Molecular 

Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). Relative fluorescence was determined as (fluorescence at 

485/510-background)/OD600. Values obtained from Rm1021 were used as background (Cowie et 

al., 2006). 
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4.4 Results 

4.4.1 smoS is responsible for growth with sorbitol and galactitol while mtlK is responsible for 

mannitol and D-arabitol utilization 

The gene encoding SmoS is found within a group of genes that has been annotated as 

being involved in sorbitol and mannitol catabolism based on its similarity to the Rhodobacter 

sphaeroides (Stein et al., 1997). The region consists of between 8-10 genes and contains a DeoR 

type regulator (encoded by smoC), an ABC transporter consisting of a solute binding protein 

(encoded by smoE), two permeases (encoded by smoF and smoG), an ATP binding protein 

(encoded by smoK), as well as a sorbitol dehydrogenase (encoded by smoS) and a putative 

mannitol dehydrogenase (encoded by mtlK). Two other genes that may be part of this region are 

SMc01502 (encoding a putative phosphatase hydrolase) and SMc01503 (encoding a putative 

carbohydrate kinase) (Fig 4.1A). It has been shown that mutations in smoS result in reduced 

growth on sorbitol, mannitol, and maltitol (Jacob et al., 2008) as well as galactitol (Kohlmeier et 

al., 2019). To better characterize this region and its role in polyol catabolism in S. meliloti, a 

cosmid capable of complementing the strain SMc1500 for growth on sorbitol was isolated. The 

cosmid, pJD06, was mutagenized using Tn5-B20 and the insertions were subsequently 

recombined into the chromosome (Table 4.1). The results of the mutagenesis ultimately yielded 

strains SRmD491, SRmD492, SRmD493, and SRmD495, which were found to house insertions 

within smoE, smoF, smoS, and smoK respectively (Fig. 4.1A). 

When these strains were streaked on defined medium it was found that growth on maltitol 

is reduced, while growth on sorbitol, mannitol, and D-arabitol is nearly abolished (Table 4.3). 

Introduction of pSMc01500, which carries a wild-type copy of smoS, into either SMc01500 or 

SRmD493, which have insertions in smoS, resulted in the restoration of growth on sorbitol, 
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galactitol, and maltitol. The introduction of pJD02, which carries a wild-type copy of mtlK, 

resulted in the restoration of growth on mannitol and D-arabitol (Table 4.3). Introduction of 

either pSMc01500 or pJD02 into SRmD491, SRmD492, or SRmD495, which carry mutations in 

the associated ABC transporter also similarly resulted in the restoration of growth on defined 

medium. This suggests that SmoEFGK likely transports sorbitol, mannitol, D-arabitol, and 

galactitol, and that the genes from smoE to mtlK are part of a monocistronic operon whereby that 

insertional disruption of smoEFGK has polar effects on these downstream metabolic genes 

(Table 4.3). In addition there must exist an alternate transporter in the genome that is capable of 

recognizing sorbitol, mannitol, maltitol as well as D-arabitol and providing physiologically 

relevant transport if the respective dehydrogenases necessary for the catabolism of these 

substrates is provided on a multicopy plasmid (Table 4.3). 

The gene SMc04251 is annotated as smoM, implying that it has a role in sorbitol-

mannitol catabolism. SRmD523 was previously constructed to determine if it had a role in 

galactitol transport (Kohlmeier et al., 2019). To determine if this gene could play a role in the 

transport of sorbitol/mannitol the Tn5-B20 insertions in smoE, smoF, and smoK were transduced 

into SRmD523 yielding SRmD524, SRmD525, and SRmD526 respectively. It was found that 

SRmD523 did not have any growth defects on the polyols, and that the addition mutations to the 

ABC transporter at the smo locus did not alter the phenotypes already associated with these 

genes (Table 4.3).  
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Table 4.3. Complementation analysis of smo mutants 

 
Strain 
 

 
Characteristic 

 
LB 

 
sbt 

 
mtl 

 
D-atl 

 
fru 

 
gly 

 
Rm1021 

 
wt 

 
+ 

 
+ 

 
+ 

 
+ 

 
+ 

 
+ 

SRmD491 smoE::Tn5B20 + +/- +/- +/- + + 
smoS smoS in trans + + +/- + + + 
mtlK mtlK in trans + +/- + + + + 

SRmD492 smoF::Tn5B20 + +/-  +/- + + + 
smoS smoS in trans + + +/- + + + 
mtlK mtlK in trans + +/- + + + + 

SRmD493 smoS::Tn5B20 + - - +/- + + 
smoS smoS in trans + + - +/- + + 
mtlK mtlK in trans + - + + + + 

SRmD495 smoK::Tn5B20 + +/- +/- + + + 
smoS smoS in trans + + +/- + + + 
mtlK mtlK in trans + +/- + + + + 

SRmD523 smoM::pKGm + + + + + + 
smoS smoS in trans + + + + + + 
mtlK mtlK in trans + + + + + + 

SRmD524 smoEM + +/- +/- + + + 
smoS smoS in trans + + +/- + + + 
mtlK mtlK in trans + +/- + + + + 

SRmD525 smoFM + +/- +/- + + + 
smoS smoS in trans + + +/- + + + 
mtlK mtlK in trans + +/- + + + + 

SRmD526 smoKM + +/- +/- + + + 
smoS smoS in trans + + +/- + + + 
mtlK 
 

mtlK in trans + +/- + + + + 

Growth scored as follows; +, like wildtype; -, no growth; +/-, intermediate growth. Abbreviations 
are as follows; LB, Luria-Bertani; sbt, sorbitol; mtl, mannitol; D-atl, D-arabitol; fru, fructose; 
gly, glycerol.  
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We also hypothesized that the range of substrates take up from the multiple polyol 

transporter (mpt) may extend beyond erythritol, L-arabitol, and adonitol (Geddes & Oresnik, 

2012b), and may contribute to the uptake of sorbitol, mannitol, and D-arabitol. The mutated 

smoE, smoF, and smoK alleles were transduced into a strain containing a mutated ABC type 

transporter permease component (mptB) generating SRmD501, SRmD502, and SRmD503. 

These strains exhibited phenotypes identical to the smo mutant parental strain with the exception 

that they could not utilize erythritol for growth (Table 4.4). Taken together these data suggest 

that SmoM and MptABCDE do not play a role in sorbitol/mannitol transport. 
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Table 4.4. Carbon phenotypes of smo and mpt transport mutants 

 
Strain 
 

 
Characteristic 

 
LB 

 
sbt 

 
mtl 

 
D-atl 

 
ery 

 
fru 

 
gly 

 
Rm1021 

 
wt 

 
+ 

 
+ 

 
+ 

 
+ 

 
+ 

 
+ 

 
+ 

SRmA723 mptB::Tn5-233 + + + + - + + 
SRmD491 smoE::Tn5-B20 + +/- +/- +/- + + + 
SRmD492 smoF::Tn5-B20 + +/- +/- + + + + 
SRmD495 smoK::Tn5-B20 + +/- +/- + + + + 
SRmD501 smoEmptB + +/- +/- nd - nd + 
SRmD502 smoFmptB + +/- +/- nd - nd + 
SRmD503 
 

smoKmptB + +/- +/- nd - nd + 

Growth; +, like wildtype; -, no growth; +/-, intermediate growth; nd, not determined. 
Abbreviations; LB, Luria-Bertani; sbt, sorbitol; mtl, mannitol; D-atl, D-arabitol; ery, erythritol; 
fru, fructose; gly, glycerol. 
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4.4.2 SmoS and MtlK are polyol dehydrogenases 

The catabolism of polyols is most commonly initiated by the oxidation at the C2 position to yield 

a keto-sugar that is subsequently phosphorylated (Kohlmeier et al., 2019; Mortlock, 1984). 

Sorbitol and mannitol are epimers, oxidation of either of these yields fructose. Although D-

arabitol is a pentitol rather than a hexitol, it also shares the same stereochemistry over its 

terminal three carbons, suggesting that it too can be oxidized in a manner similar to mannitol.   

To provide evidence to corroborate this hypothesis wild-type cells were grown in defined 

medium with glycerol as a sole carbon source and induced with sorbitol for six hours. The 

cultures were lysed, and the protein extracts were then separated using nondenaturing 

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Subsequently, the gels were assayed for enzyme activities by 

staining for dehydrogenase activity and compared with a control gel that did not have exogenous 

carbon added during the assay (Fig 4.2).   

The data show that when the separated wild-type extract is incubated with sorbitol a 

distinct band is found, whereas when it is incubated with either mannitol or D-arabitol a common 

band of activity is detected that is separate and distinct from what is observed when incubated 

with sorbitol (Fig 4.2, lane 1). All of these bands of activity are absent in extracts generated from 

the smoS mutant strain SMc01500 (Fig. 4.2, lane 2). Introduction of either pSMc01500, which 

carries a wild-type copy of smoS, into the mutant strain, or pJD02, which carries a copy of the 

wild-type mtlK, restored the presence of either a sorbitol (Fig. 4.2, lane 3) or mannitol/D-arabitol 

(Fig. 4.2, lane 4) oxidizing protein within the extract. These bands of activity mimic the intensity 

and migration distance of the wildtype bands. Taken together, these data suggest that smoS 

encodes an NAD+ dependent sorbitol and galactitol dehydrogenase while mtlK encodes an NAD+ 

dependent mannitol and D-arabitol dehydrogenase.  
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Figure 4.2. Non-denaturing PAGE gel of sorbitol inducible dehydrogenase activity. Extracts 
from wildtype (lane 1), SMc01500 (lane 2), SMc01500 with smoS in trans (lane 3) and 
SMc01500 with mtlK in trans (lane 4) were grown in glycerol and induced with sorbitol for six 
hours. Gels were stained for dehydrogenase activity using an assay reagent containing the polyol 
and cofactor listed below each panel. 
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4.4.3 Sorbitol and D-arabitol strongly compete with mannitol for transport 

It has been previously shown that multiple polyols are all capable of being transported by 

the multiple polyol transporter encoded by mptABCDE in S. meliloti (Geddes & Oresnik, 2012b). 

Additionally, it was shown that the transport of mannitol was inducible by mannitol, and that 

galactitol could directly compete with mannitol transport (Kohlmeier et al., 2019). Our results 

suggest that the smo locus encodes determinants necessary for the transport and the conversion 

of sorbitol, mannitol, and D-arabitol to central carbon intermediates-namely fructose and D-

xylulose respectively.  

To determine the extent to which the SmoEFGK transport system contributes to sugar 

alcohol uptake, we directly tested the ability of SRmD495, a strain carrying an insertion mutation 

in the ATP-binding protein of the ABC transporter to take up 14C labelled mannitol. The 

wildtype, Rm1021, as well as the SRmD495 were grown in defined medium with glucose and 

mannitol as carbon sources. The strains were subsequently assayed for their ability to accumulate 

radiolabelled mannitol. The results show that SRmD495 cells were severely compromised in 

their ability to transport mannitol in comparison to the wildtype (Fig. 4.3A), suggesting that the 

SmoEFGK transport system is involved in the uptake of mannitol. 

To determine if sorbitol, and D-arabitol were capable of being taken up by the same 

transporter, these sugar-alcohols were competed against labelled mannitol in transport assays 

(Fig. 3B). The data show that when sorbitol or D-arabitol were mixed with 14C-mannitol in equal 

amounts, labeled mannitol uptake rates were reduced by approximately 50% (Fig. 4.3B). If the 

concentration of unlabeled sorbitol or D-arabitol is in great excess of the 14C-mannitol 

concentration (5:1), uptake rates are nearly abolished (Fig. 4.3B). 
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Figure 4.3. Transport rates of 14C-mannitol. (A) Rm1021 (wildtype) and SRmD495 (smoK::Tn5-
B20) grown in mannitol and glucose, 2 µM labeled mannitol was used to initiate the assay. (B) 
Uptake of 14C-mannitol by Rm1021 in competition with unlabelled substrates. Cells were grown 
on mannitol as a sole carbon source. 2µM labelled mannitol was competed against either 2µM or 
10µM unlabelled substrate. Accumulation of label is shown in nmole/mg protein/min. Data are 
expressed as the mean ± SD of three independent replicates. * represents data are an average of 
only two independent replicates. 
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Maltitol is a disaccharide made up of sorbitol and glucose. Since the loss of smoS or the 

associated transporter resulted in lower growth with maltitol (Table 4.3), it was of interest to 

determine if maltitol could also compete against labelled mannitol for transport. In addition, 

since it had been shown that mannitol was capable of inducing the fructose ABC transporter 

(Lambert et al., 2001), and that both mannitol and sorbitol are ultimately converted to fructose, 

these substrates, as well as glycerol, which had the same stereochemistry, were also competed 

against mannitol. The results show that with both maltitol and fructose at a 1:1 ratio there was a 

slight reduction in mannitol transport. Whereas the maltitol data are not statistically significant, 

the fructose decrease was significant (p = 0.03). There was no visible reduction in transport of 

mannitol using glycerol at this ratio (Fig. 4.3B). When the ratio of these substrates was increased 

to be 5:1, it was found that both maltitol and fructose decreased transport rates of mannitol to 

less than 50% of the wildtype rate, whereas the glycerol reduction was approximately 30% (Fig. 

4.3B). 

 

4.4.4 The smo locus is negatively regulated by SmoC 

The smo locus contains a putative regulator annotated as smoC (SMc01495) that seems 

likely to be involved in the regulation of the operon (Fig. 4.1A). A comparison of the SmoC 

amino acid sequence to other proteins encoded by the Rm1021 genome revealed a sequence 

similarity (E value of 1x10-56) to EryD, a DeoR type regulator. Regulators of the DeoR family 

typically negatively regulate the genes under their control (Saxild et al., 1996). However an S. 

meliloti strain carrying an eryD mutation was unable to grow using erythritol as a sole carbon 

source and, based on qRT-PCR data, was consistent with it acting as both a positive and a 

negative regulator of erythritol catabolism (Geddes et al., 2010).   
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To determine how SmoC effects the transcription of the smo operon, a smoC mutant, 

SRmD641, was constructed. Consistent with the hypothesis that SmoC was a negative regulator, 

SRmD641 was found to be able to grow using sorbitol, mannitol, and D-arabitol. To determine if 

it affected the transcription of the smo operon, a strain with a reporter gene transcriptionally 

fused to the operon was identified from an S. meliloti fusion library (Cowie et al., 2006). This 

strain, FL4643, has a gfp+ gene fused to the 3¢ end of mtlK. To determine if SmoC could regulate 

this operon the mutant smoC allele was transduced into a FL4643 background, generating strain 

SRmD642. 

The results show that expression of gfp increased when FL4643 cells were grown in the 

presence of smo inducer substrates such as sorbitol (Fig. 4.4), consistent with previous results 

suggesting that transport was inducible by mannitol (Kohlmeier et al., 2019). gfp+ expression of 

SRmD642 was greater than double sorbitol induced FL4643 regardless of the growth conditions 

(Fig. 4.4). Taken together, the data suggest that SmoC functions as a negative regulator, and that 

mutations to smoC result in constitutive expression of the smo operon. Additionally, the data also 

show that smoC is independently transcribed from the rest of the smo operon, given that 

disruption of smoC did not have polar effects on the downstream genes (Fig. 4.1A). 
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Figure 4.4. Induction of the smo locus measured by GFP relative fluorescence (RF). GFP was 
read at wavelengths of 485 (ex) and 510 (em). RF=(fluorescence-background)/OD600, Rm1021 
was used as a background. 
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4.4.5 frk encodes a fructose kinase 

The oxidation of sorbitol and mannitol by SmoS and MtlK respectively generate fructose. 

To enter central carbon metabolism fructose needs to be phosphorylated to become fructose-6-

phosphate (F6P), which is then subsequently converted to glucose-6-phosphate in S. meliloti by 

phosphoglucose isomerase (Arias et al., 1979; Gardiol et al., 1980; Geddes & Oresnik, 2014). 

Whereas enzyme activities and mutants in fructokinase and phosphoglucose isomerase have been 

previously reported in S. meliloti strain L5-30, these were mutants that were generated by 

chemical mutagenesis prior to the ability to acquire whole genome sequences (Arias et al., 1979; 

Gardiol et al., 1980). To provide clarity to the genome annotation of S. meliloti Rm1021, as well 

as for characterizing a complete catabolic pathway for sorbitol and mannitol, it was decided to 

unambiguously ascribe the encoded function to the proper gene(s). 

Within the genome annotation there is some ambiguity regarding the gene responsible for 

encoding the fructose kinase in S. meliloti. A region, called the frc locus (Fig. 4.1B), has been 

previously characterized and determined to encode a transporter responsible for the uptake of 

fructose (Lambert et al., 2001). A gene encoding a putative kinase, frcK, was identified 

immediately adjacent and presumably in the same operon as frcCA since its open reading frame 

overlaps frcA by 3 base pairs. It is annotated as a kinase, but was determined to be an unlikely 

candidate as a fructose kinase based on low sequence similarity to a characterized fructokinase in 

R. leguminosarum (Fennington & Hughes, 1996; Geddes & Oresnik, 2014; Lambert et al., 

2001). A second putative kinase, frk, is located within 2 kb of the transport genes and frcK (Fig. 

4.1B).  
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To resolve the ambiguity a screen for mutants unable to utilize fructose was carried out 

and a single insertion mutant was identified. The insert was determined to be within frcK and the 

strain carrying this mutation was called SRmD620 (Fig. 4.1B). The frk mutation was constructed  

using pKNOCK-Gm as described, and the strain carrying this mutation was designated 

SRmD616. The results show that a mutation in frcK reduces growth on sorbitol, mannitol, and 

fructose, but not on glycerol (Table 4.5). However, mutations in frk exhibit a more severe growth 

deficiency, in which growth is completely abolished, similar to a strain carrying a smoS mutation 

with respect to sorbitol and mannitol (Table 4.5). Introduction of pMK38, which carries a 

wildtype copy of frk, into either a strain carrying a mutation in frk (SRmD616) or frcK 

(SRmD620) was able to fully restore growth of these mutants on all tested carbon sources to 

wildtype levels, while introduction of pMK39 (carrying frcK) into these mutations did not show 

a growth improvement over the empty vector control (Table 4.5).  

The ability to restore growth to strains carrying either frcK or frk strongly suggests that 

frk encodes a fructokinase (Table 4.5). Therefore, we initially suspected that the growth 

deficiency exhibited by frcK mutants was the result of polar effects on frk. However, the pyrCE 

genes found between frcK and frk are likely to contribute to pyrimidine biosynthesis and 

mutations in these genes are reported to be auxotrophic (Fig. 4.1B) (diCenzo et al., 2018; 

Randhawa & Hassani, 2002; Vineetha et al., 2001). Therefore, it is most likely that frk is 

transcribed separately from frcK. To provide evidence for the role of Frk we wished to 

demonstrate the loss of fructokinase activity in SRmD616. The ability to measure carbohydrate 

kinase activities in crude extracts can be confounded by high background rates of NADH 

oxidation (Kohlmeier et al., 2019). As an alternate approach, Frk was N-terminally 6xHis 

tagged, and expressed from pRK7813 in S. meliloti as previously described (Richardson et al., 
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2008). The cells were then harvested and the protein was partially purified using Ni-affinity 

column. It was found that when the partially purified Frk was assayed for kinase activity using 

fructose as a substrate it yielded a rate of 17.1 µmol/min/mg protein (Fig. 4.5). In contrast if 

glucose was as a substrate to initiate the assay a rate of 2.4 µmol/min/mg were measured which 

was approximately equivalent to the background rate of NADH oxidation (Fig. 4.5). 

 

4.4.6 Phosphoglucose isomerase gene is downstream of the frc locus 

There are three genes annotated as encoding a glucose-6-phosphate isomerase in the S. 

meliloti genome; SMc02042 (pgiA1), SMc02163 (pgi), and SMb20857 (pgiA2). Of the three, the 

most likely candidate of these has been assumed to pgi (SMc02163). This is based on 

bioinformatic analysis (Geddes & Oresnik, 2014), as well as the results of genome wide Tn-seq 

guided in silico metabolic reconstruction (diCenzo et al., 2018). To provide experimental 

evidence to support this hypothesis, a strain, SRmD654, carrying an insertional mutation in pgi 

was constructed. A mutation in pgi results in a strain that is consistent with previously reported 

carbon phenotypes (Arias et al., 1979), chiefly it is unable to grow using sorbitol, mannitol, and 

fructose as a sole carbon source (Table 4.5). The introduction of pMK62, which carries the wild-

type pgi expressed from a broad-host range plasmid, results in complementation of this mutant 

(Table 4.5).   
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Table 4.5. Complementation of putative fructose mutants 

 
Strain 
 

 
Characteristic 

 
LB 

 
sbt 

 
mtl 

 
fru 

 
gly 

 
Rm1021 

 
wt 

 
+ 

 
+ 

 
+ 

 
+ 

 
+ 

SMc01500 smoS::pTH1703 + - - + +/- 
SRmD616 frk::pKNOCK-Gm + - - - + 

pMK38 frk in trans + + + + + 
pMK39 frcK in trans + - - - + 

SRmD620 frcK::Tn5 + +/- +/- +/- + 
pMK38 frk in trans + + + + + 
pMK39 frcK in trans + +/- +/- +/- + 

SRmD654 pgi::pKNOCK-Gm + - - - nd 
pMK62 
 

pgi in trans + + + + nd 

Growth; +, like wildtype; -, no growth; +/-, intermediate growth. Abbreviations; LB, Luria-
Bertani; sbt, sorbitol; mtl, mannitol; fru, fructose; gly, glycerol; nd, not determined. Experiments 
with the pgi mutant used glucose as a neutral carbon source to support growth on defined media. 
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Figure 4.5. Fructose kinase activity of partially purified Frk. Activity was coupled to the 
production of NAD+ by pyruvate kinase (PK) and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) and was 
measured at 340 nm for two minutes in a buffer containing 60 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 6 mM 
MgCl2, 3 mM ATP, 3 mM PEP, 0.3 mM NADH, and 1/50 vol PK/LDH mix. 
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4.4.7 Sorbitol and mannitol can be transported by the frc transporter 

The observation that a strain carrying a mutation in frcK affected but did not abolish the 

growth on defined medium using sorbitol, mannitol, or fructose as a carbon source is puzzling 

since from the annotation and bioinformatic analysis of frcK it is difficult to discern the exact 

role this gene encodes. frk has definitively been shown to have fructose kinase activity (Fig. 4.5), 

and complementation analysis supports this assertion (Table 4.5). Based on its proximity to 

transport genes frcBCA, we suspected that the growth deficiency exhibited by frcK mutants 

might be the result of reduced ability to transport fructose, sorbitol, and mannitol. That 

complementation of smo transport mutants with smoS or mtlK can restore growth on sorbitol and 

mannitol suggests that there is another transporter capable of taking up these substrates (Table 

4.3). The inhibition of mannitol transport in the presence of excess fructose supports this 

hypothesis (Fig. 4.3B). To determine if the fructose transporter plays a role in sorbitol and 

mannitol uptake mutations were constructed in frcA (SRmD644), as well as frcC (SRmD645). In 

addition, the smoK::Tn5-B20 allele from SRmD495 was transduced into strains carrying either, 

frcA or frcC yielding SRmD666 or SRmD667 respectively. 

Strains carrying mutations in frcC, frcA, or frcK showed a decrease in growth on fructose, 

mannitol, and sorbitol (Tables 4.5 and 4.6). A strain carrying a mutation in smoK was not 

impaired for growth using fructose as a carbon source, but was unable to efficiently utilize 

sorbitol or mannitol (Table 4.6). In contrast, strains carrying mutations in both transporters were 

completely unable to utilize fructose, sorbitol, or mannitol (Table 4.6). The growth phenotypes 

suggest that both transporters play a role in the transport of sorbitol, mannitol, and fructose into 

the cell. Complementation of the double transport mutants with smoS or mtlK did not permit 
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growth on sorbitol or mannitol, suggesting that the frc transporter is the second transporter 

capable of sorbitol and mannitol uptake (Table 4.6). 

 

4.4.8 FrcK contributes to fructose uptake and mutations in frcK or frk permit transport of 

mannitol under non-inducing conditions 

To directly assess the role of each transporter in taking up either mannitol or fructose a 

series of uptake assays was carried out. First we sought to determine how these transporters were 

regulated. Previous results have shown that transport of mannitol is inducible, cells grown in 

mannitol exhibited 14C-mannitol uptake rates of 25.8 nmoles/mg protein/min compared to 2.8 

nmoles/mg protein/min for cells grown in glucose (Kohlmeier et al., 2019). To test for induction 

by fructose, cells were grown overnight in defined medium with fructose and assayed for uptake 

of 14C-mannitol. These cells took up labeled mannitol at a rate of 2.0 nmoles/mg protein/min, 

suggesting that growth on fructose does not induce the transport of mannitol. We subsequently 

tested for the uptake of 14C-fructose by cells grown in fructose, mannitol, or glucose, which 

exhibited uptake rates of 111.9 nmoles/mg protein/min, 95.1 nmoles/mg protein/min, and 16.3 

nmoles/mg protein/min respectively, indicating that growth in fructose or mannitol induces the 

uptake of fructose. Induction of frcC by mannitol has been previously reported (Lambert et al., 

2001). 
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Table 4.6. Carbon phenotypes of putative fructose transport mutants 

 
Strain 
 

 
Characteristic 

 
LB 

 
sbt 

 
mtl 

 
fru 

 
glc 

 
Rm1021 

 
wt 

 
+ 

 
+ 

 
+ 

 
+ 

 
+ 

SRmD495 smoK::Tn5-B20 + +/- +/- + + 
SRmD664 frcA::pKNOCK-Gm + +/- +/- +/- + 
SRmD665 frcC::pKNOCK-Gm + +/- +/- +/- + 
SRmD666 smoK::Tn5-B20, frcA::pKNOCK-Gm + - - - + 

smoS smoS in trans + - - - + 
mtlK mtlK in trans + - - - + 

SRmD667 smoK::Tn5-B20, frcC::pKNOCK-Gm + - - - + 
smoS smoS in trans + - - - + 
mtlK 
 

mtlK in trans + - - - + 

Growth scored as follows; +, like wildtype; -, no growth; +/-, intermediate growth. Abbreviations 
are as follows; LB, Luria-Bertani; sbt, sorbitol; mtl, mannitol; fru, fructose; glc, glucose. 
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Next, we wondered if any sugar alcohol substrates could compete with fructose for use of 

the frc transporter. Cultures of Rm1021 that were grown in fructose were measured for 14C-

fructose uptake in the presence of unlabeled fructose, mannitol, sorbitol, D-arabitol, and glycerol 

in equivalent amounts or in 5-fold excess. The results show that unlabeled fructose present in a 

1:1 ratio with the radiolabel is able to reduce 14C-fructose uptake to approximately 65% of the 

uncompeted control (Fig. 4.6A). If unlabeled fructose is present at a ratio of 5:1, the uptake of 

14C-fructose is reduced to 25% (Fig. 4.6A). However, none of the sugar alcohol substrates tested 

were able to reduce the accumulation of 14C-fructose regardless of the ratio at which they were 

present (Fig. 4.6A). This suggests that sugar alcohols do not utilize the frc transporter under the 

conditions of this assay. 

Finally, the transport of 14C-fructose and 14C-mannitol by different mutant strains was 

assayed to ascertain the role that these genes play in the transport of fructose and mannitol. 

Special attention was paid to frcK to determine if that gene encodes a transport function. Many 

of the mutants tested grow poorly or not at all using fructose as a sole carbon source, so, glucose 

was added along with fructose to support the growth of these strains. Importantly, transport rates 

of 14C-fructose by the Rm1021 wildtype were high, indicating that growth in the presence of 

glucose was not inhibiting the uptake of labeled fructose (Fig. 4.6B). Both the smoK and the frk 

mutants are able to transport fructose at wildtype levels, which was consistent given that the frc 

transport genes are unaffected in these strains (Fig. 4.6B). The frcK mutant exhibited an 

approximately 50% reduction in 14C-fructose transport rates, suggesting that FrcK does play a 

role in transport of fructose (Fig. 4.6B). Additionally, 14C-transport rates of the frcA and 

smoK/frcA strains are barely above background, indicating that both strains are compromised in 

their ability to transport fructose (Fig. 4.6B).  
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Figure 4.6. Transport rates of 14C-fructose and 14C-mannitol. (A) Rm1021 in competition with 
unlabelled substrates. Cells were grown on fructose as a sole carbon source. 2µM labelled 
mannitol was competed against either 2µM or 10µM unlabelled substrate. (B) Uptake of 14C-
fructose (blue) or 14C-mannitol (red) by various transport mutants. Cells were grown in fructose 
and glucose, 2 µM radiolabelled substrate was used to initiate the assay. Accumulation of label is 
shown in nmole/mg protein/min. Data are expressed as the mean ± SD of three independent 
replicates. * represents data are an average of only two independent replicates.  
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Rm1021 exhibited poor transport rates of 14C-mannitol following growth on fructose and 

glucose (Fig. 4.6B), which is consistent with the lack of transport activity reported earlier 

suggesting that mannitol uptake is not inducible by fructose. The smoK, frcA, and smoK/frcA 

mutants showed 14C-mannitol transport rates similar to wildtype (Fig. 4.6B). Interestingly, the frk 

and frcK strains showed 14C-mannitol transport rates well over background (Fig. 4.6B), frk rates 

are approximately equivalent to mannitol grown wildtype cells and frcK rates are approximately 

50% of wildtype. That these strains exhibit mannitol uptake in a non-induced (fructose grown) 

state indicates that they are able to overcome repression of mannitol transport genes.  

 

4.5 Discussion 

 In this work we show that smoS and mtlK encode determinants necessary for the 

oxidation of sorbitol and mannitol to fructose (Fig. 4.2). In addition, MtlK is shown to be able to 

use D-arabitol as a substrate yielding D-xylulose (Fig. 4.2). Whereas the fructose that is 

generated by either SmoS or MtlK is dependent upon the gene products of frk and pgi to be 

integrated into central metabolism, D-xylulose is dependent on xylB (Fig. 4.7) (Geddes & 

Oresnik, 2012b). Additionally fructokinase activity has been ascribed to Frk (Fig. 4.5), and 

experimental evidence has been provided for the pgi (Table 4.5).  

The catabolic pathways for sorbitol and mannitol are characterized and straight forward, 

the transport of these compounds is less clear. ABC type transporters are typically characterized 

as being tripartite in nature containing a periplasmic solute binding protein, permease 

components, as well as an ATP binding protein. These transporters are generally regarded as 

high affinity transporters with KMs in the micromolar range and consequently often are used to 

transport a single solute (Walshaw et al., 1997).   
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Figure 4.7. Pathways for the metabolism of sorbitol, mannitol, and D-arabitol. Sorbitol and 
mannitol are oxidized to fructose by SmoS and MtlK respectively, before phosphorylation into 
fructose-6-phosphate by Frk and isomerization by Pgi. D-arabitol becomes D-xylulose, catalyzed 
by MtlK, which is subsequently phosphorylated by XylB into D-xylulose-5-phosphate. 
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Whereas this is often the case, it is noteworthy that several S. meliloti transporters have been 

reported to transport multiple substrates including erythritol, ribitol, and L-arabitol by 

MptABCDE (Geddes & Oresnik, 2012b), as well as transport of galactose, glucose, and L-

arabinose through AraABC (Geddes & Oresnik, 2012a). 

The evidence for sorbitol and mannitol utilizing a second transporter for uptake is based 

on the fact that; if a multicopy plasmid containing either smoS or mtlK is introduced into a strain 

carrying a smo transporter mutant, it is capable of restoring growth (Table 4.3), a strain carrying 

a frcK mutation exhibits slow growth on fructose, mannitol, and sorbitol that can be reversed by 

introducing frk on a multicopy plasmid (Table 4.5), and finally strains carrying mutations in both 

the smo and frc transporters are completely unable to grow on sorbitol, mannitol, or fructose 

(Table 4.6). 

Although taking all of these data together makes a strong case that both transporters can 

transport all of the listed substrates, we do not believe that they transport all of the substrates 

with equivalent efficiency. In all cases where a multicopy plasmid was introduced, it is very 

likely that the overall equilibrium of the pathway might be shifted to favor catabolism, as 

previously demonstrated (Richardson et al., 2008). In addition the fructose transporter has been 

shown to have an apparent KM of 6 µM, which is consistent with it being a high affinity 

transporter, and although fructose can inhibit mannitol transport, it was far less competitive than 

sorbitol, mannitol, or D-arabitol (Fig. 4.3B). Finally, a strain carrying a mutation in the smo 

transporter had a growth rate equivalent to that of the wild type when grown on defined medium 

with fructose (Tables 4.3 and 4.6). These data suggest that although fructose can utilize the smo 

transporter, it is more likely that it behaves as a low affinity fructose transporter that is evident 

only when conditions are manipulated to allow this to happen. 
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In contrast the transport of mannitol (probably sorbitol and D-arabitol as well) is more 

complicated. The fructose locus of S. meliloti has been suggested to contain two differentially 

regulated promoters, one upstream of frcB (which encodes the solute binding protein) that is 

expressed constitutively (Mauchline et al., 2006), and a second upstream of frcC (permease) 

which is inducible by mannitol and fructose (Lambert et al., 2001). In addition, transport of 

mannitol as well as the transcription of the operon has been demonstrated using mannitol, 

sorbitol, galactitol, maltitol and D-arabitol (Fig. 4.3) (Mauchline et al., 2006). Taken together 

with the reduced growth on sorbitol and mannitol of strains carrying mutations in frcC, frcA, and 

frcK (Table 4.6), and the inability for strains carrying mutations in both the frc and smo 

transporters to grow using sorbitol and mannitol (Table 4.6), it is likely that both of these 

transporters contribute to the uptake and growth on these substrates. However, we observed an 

inability of sugar alcohols to compete with fructose for transport, which contradicts this theory 

(Fig. 4.6A). It is noteworthy that the cells assayed for fructose uptake were grown on fructose. 

Growth on mannitol may eliminate a regulatory hindrance to polyol uptake that is imposed by 

fructose, and allow for simultaneous transport of fructose with sugar alcohols. 

We note that whereas the three independent mutations in the fructose locus that are 

described in this work consistently exhibit reduced growth on fructose, sorbitol, and mannitol, 

the insertion at this locus that has been described previously is reported to be completely unable 

to utilize fructose as a sole carbon source and does not have a deficiency for growth on defined 

medium containing mannitol (Lambert et al., 2001). Although there are differences in the 

methods of mutagenesis, the source of the discrepancies between the reported growth phenotypes 

is not clear. 
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Mannitol is a traditional carbon source that has been used for the cultivation of Rhizobia, 

and other soil bacteria, as well as the isolation of exopolysaccharides (Breedveld et al., 1993; 

Stowers, 1985). Although the catabolism of sorbitol and mannitol differs by only the enzymes 

that are used to oxidize them to fructose, it has been observed that when Rm1021 is streaked out 

on defined medium containing mannitol as a sole carbon source, it appears more mucoid than the 

same culture grown using sorbitol as a carbon source. Since it appears that unlabeled sorbitol is 

as effective as unlabeled mannitol at competing with 14C-mannitol in transport assays, it is 

reasonable to assume that the transport of sorbitol and mannitol through the smo transporter have 

approximately equivalent rates (Fig. 4.3B) (Kohlmeier et al., 2019). This implies that the 

difference in the visible mucoidy phenotype observed may be directly attributable to the kinetic 

differences of SmoS and MtlK, thus possibly affecting the internal metabolic pool sizes of 

fructose and/or the hexose phosphates (fructose-6-phosphate and glucose-6-phosphate). This 

correlates well with previous regression analysis that were carried out with metabolite pools 

using transaldolase and transketolase mutants that reported that there was a positive relationship 

between exopolysaccharide production and hexose phosphate pools (Hawkins et al., 2018), as 

well as the observations made when Rm2011 was grown under acidic conditions (Omar Draghi 

et al., 2017).  

That frk and frcK mutants exhibit transport of mannitol despite growth on fructose may 

also support the role of F6P pools in regulation (Fig. 4.6B). While FrcK shares little sequence 

similarity with known kinases, it is annotated as a kinase and has a motif associated with 

phosphate binding, known as a P-loop or Walker A motif, encoded in its amino acid sequence. If 

we assume the FrcK contributes to phosphorylation of fructose, along with Frk, the transport of 

mannitol by SRmD616 and SRmD620 could be the result of reduced ability to generate F6P. 
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Therefore, internal F6P pools may inhibit uptake of sugar alcohols in the wildtype when 

sufficient amounts of the metabolite are available. We showed evidence that FrcK contributes to 

fructose transport (Fig. 4.6B), and transport associated kinases have been previously described in 

rhizobia (Rivers & Oresnik, 2013; Rivers & Oresnik, 2015). The affect of metabolites on carbon 

flux and partitioning has not been systematically studied in S. meliloti to date. 
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Chapter 5: 
 

Metabolism of D-arabinose and L-fucose in Sinorhizobium meliloti 1021 

 

This work was carried out by MacLean Kohlmeier in collaboration with Derek D. Kim. DK 
constructed the ΔSMb21111 mutant strain. 
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5.1 Abstract 

The ability to utilize different carbon sources is important for diazotrophic bacteria to 

form an effective symbiosis with their host plants. During symbiosis, soil bacteria invade host 

tissues forming organs on the plant roots called nodules where they fix nitrogen into a form that 

can be used by the plant for growth. The bacteria, termed rhizobia, benefit from this relationship 

by receiving carbon from the plant; in this way rhizobia avoid having to grow saprophytically in 

the highly competitive soil environment and are nourished by the plant. Bacterial strains that are 

unable to catabolize certain carbon sources are deficient in their ability to compete for nodule 

occupancy or establish symbiosis. However, the catabolic pathways for many substrates as well 

as their relationship to symbiosis have yet to be elucidated. In this study, we use genetic 

techniques to identify the genes involved in D-arabinose and L-fucose utilization and define the 

enzymatic reactions that breakdown these substrates in the model organism Sinorhizobium 

meliloti. D-arabinose is metabolized through a forked pathway involving genes found on a 

chromosomal locus previously associated with polyol metabolism as well as a set of genes found 

on a distinct replicon called pSymB. The pSymB genes encode proteins that can metabolize L-

fucose in addition to D-arabinose using a diketo-hydrolase type pathway. Our results enrich the 

knowledgebase of the metabolic capacity of the model organism S. meliloti and further efforts to 

engineer symbiosis in other organisms. 
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5.2 Introduction 

Sinorhizobium meliloti is a Gram-negative α proteobacterium with the ability to form a 

nitrogen fixing symbiosis with leguminous plants. Mutations resulting in the inability of this 

bacterium to metabolize certain carbon sources have been linked to deficiencies in competition 

for symbiosis as well as nitrogen fixation. For this reason, pathways for the utilization of carbon 

compounds have been well studied in S. meliloti, however much of this organism’s metabolic 

potential has yet to be fully described. 

 During investigations into sugar alcohol metabolism it was observed that certain S. 

meliloti mutants unable to utilize sorbitol and mannitol also exhibited reduced growth on 

medium containing D-arabinose. Curiously, D-arabinose is unlike the other substrates that elicit 

a growth defect from these mutants in that it contains an aldehyde group, while the other 

compounds are sugar alcohols with fully reduced hydroxyl groups. Little is known about D-

arabinose metabolism in S. meliloti, although in other organisms such as E.coli and Aerobacter 

aerogenes, D-arabinose is broken down in part or entirely using enzymes involved in L-fucose 

metabolism (Elsinghorst & Mortlock, 1988; LeBlanc & Mortlock, 1971; Mortlock & Wood, 

1964). L-fucose is a methylpentose also known as 6-deoxy-L-galactose. In E. coli K-12 it is 

degraded through the actions of L-fucose isomerase which forms L-fuculose, followed by L-

fuculokinase producing L-fuculose-1-phosphate, and lastly L-fuculose-1-phosphate aldolase 

becoming dihydroxyacetone phosphate (DHAP) and L-lactate (Ghalambor & Heath, 1962; 

Green & Cohen, 1956; Heath & Ghalambor, 1962). Using the same enzymes, D-arabinose can 

become D-ribulose, followed by D-ribulose-1-phosphate, culminating in DHAP and L-

glycoaldehyde (Elsinghorst & Mortlock, 1988). 
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In S. meliloti, L-fucose metabolism is also poorly understood, but the genes responsible 

have been tentatively localized on the pSymB chromid, specifically a putative locus designated 

as SMb21103-SMb21113 (Geddes & Oresnik, 2014; Jacob et al., 2008; Mauchline et al., 2006; 

Richardson et al., 2008). The genes at this locus are represented with non-specific annotations, 

making determination of a metabolic pathway difficult. However there is not a gene annotated, 

even generally, as a kinase, suggesting that L-fucose is metabolized via a non-phosphorylative 

pathway (Finan et al., 2001). Additionally, mutations to genes encoding enzymes with triose 

phosphate isomerase activity are not deficient for growth on L-fucose, suggesting that DHAP is 

not an intermediate in the metabolism of L-fucose in S. meliloti (Poysti & Oresnik, 2007). Taken 

together, it is unlikely that metabolism of D-arabinose or L-fucose proceed via the pathways 

described in Enterobacteria. Therefore the purpose of this project is to define the metabolism of 

D-arabinose and L-fucose in S. meliloti. 

 

5.3 Materials and methods  

5.3.1 Bacterial strains, plasmids, and culture conditions 

Bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in Table 5.1. S. meliloti strains 

were routinely grown on Luria-Bertani (LB) medium (Cold Spring Harbor Protocols, 2006) or 

Vincent’s Minimal Medium (VMM) (Vincent, 1970) at 28°C for approximately three days. 

Carbon sources were added to a final concentration of 15 mM. When necessary, pH indicator 

bromocresol purple (BCP) was added to a final concentration of 0.025 g/L. E. coli strains were 

grown on LB medium, overnight, at 37°C. Antibiotics were included at the following 

concentrations; neomycin (Nm), 200 µg/mL; gentamicin (Gm), 20 or 60 µg/mL, tetracycline 

(Tc), 5 µg/mL, chloramphenicol (Cm), 20 µg/mL. Antibiotic concentrations were halved when   
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Table 5.1. Bacterial strains and plasmids 

 
Strain or plasmid 
 

 
Relevant Characteristic 

 
Reference 

 
Strains 

  

S. meliloti   
Rm1021 SU47 str-21 Meade et al. (1982) 
RmP110 Rm1021 pstC+ Yuan et al. (2006a) 
Rm5000 SU47 rif-5 Finan et al. (1984) 
RmG212 Rm1021 lacZ Glazebrook and 

Walker (1989) 
SMc01500 RmP110 smoS::pTH1703 Jacob et al. (2008) 
RmH582 Rm5000 gcd::Tn5-233 Geddes et al. (2014) 
SRmA241 RmG212 SMb21105::Tn5-B20 This work 
SRmA280 Rm1021 SMb21103::Tn5 This work 
SRmD211 Δpyc Geddes and Oresnik 

(2012a) 
SRmD622 Rm1021 SMb21112::Tn5 This work 
SRmD628 Rm1021 SMc00680::pKNOCK-Gm This work 
SRmD629 ΦSMc01500®SRmD622 This work 
SRmD630 ΦSRmD622®SRmD628 This work 
SRmD653 Rm1021 ΔSMb21111 This work 
SRmD657 ΦRmH582®SRmD622 This work 

E. coli   
DH5α F- supE44 lacU169 hsdR17 recA1 endA1 gyrA96 

thi-1 relA1 (80lacZΔM15) 
Hanahan (1983) 

DH5αR λpir λpir lysogen of DH5α House et al. (2004) 
MM294A pro-82-thi-1 hsdR17 supE44 Finan et al. (1986) 
MT607 MM294A recA56 Finan et al. (1986) 
MT616 MT607 (pRK600) Finan et al. (1986) 

Plasmids   
pJD02 mtlK/pCO37, TcR Chapter 4 
pMK46 SMb21109/pCO37, TcR This work 
pMK47 SMb21111/pCO37, TcR This work 
pMK63 SMc00680/pCO37, TcR This work 
pMK64 SMb21112/pCO37, TcR This work 
pDK28 SMb21111 flanking regions/pJQ200SK, GmR This work 
pCO37 Gateway compatible expression vector, TcR Jacob et al. (2008) 
pRK600 pRK2013 nptI::Tn9, CmR Finan et al. (1986) 
pRK602 pRK600ΩTn5, CmR NmR Finan et al. (1985) 
pKNOCK-Gm Suicide vector, GmR Alexeyev (1999) 
pRK7813 Broad host range vector, TcR Jones and Gutterson 

(1987) 
pJQ200SK Gene replacement suicide vector, GmR Quandt and Hynes 

(1993) 
pXINT29 
 

λint and xis driven by Plac, KmR Platt et al. (2000) 
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added to liquid media. If more than one concentration is listed, the lower value corresponds to E. 

coli while the higher value corresponds to S. meliloti. 

 

5.3.2 DNA manipulations and genetic techniques 

Standard techniques were used for plasmid isolation, restriction enzyme digests, 

ligations, transformations, and agarose gel electrophoresis (Sambrook & Russell, 2001). 

Mutagenesis with transposon Tn5 was carried out as previously described; generating strains 

SRmA241, SRmA280, and SRmD622 (Finan et al., 1985). Strains SRmD629, SRmD630, and 

SRmD657 were constructed via transduction with phage ΦM12 as previously described (Finan et 

al., 1984). Strain SRmD628 was mutagenized with suicide vector derived from plasmid 

pKNOCK-Gm (Alexeyev, 1999) containing an internal gene fragment from SMc00680 PCR 

amplified using primers SMc00680_F/R (Table 5.2). To generate strain SRmD653, regions 

flanking SMb21111 were cloned into pJQ200SK (Quandt & Hynes, 1993) using primers 

dSMb211Flank10F/R and dSMb211Flank12F/R (Table 5.2) with a Gibson assembly kit (New 

England Biolabs) creating pDK28. pDK28 was mobilized into Rm1021 by conjugation prior to 

selection for double recombinants. Mutants were screened on selective media and verified by 

PCR using primers dSMb11ConfF/R (Table 5.2). Plasmids pJD02, pMK46, pMK47, pMK63, 

and pMK64 were generated using the ORFeome Gateway system (House et al., 2004; Schroeder 

et al., 2005) using pCO37 as a destination vector as previously described (Geddes & Oresnik, 

2012b). 
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Table 5.2. Primers used during this study 

 
Name 
 

 
Sequence 5¢®3¢ 

 
Generation of mutants 

SMc00680_pKGm_F ATATCCCGGGCTGCCGGGCCTCGTGGTG 
SMc00680_pKGm_R ATATCTCGAGATGATCAGGTCGAAGCTGCC 
dSMb11Flank10F 
 

CTTGATATCGAATTCCTGCAGATGAGCGAGCAGACG
ATC 

dSMb11Flank10R GATTGAGCGTTCATTGGATAGTTCCCTCAG 
dSMb11Flank12F TATCCAATGAACGCTCAATCAGGGAAAAGCACATG 
dSMb11Flank12R 
 

CGGCCGCTCTAGAACTAGTGGATCCTCAGGCGTCGG
CGCCGAAC 

Confirmation of mutants 
SMc00680_F CATCGTCAGGGCAGTCGC 
SMc00680_R GTGCCGGCACCAGCGAG 
dSMb11ConfF ATGAGCGAGCAGACGATC 
dSMb11ConfR TCAGGCGTCGGCGCGAAC 

Validation of constructs 
SMb21109_F2 ACGATTTCGGGCGGAGGTTC 
SMb21109_R2 GGCATGGCGTTGCAGATTGG 
SMb21111_F CACGATGAAGGACGAGGACC 
SMb21111_R TCTCCTACATAATCCGCCGC 
hpaG_F TTCGGAAAAGACCGACTGGG 
hpaG_R 
 

CGAGATGATATCACCGGGGC 

Restriction sites are in bold. 
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5.3.3 Biochemical enzyme assays 

Dehydrogenase assays were performed as previously described (Geddes & Oresnik, 

2012a; Kohlmeier et al., 2019; Pickering & Oresnik, 2008). Briefly, strains carrying an empty 

vector control or complementing plasmid were grown to sufficient OD600 using defined medium 

supplemented with glycerol and L-fucose. Cultures were pelleted by centrifugation, resuspended 

in extraction buffer (100 mM HEPES pH 7, 2 mM MgCl2, 5 mM DTT), lysed via French Press 

(16000 lb/in2), and cleared of cell debris by centrifugation. Cell free lysates were separated by 

nondenaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and the gels were stained for dehydrogenase 

activity in an assay reagent containing phenazine methosulfate, p-nitroblue tetrazolium, NAD+, 

and a substrate of interest. 

 

5.3.4 Plant assays 

Plant symbiosis assays were conducted as previously described. Briefly, alfalfa seeds 

were surface sterilized by washing with 70% ethanol, 1% bleach, and water. Seeds were 

germinated on water agar plates for two days and subsequently planted in sterile Leonard jar 

assemblies containing a sand and vermiculite mixture as well as nitrogen free Jensen’s medium 

(Vincent, 1970). Plants were inoculated with strains of equivalent optical density at a ratio of 1 x 

106 cells per plant. Plants were grown for 3-4 weeks in a growth chamber and subsequently 

evaluated for dry weight. 
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5.4 Results 

5.4.1 smo mutants exhibit reduced growth on D-arabinose which can be restored by 

complementation with mtlK 

It was observed through screening on various carbon sources that a strain with a mutation 

in smoS exhibits reduced growth on D-arabinose as a sole carbon source (Table 5.3). This is 

noteworthy as D-arabinose is an aldopentose and the smo locus has previously only been 

associated with sugar alcohol catabolism (Jacob et al., 2008; Mauchline et al., 2006). smoS 

mutants cannot express sorbitol dehydrogenase SmoS as well as the downstream mannitol 

dehydrogenase MtlK and are therefore unable to utilize substrates such as sorbitol, mannitol, 

galactitol, and D-arabitol for growth. D-arabinose shares significant structural similarity to 

mannitol and D-arabitol, and both substrates are oxidized by MtlK in S. meliloti, suggesting that 

MtlK may be capable of D-arabinose oxidation as well.  

Consistent with this hypothesis, complementation of the smoS mutant with mtlK 

expressed from a plasmid restored growth on D-arabinose to wildtype levels, while 

complementation with smoS had no effect. Interestingly, dehydrogenase assays using extracts 

from sorbitol induced S. meliloti did not show D-arabinose dehydrogenase activity (data not 

shown), suggesting that MtlK cannot utilize D-arabinose as a substrate. However, it is possible 

that another gene or series of genes may express enzymes that act on D-arabinose to generate a 

metabolite that induces the smo locus, which could explain the observed growth deficiency. 
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Table 5.3. Carbon phenotypes of mutant strains 

 
Strain 
 

 
Mutated alleles 

 
LB 

 
D-ara 

 
L-fuc 

 
gly 

 
L-ara 

 
Nm 

 
Gm 

 
Rm1021 

 
wt 

 
+ 

 
+ 

 
+ 

 
+ 

 
+ 

 
- 

 
- 

SMc01500 smoS + +/- + +/- + - + 
SRmA241 SMb21105 + + - + + + - 
SRmA280 SMb21103 + + - - + + - 
SRmD211 Δpyc + + - - + - - 
SRmD622 SMb21112 + +/- - + + + - 
SRmD628 SMc00680 + +* + + + - + 
SRmD629 smoS, SMb21112 + - - + + + + 
SRmD630 SMc00680, SMb21112 + - - + + + + 
SRmD653 
 

ΔSMb21111 + + - + + - - 

Growth; +, like wildtype; +/-, intermediate growth; -, no growth; +*, strong growth with grey 
color. Abbreviations; LB, Luria-Burtani; D-ara, D-arabinose; L-fuc, L-fucose; gly, glycerol; L-
ara, L-arabinose; Nm, Neomycin; Gm, Gentamicin. 
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5.4.2 Mutations at the SMb21103-SMb21113 locus exhibit reduced growth on D-arabinose 

and no growth on L-fucose 

To identify other loci that could be involved in D-arabinose catabolism, a Tn5 

mutagenesis was carried out and recombinants were screened for their ability to grow on D-

arabinose as a sole carbon source. One mutant, SRmD622, was identified from this screen and 

exhibited reduced growth on D-arabinose in a manner similar to observations made of smoS 

mutant strains. However, sequencing to identify the locus of the insertion revealed the Tn5 had 

transposed into SMb21112, a gene found on the pSymB chromid, which is an entirely different 

replicon from the chromosomally encoded smo locus.  

SMb21112 is part of a putative operon, SMb21103-SMb21113, which has been tentatively 

associated with the catabolism of L-fucose (Geddes & Oresnik, 2014; Jacob et al., 2008; 

Mauchline et al., 2006). Consistent with previous research, SRmD622 was unable to grow using 

L-fucose as a sole carbon source (Table 5.3). This operon contains a putative ABC transporter 

(SMb21103-SMb21106), two putative racemase genes (SMb21107 and SMb21113), a putative 

mutarotase (SMb21108), two putative dehydrogenases (SMb21109 and SMb21111), a putative 

dehydratase (SMb21110), and a hydrolase (SMb21112) (Fig. 5.1). While a pathway for the 

metabolism of D-arabinose and L-fucose was not immediately obvious from these annotations, it 

was clear that both the smo locus and the SMb21103-SMb21113 locus contribute to the 

metabolism of D-arabinose. 
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Figure 5.1. Locus diagram of the pSymB encoded SMb21101-13 region. Locus tags appear 
above the genes and annotation information appears below. Black wedges represent the sites of 
insertional mutagenesis and the dashed line displays the removed region of a deletion mutant, 
strain designations are listed above these indicators. 
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5.4.3 SMc00680 encodes a D-arabinose reductase  

A literature search for potential D-arabinose metabolic pathways revealed a route utilized 

by Mycobacterium smegmatis, in which D-arabinose is reduced to D-arabitol by an NADPH 

dependent reductase and subsequently oxidized into D-xylulose (Wojtkiewicz et al., 1988). This 

pathway is an ideal scheme for S. meliloti as oxidation of D-arabitol is catalyzed by MtlK, an 

enzyme encoded from the smo locus (Fig. 4.7). The D-arabinose reductase gene was identified as 

adhC, an alcohol dehydrogenase also called Rv3045, from Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv 

(Camus et al., 2002; Cole et al., 1998). A BLAST search against the S. meliloti Rm1021 genome 

using the Rv3045 protein sequence as a query identified a putative NADP+-dependent alcohol 

dehydrogenase SMc00680 as the top hit, with an expect value of 5x10-149.  

An SMc00680 mutant strain was constructed to evaluate the contribution of SMc00680 to 

D-arabinose metabolism. This mutant, SRmD628, grew almost as well as wildtype on defined 

medium with D-arabinose, but the strain seemed to be slightly grey in color (Table 5.3). Assays 

for D-arabinose reductase activity were conducted on extracts from wildtype, SRmD628, and 

SRmD628 complemented with SMc00680 from a plasmid but no D-arabinose reductase activity 

could be detected from any of the extracts. That there is a visual distinction between the growth 

of the mutant and growth of the wildtype on defined medium with D-arabinose suggests that 

SMc00680 is involved in D-arabinose metabolism somehow. It is possible that the enzyme 

activity is present physiologically but that the assay conditions were not suitable for detection. 
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5.4.4 Strains with mutations at both loci are unable to grow on D-arabinose as a sole carbon 

source 

Mutations at two distinct loci are able to reduce but not abolish growth on D-arabinose as 

a sole carbon source. We hypothesized that catabolism of D-arabinose may proceed through two 

distinct pathways, one route through MtlK encoded by the smo locus, and a second route 

utilizing the enzymes from the SMb21103-SMb21113 L-fucose locus. If this scheme were true, a 

strain with mutations at both loci would be unable to grow using D-arabinose as a sole carbon 

source. To confirm this “metabolic fork” hypothesis, a double mutant strain with lesions at both 

loci was constructed via transduction. This strain, SRmD629, with mutations in smoS and 

SMb21112, was completely unable to utilize D-arabinose (Table 5.3). Similarly, growth on D-

arabinose is abolished in an SMc00680 and SMb21112 double mutant background, supporting 

the proposed role of SMc00680 as a D-arabinose reductase (Table 5.3). These data are consistent 

with the “metabolic fork” hypothesis and suggests that we have identified all genetic loci that 

contribute to D-arabinose catabolism in S. meliloti. 

 

5.4.5 SMb21103-SMb21113 encodes a non-phosphorylative D-arabinose and L-fucose 

pathway 

The catabolism of D-arabinose and L-fucose are linked in E. coli, in which those 

substrates are broken down into dihydroxyacetone-phosphate (DHAP) (Elsinghorst & Mortlock, 

1988). However, S. meliloti tpiA and eryH mutants are not deficient for growth on L-fucose 

(Poysti & Oresnik, 2007), which would be expected if catabolism proceeded using DHAP as an 

intermediate. L-fucose cannot support the growth of S. meliloti pyruvate carboxylase (pyc) 

mutants, indicating that the ability to form oxaloacetate from pyruvate is important for the 
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metabolism of L-fucose (Table 5.3). That there is not a gene annotated as a kinase at the 

SMb21103-SMb21113 locus, suggests that L-fucose degradation may occur through 

nonphosphorylated intermediates. A literature search for L-fucose catabolic pathways that meet 

these criteria identified a route utilized by Burkholderia multivorans ATCC 17616, in which L-

fucose is oxidized into L-fucono-1,5-lactone before being broken down into pyruvate and lactate 

(Hobbs et al., 2013). A similar scheme for D-arabinose catabolism was found in Pseudomonas 

saccharophila, with breakdown products of pyruvate and glycolate (Palleroni & Doudoroff, 

1957). These two pathways are likely candidates for L-fucose and D-arabinose metabolism 

encoded by SMb21103-SMb21113. 

Using the orthologous neighborhood viewer from IMG allowed for a detailed comparison 

of the genomic regions from each organism (Chen et al., 2016). While the layout of the genes in 

the B. multivorans L-fucose operon is slightly different from S. meliloti, most of the genes are 

common to both organisms. The gene annotations of these regions described by IMG are non-

specific, however with the updated annotation from the literature acting as a cipher (Hobbs et al., 

2013), the functions of the genes from B. multivorans could be ascribed to the analogous genes 

in the S. meliloti genome. The predicted functions are as follows; SMb21103-SMb21106 encode 

the components of an ABC type transporter, SMb21109 encodes an L-fucose/D-arabinose 

dehydrogenase, SMb21110 encodes a L-fucono-1,5-lactone/D-arabino-1,4-lactone lactonase, 

SMb21111 is a 2-keto-3-deoxy-L-fuconate dehydrogenase, SMb21112 is a 2,4-diketo-3-deoxy-L-

fuconate/2-keto-3-deoxy-D-arabinoate hydrolase, and SMb21107 as well as SMb21113 encode 

dehydratases (Fig. 5.1). B. multivorans has only one dehydratase at its L-fucose locus, that S. 

meliloti has two could mean that they have redundant activities or that one dehydratase acts in L-

fucose metabolism while the other contributes to D-arabinose utilization. Additionally, 
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SMb21108 is annotated as a conserved hypothetical protein but shares high sequence identity 

with a mutarotase from R. leguminosarum that uses another methylpentose called L-rhamnose as 

a substrate (Richardson et al., 2004; Richardson et al., 2008). Mutarotases convert between the α 

and β anomers of a compound and β-L-fucose is the preferred substrate for L-fucose 

dehydrogenase in B. multivorans (Hobbs et al., 2013), suggesting that SMb21108 makes β-L-

fucose, and possibly β-D-arabinose, the predominant form of the substrate during metabolism. 

The predicted metabolic pathways carried out by these enzymes are outlined in Fig. 5.2. 

 

5.4.6 Discoloration of the growth medium by SRmD622 is linked to medium acidification 

It was observed following isolation of SRmD622 that during growth of this strain on 

defined medium containing D-arabinose, the medium surrounding the streak would take on a 

brown hue distinct from the medium around the wildtype grown under the same conditions (Fig. 

5.3A and B). This discoloration was first observed during growth on a plate in medium 

containing 1.5% agar, but could also be observed in broth media (Fig. 5.3C). The mutant allele 

from SRmD622 was transduced into Rm1021 and the discoloration was observed in the novel 

strain, suggesting that this phenotype is not the result of a secondary mutation. Centrifugation of 

the broth culture resulted in cleared supernatant that retained its altered coloring, suggesting that 

the discoloration is due to the secretion of a substance into the culture medium.  

SRmD622 has a mutation in SMb21112. Based on the predicted pathway, when 

metabolizing D-arabinose the protein encoded by this gene catalyzes the conversion of 2-keto-3-

deoxy-D-arabinoate (D-KDA) into pyruvate and glycolic acid (Fig. 5.2). Interruption of 

SMb21112 could result in the buildup of D-KDA especially if the previous reaction is 

energetically unfavorable in the reverse direction.   
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Figure 5.2. Non-phosphorylative metabolism of D-arabinose and L-fucose. L-fucose is broken 
down into pyruvate and lactate using a diketo hydrolase type pathway. D-arabinose catabolism 
occurs through a bifurcating pathway in which one route utilizes enzymes associated with sugar 
alcohol metabolism, resulting in the formation of xylulose-5-P, and the second route involves 
enzymes that degrade L-fucose which form pyruvate and glycolic acid. 
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Figure 5.3. Discoloration of agar (A and B) and broth (C) media by SRmD622 utilizing D-
arabinose. Strains were grown on Vincent’s minimal medium (VMM) supplemented with 15 
mM D-arabinose. 
  

Rm1021 SRmD622 Rm1021 SRmD622

A B C
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We hypothesized that if D-KDA was being secreted, there would be a decrease in the pH of the 

medium due to the carboxylic acid group on C1 of the compound.  

An alternative hypothesis that was briefly explored was that the periplasmic 

pyrroloquinoline quinone (PQQ)-linked glucose dehydrogenase, gcd, which had been suggested 

to act on D-arabinose (Bernardelli et al., 2008), was responsible for the generation of exogenous 

D-arabinoate. However, a double SMb21112/gcd mutant retained the media discoloration 

phenotype, suggesting that Gcd does not have a role in D-arabinose metabolism in S. meliloti.  

To test for D-KDA secretion, pH indicator bromocresol purple (BCP), which turns from 

purple to yellow as the pH drops below 6.8, was included in the plate media along with 15 mM 

D-arabinose. Following incubation, Rm1021 did not alter the color of the medium while 

SRmD622 shifted the color from purple to yellow (Fig. 5.4A). To quantify the pH change, 5 mL 

cultures of Rm1021 and SRmD622 were grown for three days in defined medium with 15 mM 

D-arabinose and 15 mM glycerol, cleared by centrifugation, and the supernatants were taken and 

measured for pH using a pH probe. The pH of the wildtype culture was close to neutral at 7.26 ± 

0.017 while the mutant was significantly lower at 6.83 ± 0.015 (p=0.001) (Fig. 5.4B). 

S. meliloti dgoK mutants which acidify their growth medium have been shown to be more 

competitive for nodule occupancy (Geddes et al., 2014). We hypothesized that SRmD622 could 

exhibit a similar characteristic when grown in the presence of D-arabinose. To test this, we 

examined whether the nodulation kinetics of S. meliloti inoculated alfalfa would change 

depending on the strain used to inoculate. Alfalfa seedling were planted in test tube slants 

containing Jensen’s agar supplanted with 0, 2, 5, 10, and 15 mM D-arabinose and evaluated for 

plant growth based on concerns of growth inhibition by sugar concentration.   
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Figure 5.4. Medium acidification and its effect on nodulation kinetics. (A) Inclusion of pH 
indicator bromocresol purple (BCP) in VMM with 15 mM D-arabinose shows a color change 
from purple to yellow in the presence of SRmD622, i) Rm1021, ii) SRmD622, iii) Rm1021 with 
BCP, iv) SRmD622 with BCP. (B) pH quantification following growth in VMM with 15 mM D-
arabinose shows a significant pH decrease of SRmD622 culture supernatant. (C) Nodulation 
kinetics of strains inoculated onto seedlings grown on Jensen’s medium agar slants supplemented 
with 2 mM D-arabinose. 
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It was determined that 2 mM D-arabinose was the optimum concentration for evaluation of 

nodulation kinetics without inhibition of plant growth. However, the time to 50% nodulation by 

plants inoculated with Rm1021 or SRmD622 was not significantly different under these 

conditions (Fig. 5.4C). It is possible that 2 mM D-arabinose is not a high enough concentration 

to elicit the medium acidification response, since prior observations were made at a higher 

concentration (15 mM) of D-arabinose. However, more likely is that the pH change observed 

during growth of SRmD622 is not severe enough to alter the nodule kinetics of the strain. The 

dgoK mutant is capable of acidifying the medium to approximately a pH of 5, while SRmD622 

decreases to only 6.8 units. Regardless the mild pH drop observed during the growth of 

SRmD622 is consistent with the secretion of D-KDA into the medium. 

 

5.4.7 SMb21109 has D-arabinose and L-fucose dehydrogenase activity 

SMb21103-SMb21113 has two predicted dehydrogenases in SMb21109 and SMb21111. 

We suspected that SMb21109 was a L-fucose/D-arabinose dehydrogenase and that SMb21111 

was a 2-keto-3-deoxy-L-fuconate dehydrogenase (Fig. 5.1 and 5.2). To test this, cultures of 

wildtype Rm1021, mutant strain SRmA280 with an insertion upstream of the dehydrogenases, 

and SRmA280 complemented with SMb21109 or SMb21111 on a plasmid were grown under 

inducing conditions and lysed via French Press (16000 lb/in2). The extracts were cleared of cell 

debris and separated by non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.  

First, we were interested in the coenzyme preference (NAD+ vs NADP+) of the 

dehydrogenase, the gels were stained for L-fucose dehydrogenase activity using two assay 

reagents, one containing NAD+ and a second containing NADP+. The gel stained with the NAD+ 

containing reagent showed two bands of activity, one in the lane loaded with the wildtype 
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extract, and a second band of similar intensity and migration distance in the SMb21109 

complemented lane, suggesting the SMb21109 is an NAD+ dependent L-fucose dehydrogenase. 

No bands were present in the mutant or SMb21111 complemented lanes (data not shown). 

Interestingly, the NADP+ stained gel showed a band of activity across all four lanes (data not 

shown), suggesting that there may be an enzyme that can oxidize L-fucose using NADP+ that is 

unrelated to L-fucose metabolism.  

Next, we wanted to determine if SMb21109 had D-arabinose dehydrogenase activity as 

well. Extracts from Rm1021, SRmA280, and SRmA280 complemented with SMb21109 were 

separated by gel electrophoresis and stained for dehydrogenase activity in an assay reagent 

containing NAD+ as well as L-fucose or D-arabinose. The gel stained with D-arabinose showed a 

band of activity in the lane loaded with wildtype extract as well as a band in the lane loaded with 

SMb21109 complemented extract (Fig. 5.5). No bands were present in the lane loaded with 

SRmA280 (Fig. 5.5). Taken together, the data suggest that SMb21109 has NAD+-dependent L-

fucose and D-arabinose dehydrogenase activity, which is consistent with the predicted pathway 

(Fig. 5.2). 

 

5.4.8 ΔSMb21111 strain cannot utilize D-arabinose but does grow on L-fucose 

The predicted annotation for SMb21111 is a 2-keto-3-deoxy-L-fuconate dehydrogenase, 

which converts 2-keto-3-deoxy-L-fuconate into 2,4-diketo-3-deoxy-L-fuconate (Fig. 5.2). This 

enzyme is not thought to play a role in the metabolism of D-arabinose, therefore a diketo 

intermediate is not formed during D-arabinose metabolism (Fig. 5.2). If true, we hypothesized 

that an in-frame deletion of SMb21111 would result in a strain is unable to use L-fucose for 

growth, but would grow like wildtype using D-arabinose.  
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Figure 5.5. Non-denaturing PAGE gels showing L-fucose inducible dehydrogenase activity. 
Extracts from wildtype (pRK7813) (lane 1), SRmA280 (pRK7813) (lane 2), and SRmA280 
(pCO37/SMb21109) (lane 3) cultures grown in VMM with glycerol and L-fucose were separated 
and stained for dehydrogenase activity using an assay reagent containing the substrate and 
cofactor listed below each panel. 
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This strain, constructed by conjugation of a suicide vector containing the flanking regions of 

SMb21111 into Rm1021, was called SRmD653 and did indeed exhibit no growth on L-fucose 

and normal growth on D-arabinose (Table 5.3). The growth phenotypes of this strain are 

consistent with the predicted pathway (Fig. 5.2). 

 

5.4.9 Plant growth is not significantly altered by inoculation with D-arabinose/L-fucose 

mutants 

To investigate whether D-arabinose/L-fucose catabolic mutants were deficient in 

symbiosis, several strains were used to inoculate alfalfa plants, which were evaluated for 

generation of biomass after approximately four weeks of growth. These experiments did not 

reveal a significant growth difference between plants inoculated with wildtype and plants 

inoculated with any of the mutant strains (Fig. 5.6). However, it is worth noting that the lack of 

significance may be due to an unusual degree of variation among the Rm1021 inoculated plants. 

If the dry weights from plants inoculated with SRmA241 were considered equivalent to 

wildtype, then SRmA280 and SRmD622 inoculated plants do exhibit statistically significant 

growth deficiencies (P < 0.05), which could be the result of a reduced capacity to fix nitrogen. 

Interestingly, SRmD653 inoculated plants do not display this potential growth defect, which may 

suggest that the ability to catabolize D-arabinose is important for symbiosis but that L-fucose 

utilization dispensable (Fig. 5.6). Experiments will need to be repeated to confirm these 

observations. 
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Figure 5.6. Dry weight of alfalfa plants inoculated with different S. meliloti strains. Plants were 
grown in sterile Leonard jar assemblies containing a mixture of sand and vermiculite with 
nitrogen-free Jensen’s medium. Ten seedlings were planted per jar with three jars per treatment. 
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5.5 Discussion 

 Both L-fucose and L-rhamnose belong to a class of molecules known as methyl 

pentoses. L-fucose is also known as 6-deoxy-L-galactose and L-rhamnose is 6-deoxy-L-

mannose. Rhizobia that are deficient in their ability to utilize L-rhamnose for growth are also less 

able to compete for nodule occupancy (Oresnik et al., 1998). The ability to sense and utilize L-

fucose has been shown to be important for colonization of the gut by enteric bacteria such as E. 

coli and Campylobacter jejuni (Pacheco et al., 2012; Stahl et al., 2011). It is not unreasonable to 

imagine that L-fucose is present in the rhizosphere. L-fucose is a major component of aerial-root 

mucilage secreted by maize which is thought to enrich the rhizosphere for plant beneficial 

bacteria (Van Deynze et al., 2018). Additionally, fucosylation of nod factor (NF) is a common 

characteristic of species such as Bradyrhizobium japonicum, Azorhizobium caulinodans, and 

Rhizobium sp. NGR234 (Mergaert et al., 1996; Quesada-Vincens et al., 1997; Stacey, 1995), and 

NF isolated from B. japonicum has been shown to have plant growth promoting properties 

(Souleimanov et al., 2002). Therefore, fucose is present in the rhizosphere to some extent and 

may have a role in competition in that environmental niche. 

The presence of non-phosphorylative diketo-hydrolase type pathways for the degradation 

of L-fucose or L-rhamnose has been documented in bacteria and archaea (Reinhardt et al., 2019). 

Likewise, it’s been shown the D-arabinose can be metabolized in tandem with L-fucose via these 

types of pathways (Wolf et al., 2016). D-arabinose is also metabolized via reduction into D-

arabitol in Mycobacteria (Wojtkiewicz et al., 1988; Wolucka, 2008). Both routes for the 

metabolism of D-arabinose have been observed here in S. meliloti, we are not aware of any other 

instances in which both pathways are present in the same organism. 
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That pyc mutants are able to grow using D-arabinose but not L-fucose is an interesting 

observation (Table 5.3) and suggests that S. meliloti is able to utilize a two-carbon intermediate 

such as glycolate for growth. Glycolic acid was not able to support the growth of the wildtype or 

the pyc mutant when supplied as a sole carbon source (data not shown). However, glycoaldehyde 

derived from D-arabinose has been shown to enter the TCA cycle via glyoxylate (Nunn et al., 

2010). This pathway would bypass the generation of pyruvate negating the requirement for pyc 

and may serve as the route of carbon flow that permits growth of the S. meliloti pyc mutant on D-

arabinose.  
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Chapter 6: 
 

Movement of an insertion sequence element is correlated with increased catabolic activity 
in Sinorhizobium meliloti 1021 

 

This work was carried out by MacLean Kohlmeier in collaboration with Barney Geddes and 
Peter Loewen. BG performed the cotransduction linkage strategy to identify the site of the 
suppressor mutation. PL assembled the genome sequence of the suppressor mutant. 
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6.1 Abstract 

The legume endosymbiont Sinorhizobium meliloti has a robust metabolic capacity; a 

large proportion of its genome is dedicated to carbon metabolism and transport. Despite its 

catabolic capability, wildtype S. meliloti 1021 is unable to grow using the five-carbon sugar 

alcohol xylitol as a sole carbon source. However, spontaneous suppressor mutants that are able to 

use xylitol can arise. Determination of the nature of the mutation that permits growth on xylitol 

in the suppressor strain is the focus of this project. Generation of a genetic map based on 

experimentally determined cotransduction frequencies resulted in the identification of a 10 kb 

chromosomal region. Analysis of the region following whole genome sequencing of the mutant 

revealed the presence of a 1 kb insertion sequence (IS) element, ISRm2011-2, that is absent from 

this locus in the wildtype. The IS element is within a gene which is downstream of two candidate 

dehydrogenases, SMc01991 and SMc01992, and may contribute to xylitol catabolism. 

Expression of either SMc01991 or SMc01992 in a wildtype background is sufficient to allow 

growth on xylitol as a sole carbon source. Dehydrogenase assays demonstrated that both 

SMc01991 and SMc01992 have xylitol dehydrogenase activities, which use NADP+ and NAD+ 

as coenzymes respectively. Interruption of SMc01990 with a suicide vector, in a manner that 

mimics the insertion of ISRm2011-2, allows for the strain to utilize xylitol. However, expression 

of SMc01990 in either mutant background does not abolish growth on xylitol, suggesting that 

expression of SMc01990 is not directly responsible for the inability to utilize the substrate. Taken 

together, the data suggest that xylitol utilization is due to a positional effect of an ISRm2011-2 

element that effects the expression of upstream genes. 
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6.2 Introduction 

Xylitol is a five-carbon sugar alcohol that does not have a chiral center. Although rare, it 

is found in some plants as well as fungi. Since it has a sweetness close to that of sucrose, and it is 

poorly utilized by oral bacteria, it has been used commercially as an artificial sweetener 

(Edelstein et al., 2007; Maguire & Rugg-Gunn, 2003; Ritter et al., 2013). Work on xylitol has 

mostly been focused on its use as an intermediate during ethanol formation in yeasts, or as 

novelty pathway generated by early adaptive evolution experiments in enteric bacteria 

(Mortlock, 1984). 

Approximately half of Sinorhizobium spp. isolates have the ability to utilize xylitol as a 

sole carbon source (Bergey's manual of determinative bacteriology (7th ed.), 1964). 

Sinorhizobium meliloti strain Rm1021 does not grow using xylitol as a sole carbon source on 

defined medium. During the investigation of erythritol, adonitol and L-arabitol catabolism in S. 

meliloti (Geddes & Oresnik, 2012b), spontaneous suppressor mutants arose that were capable of 

growth utilizing xylitol. Genome sequencing of one such mutant identified an approximately one 

kb insertion sequence (IS) element, ISRm2011-2, that had increased it’s copy number by one in 

comparison to the wildtype. 

Transposable elements (TE) are mobile DNA elements that are capable of “jumping” 

from locus to locus on a chromosome, or even moving to a separate replicon, in a process called 

transposition. TE’s are found in every kingdom of life, but the simplest examples, IS elements, 

are found in bacteria. Certain TE’s are involved in the mobility of large genetic segments, such 

as symbiosis islands, between bacterial strains. These segments can transfer between symbiotic 

and non-symbiotic strains of Rhizobia conferring the ability to establish symbiosis with legumes 
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(Haskett et al., 2016). TE’s play a role in the rearrangements and plasticity of bacterial genomes 

and act as a mechanism for evolution (Darmon & Leach, 2014).  

Bacterial IS elements are small, 0.7 to 2.5 kb in length, DNA segments that only encode 

functions related to their transposition. This characteristic separates them from other TE’s, which 

usually carry selectable markers. They have short inverted repeats at either end of their 

nucleotide sequence and often duplicate their target sequence upon insertion. IS elements were 

first described during characterization of spontaneous galactose and lactose mutants in E. coli 

(Jordan et al., 1968; Malamy, 1970; Shapiro, 1969), but the concept was actually proposed 

earlier during investigations into genetic variation in maize (McClintock, 1956).  

Typically, insertion of an IS element affects gene expression by interrupting a gene or 

regulatory region and inactivating it. As an example, wildtype S. meliloti strain Rm1021 contains 

an ISRm2011-1 element within transcriptional regulator expR, leading to an inability to produce 

symbiotically active polysaccharide, EPSII, under most conditions (Glazebrook & Walker, 1989; 

Pellock et al., 2002). However, IS elements can also activate neighboring gene expression by 

inserting upstream of a gene and introducing a new promoter into a locus that is either partially 

or entirely housed within the element itself.  

The increased catabolic capability of the suppressor mutant is of interest due to the effect 

that carbon utilization can have on symbiotic properties such as nitrogen fixation and 

competition for nodule occupancy. In order to determine the molecular nature of the mutation, 

this strain was further studied. 
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6.3 Materials and methods  

6.3.1 Bacterial strains, plasmids, and culture conditions 

Bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in Table 6.1. S. meliloti strains 

were routinely grown at 28°C using Luria-Bertani (LB) (Cold Spring Harbor Protocols, 2006) as 

a complex medium or Vincent’s Minimal Medium as a defined medium (Vincent, 1970). Carbon 

sources were added to a final concentration of 15 mM. Antibiotics were used in solid media at 

the following concentrations: chloramphenicol (Cm), 20 µg/ml; gentamicin (Gm), 20 or 60 

µg/ml; kanamycin (Km), 20 µg/ml; neomycin (Nm), 200 µg/ml; rifampicin (Rif), 50 or 100 

µg/ml; spectinomycin (Sp), 100 or 200 µg/ml; streptomycin (Sm), 200 µg/ml; tetracycline (Tc), 

5 µg/ml. If more than one concentration is listed, the higher value was used on Rhizobium 

species, while the lower value corresponds to E. coli. Concentrations were halved when added to 

liquid media. 

 

6.3.2 DNA manipulations and genetic techniques 

Standard techniques were used for plasmid isolation, restriction enzyme digests, 

ligations, transformations, and agarose gel electrophoresis (Sambrook & Russell, 2001). 

Conjugations and transductions were carried out essentially as previously described (Finan et al., 

1988; Finan et al., 1984). Mutagenesis with Tn5 was carried out as previously described, 

resulting in the generation of strains SRmD272-6, SRmD343, SRmD345, SRmD626, and 

SRmD627 (Finan et al., 1985). The point of insertion was determined through arbitrary PCR and 

sequencing (Poysti et al., 2007). 

Isolation of the suppressor mutant was conducted by streaking the wildtype strain on an 

agar plate containing VMM supplemented with15 mM xylitol.   
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Table 6.1. Bacterial strains and plasmids 

 
Strain or plasmid 
 

 
Relevant characteristics 

 
Reference 

 
S. meliloti 

  

Rm1021 SU47 str-21, SmR Meade et al. (1982) 
SRmA355 Rm5000 tpiB1::pKNOCK-Gm, GmR Poysti and Oresnik 

(2007) 
SRmA449 Rm1021 ΔtpiA, SmR Poysti and Oresnik 

(2007) 
SRmA515 ΔtpiA, tpiB1 Φ(SRmA355)→SRmA449, GmR Poysti and Oresnik 

(2007) 
SRmA737 ΔtpiA, tpiB1(SRmA515), xylB::Tn5, NmR This work 
SRmD268 Rm1021 xlt-1, SmR This work 
SRmD272 SRmD268::Tn5 Hop bank→Rm1021, xlt+NmR This work 
SRmD273 SRmD268::Tn5 Hop bank→Rm1021, xlt+NmR This work 
SRmD274 SRmD268::Tn5 Hop bank→Rm1021, xlt+NmR This work 
SRmD275 SRmD268::Tn5 Hop bank→Rm1021, xlt+NmR This work 
SRmD276 SRmD268::Tn5 Hop bank→Rm1021, xlt+NmR This work 
SRmD321 xylB::Tn5, Φ(SRmA737)→SRmD268, 

SmRNmR 
This work 

SRmD343 SRmD268 SMc02016::Tn5, NmR This work 
SRmD345 SRmD268 SMc02017::Tn5, NmR This work 
SRmD617 Rm1021, xlt-2 (SMc01990::pKNOCK-Gm), 

GmR 
This work 

SRmD625 Rm1021 SMc02022::pKan, NmR This work 
SRmD626 Rm1021, xlt-3 (SMc01990::Tn5), NmR This work 
SRmD627 Rm1021, xlt-4 (SMc01990::Tn5), NmR This work 

E. coli   
DH5α F- supE44 lacU169 hsdR17 recA1 endA1 

gyrA96 thi-1 relA1 (80lacZΔM15) 
Hanahan (1983) 

DH5αR DH5α RifR House et al. (2004) 
DH5α λpir λpir lysogen of DH5α House et al. (2004) 
DH5αR λpir RifR derivative of DH5α λpir House et al. (2004) 
MM294A pro-82-thi-1 hsdR17 supE44 Finan et al. (1986) 
MT607 MM294A recA56 Finan et al. (1986) 
MT616 MT607 (pRK600) Finan et al. (1986) 

Plasmids   
pCO37 pRK7813 containing attB sites, Gateway-

compatible destination vector 
Jacob et al. (2008) 

pKNOCK-Gm Suicide vector, GmR Alexeyev (1999) 
pKan Suicide vector, pKNOCK-Gm derivative, KmR Pickering and 

Oresnik (2008) 
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pMK2 SMc01990/pCO37, TcR This work 
pMK3 SMc01991/pCO37, TcR This work 
pMK4 SMc01992/pCO37, TcR This work 
pMK5 SMc01993/pCO37, TcR This work 
pMK49 SMc01990::ISRm2011-2/pRK7813, TcR This work 
pMK2014 FRT-ccdB-CmR-FRT cassette, PenR House et al. (2004) 
pMK2015 FRT-ccdB-CmR-FRT cassette, PenR House et al. (2004) 
pMK2016 oriV oriTColE1 with FRT cassette from 

pMK2014, SmR SpR 
House et al. (2004) 

pMK2017 oriVR6K oriTRP4 with FRT cassette from 
pMK2015, TcR 

House et al. (2004) 

pRK600 pRK2013 nptI::Tn9, CmR Finan et al. (1986) 
pRK602 pRK600ΩTn5, CmR NmR Finan et al. (1985) 
pRK7813 Broad host range vector, TcR Jones and 

Gutterson (1987) 
pXINT129 
 

λint and xis driven by Plac, KmR Platt et al. (2000) 
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Single colonies were observed after approximately one week, which had spontaneously gained 

the ability to utilize xylitol. One such colony was picked and designated SRmD268. 

Strains SRmD617 and SRmD625 were generated through targeted mutagenesis using 

suicide vectors pKNOCK-Gm (Alexeyev, 1999) and pKan (Pickering & Oresnik, 2008) 

respectively. Internal gene fragments from SMc01990 and SMc02022 were amplified using 

primers SMc01990_pK_F/R and SMc02022_pK_F/R, and cloned into the vectors as 

BamHI/KpnI and XbaI/SmaI fragments respectively (Table S1). Constructs were conjugated into 

Rm1021 and the presence of the inserts was confirmed using primers SMc01990_F/R and 

SMc02022_F/R respectively (Table 6.2). 

Plasmids pMK2-5 were generated using the ORFeome Gateway system (House et al., 

2004; Schroeder et al., 2005) using pCO37 as a destination vector as previously described 

(Geddes & Oresnik, 2012b). pMK49 was generated by amplifying the whole SMc01990 gene 

containing ISRm2011-2 as a PstI/EcoRI fragment with primers 268_F/R using SRmD268 as a 

template (Table 6.2). This fragment was cloned into pRK7813 (Jones & Gutterson, 1987) and 

conjugated into Rm1021. 

 

6.3.3 PacBio sequencing 

The genome of strain SRmD268 was isolated using standard techniques. The DNA was 

sent to Pacific Biosciences for sequencing using SMRT technologies. A de novo assembly was 

performed on the sequence data using the RS_HGAP_Assembly.2 Protocol in the SMRT Portal 

software. A total of 734 x 106 bp were detected in the dataset suggesting approximately 100x 

coverage. The sequence of strain Rm1021 was used as a reference for an alignment using Mauve 

(Darling et al., 2004).  
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Table 6.2. Primers used during this study 

 
Name 
 

 
Sequence 5¢®3¢ 

 
Generation of mutants 

SMc01990_pK_F ATATGGATCCCGACGACCGTTTCGAGCCC 
SMc01990_pK_R ATATGGTACCCCGTACAACCGCCCCCCG 
SMc02022_pK_F ATATTCTAGAGACCCGGCCCGAACTGG 
SMc02022_pK_R ATATCCCGGGCTTGGACAACTCTTCGCCC 

Confirmation of mutants 
SMc01990_F CTAGCCATCCTCCAACTGAATCTG 
SMc01990_R ATGATGCCTGAAAGAATCGTGATCG 
SMc02022_F ATGAAGCGGAAACTCATTGACG 
SMc02022_R TCAGAGACTATCCCTGACGAG 

Generation of expression constructs 
268_F ATATCTGCAGATGATGCCTGAAAGAATCGTGATCG 
268_R ATATGAATTCCTAGCCATCCTCCAACTGAATCTG 
SMc01990_F2 ATATCTGCAGGGAGATGCATGCATGATGCCTGAAAGAA

TCGTGATCG 
SMc01990_R2 
 

ATATGGATCCCTAGCCATCCTCCAACTGAATCTG 

Restriction sites are in bold. 
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6.3.4 Dehydrogenase assays 

Dehydrogenase assays were performed as previously described (Geddes & Oresnik, 

2012a; Kohlmeier et al., 2019; Pickering & Oresnik, 2008). Briefly, strains containing an empty 

vector control or a complementing plasmid were grown in defined medium containing glycerol 

and xylitol for two days at 30°C. Cell free lysates were prepared and separated by non-

denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE). Subsequently, gels were developed in an 

assay reagent containing p-nitroblue tetrazolium, phenazine methosulfate, NAD+ as a cofactor, 

and a substrate of interest. 

 

6.4 Results 

6.4.1 Wildtype S. meliloti cannot utilize xylitol but spontaneous mutations that permit growth 

can arise 

S. meliloti is unable to utilize xylitol as a sole carbon source. However, when plated on 

defined media supplemented with xylitol, it was observed that colonies occasionally formed on 

control plates that contained xylitol. Bacteria from one such colony were isolated, single colony 

purified three times, and termed SRmD268 (Table 6.1). This allele was termed xlt-1. When this 

strain was re-tested for growth on defined medium with xylitol it was found to have a doubling 

time of approximately 9 hours; the doubling time of the wildtype strain under the same 

conditions was determined to be approximately 280 hours, which is essentially negligible (Fig. 

6.1). The doubling time for the wild-type on defined medium using a number of other sugars is 

generally between 7.5-9 hours (Geddes & Oresnik, 2012a). To determine the frequency of this 

event, four independent cultures of Rm1021 were grown overnight in complex medium, washed, 

and plated onto defined medium containing xylitol.   
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Figure 6.1. Growth of wildtype Rm1021 and suppressor mutant SRmD268 on LB (Luria-
Bertani) complex medium and VMM (Vincent’s minimal medium) defined medium 
supplemented with 15 mM xylitol as a sole carbon source. Strains were incubated at 28°C for ~1 
week. Strain designation is listed below the panel while media type is listed above. 

  

Rm1021 SRmD268 Rm1021 SRmD268

LB xylitol
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It was found that the frequency of this type of mutation appeared to be approximately 1x10-8. It 

was common to find plates devoid of any spontaneous colonies able to utilize xylitol in some 

experiments. 

 

6.4.2 xlt-1 maps to the chromosome of Rm1021  

A search of the genome for xylitol metabolic genes did not yield any unambiguous 

candidate genes as being involved in the catabolism of xylitol. To determine that the mutation 

behaved as a point mutation, as well as to be able to locate it within the genome, a strategy was 

devised to localize the mutation using a classical bacterial genetics approach (Oresnik et al., 

1994). To carry this out SRmD268 carrying xlt-1 was mutagenized with Tn5. The resulting 

transposon mutants were pooled, and infected with the general transducing phage ΦM12 (Finan 

et al., 1984). The lysate was then used as a donor in transduction of Rm1021. The neomycin 

resistant transductants were then screened for the ability to grow on xylitol as a sole carbon 

source (Fig. 6.2). Five transductants that were neomycin resistant and xlt+ were isolated and 

purified. These designated SRmD272, SRmD273, SRmD274, SRmD275, and SRmD276.   

To determine the linkage of xlt-1 with each of the Tn5 insertions, a lysate of each these 

strains was grown and used as donor to transduce Rm1021 and to score the co-segregation of xlt-

1 and each Tn5 insertion (Table 6.3). This frequency was then used to calculate the genetic 

distance between the markers, which was subsequently converted to an approximate physical 

distance (Table 6.3). In addition to determining the genetic distance between the insertions and 

xlt-1, the physical position of the Tn5 transposon was determined using arbitrary PCR and 

sequencing. The physical distance from the Tn5 along with its site of insertion would yield the 

approximate genomic location of the mutation (Fig. 6.2).  
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Donor strain SRmD268 xlt+ SmR

Tn5 mutagenesis

Mutagenized strain harbouring Tn5

Phage lysate

Pool colonies, add phage ɮ0��

5HFLSLHQW�VWUDLQ�5P�����[OW- SmR

Donor DNA containing Tn5 and xlt+ mutation incorperated  into recipient chromosome

7UDQVGXFH�LQWR�5P����

Select SmRNmR, screen for xlt+

bacterial genome

Tn5 insert NmR

transducing phage
xlt+ allele

Transduced cell xlt+ Tn5

phage genome

bacterial DNA incorperated into phage

7UDQVGXFH�LQWR�5P����

wt Tn5 xlt+ cotransduced strain xlt+ Tn5
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Figure 6.2. Schematic diagram featuring the core concept behind the cotransduction mapping 
strategy. Rm1021 genome is represented in purple while the SRmD268 donor DNA is in blue.  
ΦM12 transducing phage was used to make the lysate. The bacterial genome is represented as a 
single replicon, pSymA and pSymB were omitted for simplicity.  
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Table 6.3. Frequencies and map distances for strains in which alleles can be linked in 
transduction 

 
Strain 
 

 
Tn5 insert w/in 

 
% cotransduction 

 
Map distance (kb) 

 
SRmD272 

 
SMc02334 

 
25 

 
55.5 

SRmD273 SMc01960 11 78.1 
SRmD274 n/a 36 43.3 
SRmD275 n/a 8 85.4 
SRmD276 
 

SMc02034 18 65.3 

n/a indicates failure to obtain sequence data. Wu’s formula, used to calculate genetic distances 
from empirically determined cotransduction frequencies, is F=(1-d/L)3 where F is the 
cotransduction frequency, d is the map distance between loci, and L is the nucleotide packaging 
size in the phage head. 
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The linkage data suggested that xlt-1 was flanked by the Tn5 insertions that were isolated. 

Together with the arbitrary PCR data it identified a 10 kb chromosomal region between 

SMc01973-SMc02034 as housing the xylitol growth allele (Fig. 6.3). 

An alternative strategy that was employed simultaneously was a Tn5 mutagenesis of 

SRmD268 which carried the xlt-1 allele followed by screening for the loss of the ability to grow 

on xylitol to identify genes involved in xylitol metabolism. This mutagenesis resulted in the 

isolation of two strains, SRmD343 and SRmD345, which were found to have insertions within 

SMc02016 and SMc02017 respectively. It is noteworthy that these genes are located 

approximately at the midpoint of the region identified by the genetic map, meaning that two 

independent strategies have identified the same region (Fig. 6.3). 

 

6.4.3 Xylitol is oxidized to xylulose and phosphorylated becoming xylulose-5-phosphate 

A typical strategy for sugar alcohol utilization is the formation of a keto-sugar, followed 

by phosphorylation, before entering central metabolism (Mortlock, 1984). Using this scheme, 

xylitol would be oxidized into D-xylulose before phosphorylation into xylulose-5-phosphate 

(X5P) (Fig. 6.4). To test if this route is the pathway utilized by the suppressor mutant, a mutated 

copy of xylB, a known xylulose kinase gene in S. meliloti, was transduced into SRmD268 

resulting in the generation of SRmD321. This strain is unable to utilize xylitol for growth 

suggesting that XylB is involved in the metabolism of xylitol. 

Since the utilization of xylitol by Rm1021 was dependent on XylB, xylitol only needed to 

undergo a single oxidation reaction to become a usable carbon source. An examination of the 

region that was delineated through mapping and mutagenesis experiments contains a putative 

operon, which consists of 11 genes spanning SMc02022-SMc01990.  
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Figure 6.3. Genetic map of the region containing the suppressor mutation. The loci of the Tn5 
insertions serve as anchor points, from which overlay of the genetic distances reveals an area 
common to all three segments. An ~10 kb chromosomal region can be seen through expansion of 
this area. 
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Figure 6.4. Xylitol utilization pathway by Klebsiella pneumonia. Xylitol is oxidized into D-
xylulose before phosphorylation into xylulose-5-phosphate. Mutation of the S. meliloti xylulose 
kinase, xylB, in the suppressor mutant background abolished growth on xylitol as a sole carbon 
source, suggesting that this is the route employed by S. meliloti to catabolize xylitol. 
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The putative operon includes a LacI type transcriptional regulator (SMc02022), a solute binding 

protein (SMc02021), an ATP binding component (SMc02020), a permease (SMc02019), a 

hypothetical protein (SMc02018), a sterol desaturase (SMc02017), a putative ferredoxin 

reductase (SMc02016), a dioxygenase ferredoxin (SMc01993), D-xylulose reductase 

(SMc01992), dicarbonyl reductase (SMc01991), and a ferredoxin reductase (SMc01990) (Fig. 

6.5). From these annotations, four of these genes appear to be involved in redox reactions, thus 

making them promising candidates for encoding a xylitol dehydrogenase.  

To test if these genes were involved in xylitol metabolism the open reading frames of 

SMc01990, SMc01991, SMc01992, and SMc01993 were cloned into pCO37 yielding pMK2, 

pMK3, pMK4 and pMK5 respectively. These were then conjugated into the wildtype and 

screened for their ability to grow on xylitol as a sole carbon source. The results showed that 

whereas pMK2 (containing SMc01990) and pMK5 (containing SMc01993) did not confer the 

ability of Rm1021 to utilize xylitol, the introduction of pMK3 (containing SMc01991) and pMK4 

(containing SMc01992) were able to imbue growth on xylitol. We note that although the 

introduction of either SMc01991 or SMc01992 on a plasmid allowed the wild-type to grow on 

defined medium containing xylitol as a sole carbons source, the growth of the wild-type carrying 

of pMK4 (SMc01992) appeared to be more robust on agar plates. 
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Figure 6.5. Locus diagram of the SMc02022-SMc01990 region, genes are represented in the 5' to 
3' direction. Black wedges represent the sites of insertional mutagenesis, vertical lines indicate 
different xylitol growth alleles numbered 1-4, locus tags are displayed above and annotation 
information can be seen below. 
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6.4.4 SMc01991 and SMc01992 encode xylitol dehydrogenases 

Based on the ability of SMc01991 and SMc01992 to confer the ability of the wild-type to 

grow on xylitol, and that growth of the strain carrying the xlt-1 allele are dependent on xylB, it 

was hypothesized that these genes encode xylitol dehydrogenases, and that one, or both, of these 

were expressed in SRmD268. 

To determine if these proteins were expressed in the suppressor mutant and had xylitol 

dehydrogenase activity cultures of Rm1021, SRmD268, Rm1021 carrying pMK3, and Rm1021 

carrying pMK4 were grown in defined medium with glycerol and xylitol. The cultures were 

resuspended in lysis buffer, lysed via French Press, and cleared of cell debris. These extracts 

were separated by nondenaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and the gels were stained 

for xylitol dehydrogenase activity. 

Extracts from the wildtype did not exhibit xylitol dehydrogenase activity, whereas 

SRmD268 displayed two bands of activity; one that was dependent on NADP+ and migrated far 

down the gel, and a second that was dependent on NAD+ which did not migrate well into the gel 

(Fig. 6.6, lanes 1 and 2). The SMc01991 expression extract showed a band of activity in the gel 

stained with NADP+ and xylitol, which corresponded to the lower band from SRmD268 (Fig. 

6.6, lane 3). The SMc01992 expression extract also showed a band of activity, this one 

corresponded to the higher band that was dependent on NAD+ (Fig. 6.6, lane 4). Taken together 

the data suggest that both SMc01991 and SMc01992 have NADP+ and NAD+ dependent xylitol 

dehydrogenase activity respectively, and that SRmD268 expresses both proteins, either of which 

can permit growth on xylitol in a wildtype background. 
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Figure 6.6. Xylitol dehydrogenase activity. Extracts from wildtype (lane 1), SRmD268 (lane 2), 
Rm1021 with SMc01991 in trans (lane 3) and Rm1021 with SMc01992 in trans (lane 4) 
separated by nondenaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Gels were stained for 
dehydrogenase activity using an assay reagent containing the substrate(s) listed below each 
panel. 
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6.4.5 SRmD268 contains an ISRm2011-2 insertion sequence element within SMc01990 

To identify the molecular nature of the mutation, we attempted to sequence the region by 

generating a series of overlapping PCR products spanning the putative operon. However, 

preliminary sequencing of the region failed to provide adequate coverage. Therefor, the entire 

genome of SRmD268 was sequenced using Pacific Biosciences SMRT platform. The 10 kb 

region identified by genetic mapping was compared to the corresponding wildtype sequence. The 

only difference was an approximately one kb insertion within SMc01990, a putative ferredoxin 

reductase, which was absent from the same region in the wildtype (Fig. 6.5).  

A BLAST search using the insert sequence as a query returned a number of hits to 

different S. meliloti strains including Rm1021, the sequence specifically matched an insertion 

sequence (IS) element called ISRm2011-2. IS elements are short, mobile genetic elements that 

only encode components necessary for their own transposition. IS elements and other types of 

mobile genetic elements are common constituents of prokaryotic genomes (Burrus & Waldor, 

2004; Dobrindt et al., 2004). ISRm2011-2 elements belong to the IS630 family, which are 

characterized by target site duplication and a cut and paste transposition mechanism (Siguier et 

al., 2014).  

To determine the origin of the IS element, the Rm1021 and SRmD268 genomes were 

analyzed using ISfinder, a dedicated database of IS elements located at https://www-is.biotoul.fr 

(Siguier et al., 2006). ISfinder revealed six ISRm2011-2 elements in the Rm1021 genome; 

interestingly, seven of these elements were identified in SRmD268. Six of these elements were in 

the same position as that in Rm1021 whereas the seventh was within SMc01990. 
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6.4.6 Loss of SMc1990 is not responsible for the gain of xylitol catabolic function  

Typically, insertion of an IS element affects gene expression by interrupting a gene or 

regulatory region resulting in loss of function mutations which either directly or indirectly lead to 

a phenotypic change. We hypothesized that the a novel growth phenotype observed might be due 

to the loss of negative regulation (presumably by the loss of the closely associated LacI type 

regulator encoded by SMc02022), and that its binding activity might be responding to a 

metabolite that was a product of the reaction that would be encoded by the SMc01990 (Fig. 6.5). 

Two experiments were carried out to address this hypothesis. The first, SMc01990 was 

introduced into SRmD268 which carries the xlt-1 allele, the second, to introduce a mutation in 

SMc02022 in a wild-type background. The results show that the introduction of pMK2, which 

carries SMc01990, does not revert the ability of SRmD268 to utilize xylitol, nor does it change 

the inability of the wildtype to utilize xylitol. In addition, mutation of the negative regulator 

encoded by SMc02022 did not result in a gain of function (Table 6.4). These results taken 

together support the hypothesis that the ability of SRmD268 to express the xylitol dehydrogenase 

activities encoded by SMc01991 and SMc01992 is not brought about by a loss of function of 

SMc01990 and that SMc02022 does not appear to be responsible for the negative regulation of 

these genes (Table 6.4). The data also suggest that the insertion defining the xlt-1 allele appears 

to function as a cis acting element. 
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Table 6.4. Carbon phenotypes 

 
Strain 
 

 
Characteristic 

 
LB 

 
xlt 

 
gly 

 
L-ara 

 
Rm1021 

 
wt 

 
+ 

 
- 

 
+ 

 
+ 

SRmD268 SMc01990::ISRm2011-2 + + + nd 
SRmD617 SMc01990::pKNOCK-Gm + + nd + 
SRmD625 SMc02022::pKan + - + nd 
SRmD626 SMc01990::Tn5 + + + nd 
SRmD627 SMc01990::Tn5 + + + nd 
Rm1021 (pMK2) SMc01990 in trans + - nd nd 
SRmD268 (pMK2) SMc01990 in trans + + nd nd 
SRmD617 (pMK2) SMc01990 in trans + + nd nd 
Rm1021 (pMK49) 
 

SMc01990::ISRm2011-2 in trans + - nd + 

Growth; +, like wildtype; -, no growth; nd, not determined. Abbreviations; LB, Luria-Bertani; 
xlt, xylitol; gly, glycerol; L-ara, L-arabinose. 
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6.4.7 Insertions in SMc01990 are responsible for the gain of function 

Based in the simplicity of the ISRm2011-2 element, we suspected that the xylitol growth 

phenotype was not a property of the IS element itself, but a product of the position of the 

insertion. If true, an insertion of a different type at the same locus should generate a strain with 

the ability to utilize xylitol. To test this hypothesis, an internal fragment of SMc01990 was PCR 

amplified and cloned into the suicide vector pKNOCK-Gm (Alexeyev, 1999), and subsequently 

introduced into Rm1021 to generate SRmD617 (carrying allele xlt-2), ostensibly mimicking the 

insertion of the IS element in SRmD268. When SRmD617 was tested, it was found that it was  

able to grow on xylitol as well as the suppressor mutant (Fig. 6.7, Table 6.4), suggesting that 

xylitol utilization is not a property of the IS element itself. 

To determine if there are any other sites of insertion that may prompt a xylitol growth 

phenotype, a random Tn5 mutagenesis was carried out on Rm1021. Two independent 

mutagenesis representing approximately 10,000 transposition events were directly plated onto 

defined medium containing xylitol. Although fifty-six colonies were found, only two of these 

were found to truly be able to grow on xylitol. These two colonies were subsequently purified 

and designated SRmD626 and SRmD627, carrying alleles xlt-3 and xlt-4 respectively. The sites 

of insertion were identified and both transposons were within SMc01990. Interestingly, both 

transposons were found near the 5¢ end of SMc01990, in close proximity to the insert site of the 

IS element. In fact, all of the xylitol-growing mutants generated in this study have an insert 

within the first 330 bp of SMc01990, suggesting that this region may be a hotspot for insertions 

that permit xylitol utilization (Fig. 6.5). 
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Figure 6.7. Targeted mutagenesis of SMc01990 with a suicide vector results in a strain with the 
ability to utilize xylitol as a sole carbon source. Clockwise from top right; 1, Rm1021; 2, 
SRmD268; 3, SRmD617. Growth media from left; LB; VMM with 15 mM xylitol; LB with 
gentamicin (Gm). 
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We hypothesized that xylitol utilization was attributed to positional insertion within 

SMc01990, meaning that the insertion was functioning as a cis acting element. As a control 

experiment, the entire sequence of SMc01990 containing the IS element was PCR amplified and 

cloned into expression vector pRK7813 (Jones & Gutterson, 1987), generating pMK49. This 

construct was conjugated into the wildtype background and the strain was screened for growth. It 

was found that expression of the interrupted gene from a plasmid does not permit growth on 

xylitol, suggesting that the IS element must be inserted into the chromosome to be effective 

(Table 6.4). 

 

6.5 Discussion 

In this chapter it has been shown that SMc01991 or SMc01992 both encode xylitol 

dehydrogenases and that the generated xylulose is subsequently phosphorylated by XylB 

yielding X5P, a metabolite associated with central metabolism. The mechanism of up-regulation 

of these two genes is currently unknown. It may be that the insertion of an element within a 

multi-cistronic mRNA can lead to increased transcript stability; thus allowing an increased 

probability of having SMc01991 and SMc01992 transcribed, or it may be that an insertion 

changes the overall regional DNA packing which leads to increased transcription. 

To our knowledge IS elements have not previously been associated with increased 

catabolic activity in S. meliloti. However, there are examples of IS elements activating silent 

operons during exposure to starvation conditions in E. coli (Hall, 2000). The ability of TEs to 

modulate gene expression has caused many mutations leading to improved adaptation to 

environmental conditions (Casacuberta & González, 2013; McClintock, 1984; Miousse et al., 

2015). It is noteworthy that the ISRm2011-2 element described herein has inserted downstream 
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of the genes which are being modulated, which differentiates this situation from other instances 

described in the literature. 

Genomic rearrangements have been observed in cultures of S. meliloti including large 

changes resulting in alterations in the number of replicons in the genome. An ISRm11 element 

was determined to be at the site of cointegration of the two megaplasmids resulting in a two-

replicon S. meliloti strain, which may indicate that IS elements have an important role in 

determination of genome architecture (Guo et al., 2003).  

The movement of IS elements has also associated with improved symbiotic efficiency of 

Sinorhizobium with soybean. It was shown that strains with IS element insertions within a type 3 

secretion system (T3SS) gene cluster could induce the formation of effective nodules on Glycine 

max. This observation became the basis of an adaptive evolution strategy, which was able to 

improve nodulation only under selection pressure from G. max. Interestingly, the number of IS 

elements was shown to increase during adaptive evolution (Zhao et al., 2017). The precise 

mechanism for this phenomenon will be the focus of future studies. 
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Chapter 7: 
 

Conclusions 
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7.1 Thesis conclusions and observations 

The objectives for this thesis as they were outlined in the first chapter were: to identify 

and characterize genetic loci involved in metabolism of galactitol, to identify the genes involved 

in the metabolism of sorbitol, mannitol, and D-arabitol, and to characterize a suppressor mutation 

that permits growth of S. meliloti on xylitol. The completion of these objectives, as well as 

additional projects that arose from them, is described in the previous chapters. Conclusions 

derived from these works and prospects for future studies are outlined in the following section. 

The first objective for this thesis was to identify and characterize a genetic locus involved 

in galactitol metabolism that had been tentatively localized to the pSymB chromid (Charles & 

Finan, 1990, 1991). It was shown that galactitol is metabolized using components from both the 

chromosome and pSymB, galactitol is first oxidized by SmoS (SMc01500) generating tagatose, 

then phosphorylated by TagD (SMb21374) into T6P, and subsequently epimerized by TagE 

(SMb21373) into F6P (Fig. 2.9).  

TagE had been previously annotated as an aldolase, but bioinformatic analysis and 

heterologous complementation experiments demonstrated that TagE could substitute for a known 

tagatose epimerase from A. tumefaciens (Fig.2.2). Additionally, we discovered that the E. coli 

gene on which the aldolase annotation was based, gatZ, could also complement an epimerase 

mutant when expressed from a plasmid (Fig. 2.7), suggesting that the basis of the assigned 

annotation is incorrect. A phylogenetic analysis of more than 2000 protein sequences suggested 

that the misannotation was not isolated to S. meliloti, A. tumefaciens, and E. coli, but was 

systemic throughout the InterPro protein family (Fig. 2.8). There are likely many datasets 

containing epimerase genes masquerading as aldolases due to inaccurate gene annotations. This 

example highlights the dangers of overreliance on predictions generated from in silico analysis, 
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and researchers should be aware that current methods for prediction of gene function are not 

error free and instances of misannotation are high (Schnoes et al., 2009). 

The galactitol catabolic genes in E. coli are encoded by gatYZABCDER, and had been 

previously thought to encode a heterodimeric bisphosphoaldolase from gatYZ (Nobelmann & 

Lengeler, 1995; Nobelmann & Lengeler, 1996). It was suggested that GatY hydrolyzes T1,6bisP 

into GAP and DHAP and that GatZ enhances the activity of GatY without any activity of its own 

(Lengeler, 1975; Lengeler, 1977). The discovery that GatZ can complement for an A. 

tumefaciens epimerase mutation (Fig. 2.7) raises the question, why does E. coli encode a T6P 

epimerase and a T1,6BP aldolase? Having two metabolic routes to degrade T6P seems 

counterintuitive. However, metabolic redundancy and plasticity has been suggested to be an 

essential feature of many organisms. Benefits to repetitive or redundant genes include resistance 

to both environmental changes and detrimental mutations (Güell et al., 2014). 

It was shown that galactitol could compete with mannitol for transport, albeit at a 

seemingly low affinity (Fig. 2.5B). Since mannitol uptake is severely reduced in a smoK mutant 

(Fig. 4.3A), the SmoEFGK transporter is likely responsible for high affinity transport of 

mannitol, as well as low affinity transport of galactitol. It seems probable that a higher affinity 

galactitol transporter exists as well, possibly encoded by the ABC type transporter system, 

tagABC, which is adjacent to the metabolic genes (Fig. 2.1). It would be interesting to confirm 

this hypothesis by measuring the uptake of radiolabelled galactitol by tag and smo transporter 

mutants, as well as to test for uptake inhibition by tagatose.  

The second objective for this thesis was to characterize the metabolism of sorbitol, 

mannitol, and D-arabitol in S. meliloti. Two approaches were utilized to facilitate completion of 
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this objective; biochemical characterization of SmoS and genetic characterization of the smo 

locus.  

Biochemical and kinetic characterization of SmoS revealed some notable insights into the 

protein’s behavior. Kinetic analysis showed that sorbitol was the preferred substrate for SmoS, 

although the enzyme has a higher affinity for galactitol (Table 3.2). The enzyme’s low reaction 

velocity of galactitol oxidation was attributed to the binding energy of the SmoS-tagatose 

complex, which was shown to be more stable than the SmoS-fructose complex (Fig. 3.7). 

To characterize SmoS, crystal structures of unbound SmoS and sorbitol bound SmoS 

were generated (Table 3.1). A confounding feature of the SmoS-sorbitol structure was that 

sorbitol was determined to be in a non-reactive position within the active site, meaning that it 

was too distant and in the wrong orientation to permit oxidation by catalytic residue Tyr153 (Fig. 

3.4B). We speculated that this may be due to the absence of NAD+ in the binding pocket. 

Inclusion of NAD+ may stabilize and orient sorbitol in the active site, but it would also prompt a 

reaction, which would prevent the capture of a substrate-bound complex.  

To rectify this, a non-catalytic mutation of SmoS could be made which would allow for 

capture of both NAD+ and a polyol substrate in their binding sites without prompting a reaction. 

An innocuous mutation that would cause minimal structural disruption to the protein would be 

Tyr153Phe, while also allowing for substrate capture in a catalytic position. 

The pathway for sorbitol, mannitol, and D-arabitol utilization in S. meliloti had been 

determined previously from biochemical assays from strains carrying unmarked catabolic 

mutations (Arias et al., 1979; Gardiol et al., 1980; Martínez De Drets & Arias, 1970). We have 

furthered the understanding of this route through identification of the genes responsible for 

encoding sorbitol and mannitol dehydrogenase activity (smoS and mtlK), fructose kinase activity 
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(frk), and phosphoglucose isomerase activity (pgi). The genes required for sorbitol, mannitol, and 

D-arabitol transport and oxidation are encoded from the smo locus (Fig. 4.1A), while fructose 

kinase and phosphoglucose isomerase genes are found downstream of the frc locus involved in 

fructose utilization (Fig. 4.1B) (Lambert et al., 2001). 

Its been shown that the substrate binding protein of the smo transporter, SmoE, is induced 

by sorbitol, mannitol, D-arabitol, and maltitol (Mauchline et al., 2006). Sorbitol and D-arabitol 

compete with mannitol for use of the smo transporter, but maltitol exhibits low affinity transport 

in conjunction with mannitol (Fig. 4.3). Maltitol is a disaccharide consisting of glucose and 

sorbitol. That growth on maltitol is reduced in a smoS mutant background suggests that SmoS is 

involved in the catabolism of maltitol. We hypothesized that maltitol is being hydrolysed by an 

unknown glucosidase into glucose and sorbitol, with the glucose monomer able to support the 

growth of a smoS mutant. Attempts at identification of this glucosidase via Tn5 mutagenesis 

have been so far unsuccessful. However, a BLAST search of the maltitol degrading α-

glucosidase PalH sequence from Erwinia rhapontici (Börnke et al., 2001) against the S. meliloti 

genome identified two genes, agaL2 and melA, as likely to encode a similar protein. 

Additionally, S. meliloti trehalose transport, thuEFGK, and catabolic genes, thuAB, have been 

implicated in the utilization of maltitol via a non-specific catabolic route (Ampomah et al., 

2013). These genes make compelling targets for future work on maltitol metabolism in S. 

meliloti. 

Fructose transport at the frc locus has been extensively characterized, but our data are not 

entirely consistent with previously reported results. Prior fructose transport mutations (frcC) 

were reported to abolish growth on fructose with no effect on mannitol utilization or transport 

(Lambert et al., 2001). Our data indicate that frc mutants exhibit reduced growth on sorbitol, 
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mannitol, and fructose, and that transport of these substrates is shared between the smo and frc 

transporters (Table 4.6). We note that the strains and method of mutagenesis differ between 

previous work and our own, though how these differences could account the phenotypic 

discrepancies is not clear. 

Consistent with previous results, we determined that growth on fructose and mannitol 

induces the uptake of fructose (Lambert et al., 2001). Additionally, we showed that growth on 

fructose does not induce transport of mannitol, but that mannitol transport could be permitted 

following growth on fructose in frcK or frk mutant backgrounds (Fig. 4.6B). While Frk is 

definitively a fructose kinase (Fig. 4.5), the role of FrcK is less clear. Strains with mutations in 

frcK exhibit a reduced ability to transport fructose (Fig. 4.6B), suggesting that it has a role in 

fructose uptake. However, frcK mutants also exhibit reduced growth on sorbitol and mannitol, 

which can be restored by complementation with frk (Table 4.5), suggesting that FrcK has 

fructose kinase activity. Additionally, frcK mutants permit the transport of mannitol in a manner 

similar to frk mutants indicating that they have a related function (Fig. 4.6B). Therefore, FrcK 

exhibits properties of both a fructose transport protein and a fructose kinase. Taken together, the 

data suggest that the ability to make F6P is important for the proper regulation of sugar alcohol 

transport. The idea that metabolite pools influence gene regulation has been suggested previously 

(Hawkins et al., 2018), but has not yet been subject to a thorough investigation. 

We showed that SmoC is a negative regulator that represses the expression of the smo 

locus in non-inducing conditions (Fig. 4.4). It’s possible that F6P could interact with SmoC, 

directly or indirectly, to repress transcription (Fig. 7.1A). Alternatively, its been shown that ABC 

type transporters can be regulated via direct phosphorylation of regulatory domains that can be 

fused to either the transmembrane domain or the nucleotide binding domain (Biemans-
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Oldehinkel et al., 2006). Therefore, it is also possible that SmoEFGK could be regulated by 

direct phosphorylation of a regulatory domain mediated by F6P independently of SmoC (Fig. 

7.1B). 

To test these possibilities, transport assays of fructose grown smoC mutant strain 

SRmD641 using labeled mannitol might provide some insight into the involvement of SmoC in 

this process. Additionally, 14C-mannitol transport assays using strain with a mutation to pgi, 

which converts F6P into G6P, may reveal if F6P really is the key intermediate participating in 

transport regulation or if it is a downstream metabolite such as G6P. If it was determined that 

direct phosphorylation of the transporter is affecting regulation, linker-scanning mutagenesis of 

the core transporter could identify the site of phosphorylation (Rivers & Oresnik, 2015). There 

are many different methods employed by organisms to regulate uptake of substrates by ABC 

transporters, including concentration dependent binding or dissociation of the substrate-binding 

protein from the core ABC transporter (Bao & Duong, 2012), or global regulation of ABC 

transporters by phosphotransferase system components (Prell et al., 2012; Untiet et al., 2013). 

More experiments are necessary to elucidate the regulatory mechanisms at play during transport 

of these substrates in S. meliloti.  

Analysis of the smo operon led to the observation that a smoS mutant exhibits reduced 

growth when using D-arabinose as a sole carbon source (Table 5.3). This was noted as a 

peculiarity since every substrate shown to induce or be metabolized at this locus was a sugar 

alcohol substrate (Jacob et al., 2008; Mauchline et al., 2006). It was shown that D-arabinose is 

first reduced by a D-arabinose reductase encoded by SMc00680 into D-arabitol, which is than 

acted on by MtlK and XylB to enter central metabolism (Fig. 5.2).   
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Figure 7.1 Possible models for the regulation of mannitol uptake involving F6P. (A) Fructose is 
internalized and phosphorylated by FrcK or Frk. (i) The presence of F6P activates expression of 
the SmoC negative regulator, which represses transcription of the smo operon and inhibits 
transport. (ii) The absence of F6P reduces expression of SmoC, which permits expression of the 
smo operon and allows for transport of sugar alcohols. (B) Fructose is internalized and 
phosphorylated by FrcK. Subsequently, F6P phosphorylates a regulatory region on the core 
transporter and inhibits transport. The regulatory domain is depicted as fused to the nucleotide-
binding domain (NBD; SmoK), however it could be found on the transmembrane domain (TMD; 
SmoFG). 
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However, D-arabinose can also be degraded via an entirely separate, non-phosphorylative 

pathway that it shares with L-fucose (Fig. 5.2). 

L-fucose is a methylpentose, which has been suggested to influence the ability of enteric 

bacteria to colonize the gut (Pacheco et al., 2012; Stahl et al., 2011). Another methylpentose, L-

rhamnose has been shown to be a determinate of competition for nodule occupancy in S. meliloti 

and R. leguminosrum (Oresnik et al., 1998). While the results were somewhat ambiguous, we 

showed that there was a difference in the dry weights of alfalfa plants inoculated with S. meliloti 

L-fucose catabolic mutants suggesting that they may be deficient in the ability to fix nitrogen 

(Fig. 5.6). Future experiments should attempt to confirm these results as well as determine if 

these mutants are compromised for the ability to compete for nodule occupancy. 

The final objective for this thesis was to analyze a spontaneously generated xylitol 

utilizing suppressor mutant of S. meliloti. We determined that there are two xylitol 

dehydrogenases, SMc01991 and SMc01992, which are differentially expressed in the mutant 

(Fig. 6.6). Additionally it was shown that this expression could be correlated with the presence of 

an ISRm2011-2 IS element that has inserted downstream from the dehydrogenase genes (Fig. 

6.5).  

We showed that the insertion permitting utilization of xylitol behaved as a cis acting 

element (Table 6.4) and hypothesized that this may be in part due to an alteration of chromosome 

packaging arising from insertion of the IS element at that particular locus. Chromosome 

packaging has been shown to effect gene expression in bacteria (Le et al., 2013). It was hoped 

that mutagenesis with Tn5 would reveal other loci that were packed in close proximity with 

SMc01990, in which insertions would yield a similar growth phenotype. However, no other loci 

were detected via this method.  
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An alternative hypothesis is that the IS element is increasing the stability of the mRNA 

transcribed from the region, which is allowing for increased expression of SMc01991 and 

SMc01992. An interesting experiment would be to measure the abundance of mRNA isolated 

from the wildtype and the suppressor mutant with qRT-PCR at various timepoints to determine if 

the degradation rate of the transcript differed between the strains.  
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